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Abstract
Dissertation: The Sociolinguistics of Compliment Behavior in Najdi Saudi Arabic
Student: Mohammad AlAmro
Degree: Ph.D
College: English
Date: December, 2013
Pages: 210
This study examines the politeness strategies employed by Najdi Saudi Arabic speakers
in giving and responding to compliments. Gender, age and relationship were hypothesized to
influence features of compliments and compliment responses. A corpus of 592 compliments and
compliment responses collected in natural contexts were analyzed.
The researcher hypothesized that: a) gender influences the way men and women pay and
respond to compliments; b) people of different age groups give and respond to compliments
differently; and c) the relationship between the participants affects the strategies used in giving
and responding to compliments.
The results show that Najdi compliments draw on a limited number of syntactic patterns
as well as a limited number of adjectives which makes Najdi complimenting formulaic. Najdi
speakers are likely to implicitly accept the compliments. As for the interaction of compliments
and compliment responses with social variables, the results reveal speaker-gender/age/social
relationship contrasts. Compliments occurred more frequently among interlocutors of the same
gender, age and social relationship. Men focused on personality and performance whereas the
majority compliments of women’s compliments focused on appearance. Women’s compliments
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are lengthier than men’s. Women also used more invocation, appreciation tokens, praise upgrade,
relationship and returned more compliments than men.
In terms of the relationship between compliment topics and generations, the findings
show that young and middle-aged speakers paid more compliments on appearance while the
older group focused on personality and performance. Additionally, the middle-aged group and
the older group used more non-acknowledgment than the young generation. Social relationships
also play a role in complimenting behavior. Unfamiliar speakers paid more compliments on
performance and their compliment responses contained primarily invocation and blessing.
Though the speech act of compliment is used frequently in everyday human interaction in
Saudi culture, no study has investigated the nature of compliments as a speech act in Najdi
Arabic. Because there has not been any attempt to uncover differences in the linguistic and
semantic realizations of compliments and compliment responses of Najdi Saudis, there still
exists a gap that needs to be filled in the cross-cultural study of speech acts.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
One of the purposes of human interactions is to create and reinforce positive
interpersonal relationships with others. Compliments, which are widely employed in our lives,
serve as a means of establishing solidarity. Although researchers observed that compliments and
compliment responses are culturally universal, their use and functions vary from one community
to another (Fargal & Al-Khatib, 2001). Paying compliments and responding to them vary in
terms of cultural values and social factors. Rizk (2003) points out that what is appropriate in one
culture might be inappropriate in another culture. Praising a girl for gaining weight in Nigeria,
for instance, is an appropriate compliment whereas it would be an insult in American culture.
The culture in American society, for instance, has imposed on its members the expectation of
being complimented when they make efforts to enhance their appearance, get a new possession,
or perform well on a particular task.
This study is based on the assumption that language use should not be separated from
social context because language is as an instrument of social interaction. More specifically, the
study will describe the compliment and compliment responses used by Najdi Saudis.
Additionally, given the fact that Saudi Arabia is a gender segregated society, this
segregation may reveal that women and men use different strategies for paying and responding to
compliments. In Saudi culture, the compliment event differs from males to females in the ways
of producing the compliments as well as responses. I hypothesize that females compliment each
other more than males do. I predict that age influences the way that a compliment is made. The
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older generation is assumed to be conservative, preserving more traditional formulas. Therefore,
I hypothesize that older females prefer to use long compliments. In contrast, males of different
ages are predicted to prefer short compliments and responses. By examining the relationship
between the compliment event and age, the direction of pragmatic change could be traced. Social
relationships also have an effect on paying and responding to compliments. Most of the
compliments are paid to friends and relatives.
The present study falls under the category of intra-lingual research where the
communicative competence within a single speech community is investigated. For example,
Migdadi (2003) looked at compliments and compliment responses in Jordanian Arabic. Other
examples of studies examining compliments in a single speech culture include New Zealand
English (Holmes,1986, 1988), American English (Manes & Wolfson,1981; Manes, 1983),
American English (Herbert (1986, 1989, 1990), American English and South African English
(Herbert &Straight,1989), American English (Parisi &Wogan, 2006) and Japanese (Adachi,
2011). All these studies employ naturally occurring data for their investigations. The present
study will use spontaneous data to provide an accurate picture of the cultural norms of Saudi
Arabia with regard to compliment and compliment responses.
The present study will be restricted to compliment and compliment responses in Najdi
Saudi Arabian culture. The study will use the comprehensive definition of Adachi (2011) and
Mursy & Wilson (2001) which views the compliment event from different perspectives: culture,
complimenter, complimentee and personal focuses of compliments (first/second personal and
third personal).
Compliments and compliment responses are chosen to be the focus of study for two
reasons. First, this speech act is widely used in many different social interactions. Second, paying
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compliments and responding to compliments can be both face enhancing acts as well as face
threatening acts, especially in cultures (e.g. Saudi Arabia) where envy is very strong (Brown &
Levinson, 1987). In this context, the complimenter resorts to using certain politeness devices to
mitigate the effect of the threats.
This study represents a descriptive and analytical search of the distinctive strategies used
in giving compliments as well as in responding to compliments. Data was collected in real life
interactions. The researcher and the fieldworkers used a notebook to record a large number of
examples of compliments and compliment responses. Using a corpus of 592 examples of
compliments and compliment responses, the researcher argues that compliments and compliment
responses differ across gender, age, and relationship. Compliments and responses were
transcribed and analyzed separately. The other variables that were closely examined were the
syntactic patterns, topics, types of compliments, positive semantic carriers, positions of
compliments in discourse, personal focus, and strategies of compliment responses as well as
single and complex compliment responses.
The subjects included three age groups: (young) 18-30, middle-aged (31-50), and old
(over 50). To operationalize the variable and to enable the fieldworkers to identify relationship
between participants, relationships were divided into familiar (friends and relatives) and nonfamiliar (acquaintances “knowing each other through a third party” and strangers).
In order to obtain as many examples as possible in a short period of time and to avoid
sex-based bias, the researcher trained 10 fieldworkers: five men and five women. Because distant
relatives/strangers, both men and women, do not engage in mixed social gatherings or
interactions in Saudi Arabia and to avoid sex bias, it was a must to include female fieldworkers
in the training session. The fieldworkers received two hours of training. They were instructed to
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listen to 10 videotaped role playing situations involving compliment and compliment responses.
After listening to the interaction, fieldworkers filled out the document sheet (Appendix A) where
they jotted down the exact compliment and compliment responses and recorded the required
variables such as gender, age, and relationship. The first five situations were done with the
researcher and the rest were done by the fieldworkers alone to insure the “interrater reliability”
of the documentation provided by fieldworkers.
The researcher hypothesizes that a) gender has an influence on the way men and women
pay and respond to compliments; b) people of different age groups give and respond to
compliments differently; c) the relationship between the participants affects the types of
strategies used in giving compliments and responding to compliments; d) age influences the
length of compliments and the length of responses to compliments; and e) gender influences the
length of compliments and the length of responses to compliments. The present study uses both
qualitative and quantitative analysis to examine the hypotheses.
The contribution of the present research work can be discussed from two perspectives.
From a sociolinguistic perspective, this work may result in further explanation of the politeness
theory. For outsiders, it is common to believe that one language is more polite than another.
Cultures differ in how they express politeness. It is hoped that through this study different social
rules will be revealed that might sound strange or impolite to those of other cultures.
Additionally, it will describe the cultural features used in giving compliments and responding to
compliments in Najd, Saudi Arabia which has never been researched in the past.
From a linguistic perspective, this study regards the use of compliments as a way to
highlight linguistic differences between males and females. Modern linguistics tries to establish a
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general comprehensive theory of language. The present study attempts to shed light on the
interaction of the linguistic form and pragmatic meaning of ‘compliments’ in social interaction.
Though compliments are frequent in everyday human interaction in Saudi culture, to the
researcher’s knowledge no study has investigated this nature of compliment and compliment
responses. Since there has been no attempt to uncover differences in the linguistic realization of
compliment and compliment responses in Najdi Saudi, there is still a gap in our knowledge that
needs to be filled.
The study of genderlect in Saudi Arabia is of major importance to the fields of intercultural communication in general, and to teaching language in particular. No studies have
examined compliments among male and female Saudi Arabic speakers. It is predicted that the
linguistic and pragmatic differences between Saudi males and females will be evident. The
findings of such a study may help the members of each gender group understand some of the
aspects of the linguistic and pragmatic behaviors of the other gender.
Part of communicative competence is to learn how male and female Saudis give and
respond to compliments in a socially appropriate manner (e.g. how to pay and respond to
compliments without causing a serious breakdown in communication). Knowledge of such
syntactic and pragmatic rules helps interlocutors, who belong to different speech communities,
avoid cross-cultural sociopragmatic failure.
Additionally, the study may reveal some of the sociolinguistic rules that are significant
for learners of Saudi Arabic as a foreign language. A language learner should acquire
communicative competence, which involves the social and cultural knowledge that helps
speakers use and understand linguistic forms both in an effective and appropriate way.

CHAPTER TWO

Objectives

2.1 Background
Nothing is more basic to human beings than their need to communicate appropriately and
effectively. Whether driven by practical or psychological necessity, communication is regarded
as the fundamental human need to get connected and have interaction. Each community has its
own language which represents voices used by its members for purposes of communication.
Language is considered as the most valuable and most useful tool that human beings possess.
They use it to convey their thoughts and feelings to others, and to perform activities in their
everyday life. Moreover, language is the only vehicle that enables humans to access knowledge.
Language is one of the most powerful indicators of social behavior. It is used to send social
messages about ourselves, our community, and who we are associated with. Moreover, it is often
possible to judge a person’s character, background or intentions simply on the basis of the
person’s language, dialect, or possibly even the choice of a given phrase or a sentence (Trudgill,
1995). Given the social role of language, the study of language should focus on language as a
social behavior as well as on the function of language in communities. Language, as Trudgill
(1995:1) points out, is not only a means of communicating information; it is also a very crucial
means of establishing and maintaining relationships with other people.
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Language not only allows humans to communicate in society but is also a mirror of
society. Nilsen (1995: 9) maintains that “Language and society are as intertwined as a chicken
and an egg. The language that a culture uses is telltale evidence of the values and beliefs of that
culture.” It is through language that much about society is reflected. Also, it is through language
that much about human relationships is revealed. Thus, connections can be established between
language and culture, language and gender, language and age, language and educational and
social backgrounds. Blum-Kulka believed that social norms are the customs/behaviors which
shape our interaction with others and which affect speakers’ choice of words, sentences and
thoughts (cited in Istifci, 2009, p. 15). These norms are shaped by traditional customs, religious
beliefs, and events. Thus, the speech acts (i.e., the patterned, routinized utterances that speakers
use to perform various functions such as apologies, requests, offers, compliments, refusals,
invitations and others) reflect their community.
This research examines the close relationship between language and society. Such an
examination falls within the domain of sociolinguistics. Surprisingly, the connection between
language and society existed relatively late in the field of sociology. Sociology and linguistics
developed in mutual isolation. Linguistics had generally taken for granted that grammars are not
relevant to the social context (Romaine, 1994). Thus, language has usually been treated as object
which could be examined without reference to social context. This approval continued in
Chomsky’s studies in 1957 which treated language as an autonomous system emphasizing the
grammatical forms and the propositional meanings of sentences and abstracting language away
from contexts. Sociologists too have treated society as if it could be formed without language
(Romaine, 1994).
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2.2 Significance
Most studies on compliments and compliment responses have dealt with English speakers
as well as other Indo-European languages (Pomerantz, 1978; Wolfson, 1981; Holmes, 1986;
Herbert, 1990, 1997). Very few studies have been conducted on Arabic compliment behavior.
Therefore, one might claim that the conclusions drawn from these few studies are less
generalizable. Additionally, every society has its own cultural values and social factors that
might affect compliment behavior. Among these Arabic studies are Nelson et al (1993) who
examined Egyptian Arabic and American English; Nelson, Al-Batal and Echols (1996a) who
looked at Syrian and American compliment responses; Farghal and Al-Khatib (2001) who
presented a study on the complimenting behavior of Jordanian college students; and Farghal and
Haggan (2006) who studied compliments paid and responded to in English by Kuwaiti college
students to their classmates. Most studies have found that cross-linguistic pragmatic differences
may lead to pragmatic failure in communication.
The compliment event is culturally dependent. According to Herbert (1997), the
compliment event “provides interesting information on sociocultural values and organization”
(p.497). Understanding the strategies of giving and responding to compliments among world
languages may help narrow the gap between languages’ speakers and clarify misunderstood
compliments. Also, this understanding might help develop language learning curricula.
The present study is the first that sheds light on the compliment behavior in Najdi Saudi
Arabic in terms of types of compliments as well as compliment responses in addition to the
effects of social variables on the compliment event. Thus, this study would be helpful in crosscultural pragmatics and especially in studying other Arabic dialects.
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2.3 Goals

The focus of this research is the relationship between compliments and compliment
responses on the one hand, and the social variables (region, gender, and relationship) that
determine the linguistic realization patterns on the other hand. Gender, age, and relationship are
chosen as independent variables to investigate their effects on how compliments, as well as
compliment responses, are expressed. These variables are also discussed according to the most
common compliment types and compliment responses. In this study, the most frequent
compliment types in Saudi Arabic are classified. Additionally, the most frequent compliment
topics are classified into four categories: appearance, skills/performance, character traits and
possession. These categories are analyzed with respect to their frequency as well as distribution.
Similarly, compliment responses are examined to determine strategies employed by Najdi Saudi
recipients. These strategies are explained in terms of the Agreement Maxim and the Modesty
Maxim (Leech, 1983), where the Agreement Maxim compels complimentees to agree with
complimenters, and the Modesty Maxim forces them to minimize self-praise. The present study
will be analyzed in light of three theories: Variation Theory (with Labov being the representative
researcher), Politeness Theory which was developed by Brown and Levinson (1987), and
Politeness Maxims (Leech, 1983) (More in chapter three).
2.4 Research Questions
The present study investigates the compliment event in Najdi Saudi Arabic. This is achieved
by answering the following research questions:
1) What are the syntactic patterns and the topics of compliments used by the different age
groups and different genders?
2) What strategies are used by Najdis when they compliment and respond to compliments?
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3) Do males and females use different strategies in giving and responding to them? If so,
what strategies are used by them when they pay and respond to compliments?
4) Do age, gender and relationship affect compliments and compliment responses produced
by Najdis? If so, how might the social variables affect the compliment and compliment
responses?
2.5 Variables
It is important to define the variables of the study in order to understand the way that the data
will be collected.
 The dependent variable:
Compliments and compliment responses used by Saudi speakers.
 The main independent variables:
1. Gender
2. Age
3. Relationship between the complimenter and complimentee
2.5.1 Social Variables
Gender refers to the linguistic and pragmatic differences between males and females. The
age variable will be classified into three age groups: young (18-30), middle-aged (31-50), and
old (over 50). Anyone over 50 (older generation) is assumed to be distinct from the younger
generation with respect to traditions. The older generations are considered to be linguistically
conservative and are not under the influence of the media or new trends around the world.
Among older generations, complimenting is discouraged in front of the complimentee
because it is more likely to make the addressee conceited (conceit is perceived as a negative
value in Saudi culture). Abu Mosa said: The prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, heard a
man praising another man while he was present with them. He said “Woe unto you! You have
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beheaded your friend. He repeated this several times and added “if one of you has to praise let,
him say, I think this and that (about the praised man) if he thinks that, and his reckoning is with
Allah, and let him not ascribe purity to anyone” (compiled by Yahya and Ad-Dimashqi, 1990).
From this narration we infer that the prophet prohibited praising others especially when they are
present. Yahya and Ad-Dimashqi (1990) commented that “such praise may encourage the
praised persons to overestimate themselves, especially if they were people of position or wealth.
Also, such praise may lead the praised person to be arrogant, which may lead to laziness and a
lower number of good deeds, for one will depend on what he heard of praise and ignore more
good deeds” (p.1322).
The middle age group grew up in a more conservative society compared to the younger
generation and they try to follow the old traditions. Therefore, this group is expected to use
conventional formulas (e.g. using religious terms) and their language is predicted to be free from
foreign influence. With the advent of technology, internet and expansion in universities, a
different generation appeared. The younger generation is more open minded compared to the
middle aged or the older generations, accepting what is seen in the media and travelling to
foreign countries which might affect their language. Thus, due to the effect of “the global
village”, what is explicit in Saudi culture has faded in governing their language and behavior. At
the same time, they are picking up different strategies in responding to compliments. These
factors are likely to change the compliment behavior of this age group (e.g. using less traditional
compliments).
In determining a stranger’s age, the researcher and fieldworkers depend on the
interlocutors’ appearance. Young participants are “clear-eyed, wrinkle free and slim waisted”.
The middle aged participants often have “wrinkling skins, weight re-apportionments in chest and
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abdomen, graying hair, and for men thinning hairlines”. The older people are “furrowed, smallsized, and the men are bald” (Migdadi, 2003: 40). Since the researcher and fieldworkers are
familiar with the age of close friends and family members, it is not difficult to determine the
participants age or their approximate age.
The relationship among the subjects will be divided into familiar and non-familiar
acquaintances (knowing each other through a third party or through work and strangers). Friends
and relatives usually share information about each other.
2.6 Compliments
The dependent variable (compliments) will be closely examined to determine 1) types of
compliments, 2) the syntactic patterns, 3) choice of positive semantic carriers (referring to lexical
items which could be an adjective, an adverb, a verb, a noun), personal focus (e.g. I like your
hair; your hair looks good short; nice haircut), tense, comparatives, superlatives, intensifiers (e.g.
very), religious terms, and repetitions (using a series of adjectives or repeating the same
sentence), 4) Topics of compliments, 5) positions of compliments in discourse (at the beginning,
middle, or closing the conversation) and the correlation between the topics of compliments and
the positions of compliments (more about these features in chapter 3).
The types of compliments correspond to the following taxonomy that was used by Yuan
(2002). The semantic formulas are used to categorize compliments.
1) Explicit compliments refer to “a direct positive comment in which the form contains at
least one positive semantic carrier” (Zhihui, 2002:24). Ex: your haircut is nice.
2) Implicit compliments refer to “a general statement without a positive semantic carrier,
where the addressee is not directly (addressed) but the positive meaning can be inferred
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from what is said in a particular context” (Yuan, 2002: 192). Ex: I wish I could do my job
like you do.
Adapting Wolfson (1984) categorization, the data will be classified into nine syntactic patterns:
1. NP (is/looks) (really) ADJ (e.g. Your sweater is really nice.)
There were two other major syntactic patterns found:
2. I (really) (like/love) NP (e.g. I like your car.)
3. PRO is (really) (a) ADJ.NP (e.g. That is a good question.)
4. You V. (a) (really) ADJ. NP (e.g. You did a great job.)
5. You V. NP. (really) ADV (e.g. You sang that song really well.)
6. You have (a) (really) ADJ. NP (e.g. You have a beautiful living room.)
7. What (a) ADJ. NP! (e.g.What a pretty skirt!). (Saudis usually add invocation “Allah” before
the syntactic pattern no.7)
8. ADJ. NP! (e.g. Good shot!)
9. Isn’t NP. ADJ! (e.g. Isn’t that ring pretty!)
Compliment topics are classified into six categories (Holmes, 1986, 1988; Nelson et al, 1993;
Migdadi, 2003):
Appearance: compliments that are related to the complimentee’s (looks) personal physical
attributes, including “clothes and make up”. (Parisi & Wogan, 2003: 22). Ex: Your hair is very
beautiful. Compliments could be related to the complimetee’s family members. Physical
appearance is divided into types: compliments on natural beauty (e.g. Your hair is so long) and
compliments on unnatural beauty (e.g. I like your skirt).
Skill/performance: skill compliments are defined as those comments on commendable
behavior or a certain positive performance (i.e., academic or athletic accomplishment of a
specific task; cooking) (Parisi & Wogan, 2003: 22). Ex: you did a great job; a good meal.
Character traits/personality: compliments that are related to “character qualities” such as
kindness, helpfulness, generosity, intelligence, respect and modesty (Parisi & Wogan, 2003: 22).
Ex: You are the most generous person I have ever seen in my life.
Possession: compliments that are related to “what someone owns”. (Parisi & Wogan, 2003: 22).
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Ex: your car is awesome.
Children: compliments on children’s cuteness, health and good behavior (Migdadi, 2003). Ex: a
compliment addressed to a father:
May Allah’s grace be upon him (a small boy) handsome may Allah make him righteous.
Intimacy (relationship): compliments on how much the complimentee meant to the
complimenter.
Ex: you are everything to me.
Ex: how many Fahd (e.g.a name) I have (to show how close he is to the complimenter).
The compliments will also be divided into long and short compliments and their length
will be measured by the number of words in each compliment.
2.7 Compliment Responses
Similarly, compliment responses are also closely examined to determine 1) strategies of
compliment responses, 2) social factors governing these choices and 3) the politeness maxims.
In this study, Herbert’s (1990) categorization of compliment responses is adopted with
some modifications. Herbert’s’ categorization includes a three category and twelve-type
taxonomy. In the present study, there are three main super categories (agreement, nonagreement, and other) and seventeen-type taxonomy of compliment responses. The researcher
added the compliment responses: ‘offering’, ‘invocation’ (Fargal and Hagan, 2006) and
“relationship” under the agreement category and ‘evil-eye protection’ under the non-agreement
category. Additionally, the strategy ‘joking’ is added under the category other interpretation. The
reason behind using these strategies is that they might be used as compliment responses in Najdi
Saudi culture.
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The Taxonomy of Compliment Responses
A. Agreement
I. Acceptance: The complimentee agrees with the object of the compliment proffered by the
complimenter.
1. Acceptance: The complimentee opts simply to give an expression of agreement.
Ex: A) Your car is wonderful.
B) Right.
Ex: A) Your dress is pretty and fashionable. It seems you like colors.
B) You could say that.
2. Appreciation Token: It means “a verbal and non -verbal acceptance of the compliment”.
Ex: A) May Allah’s grace be upon you, you are cute.
B) Thanks (smiling).
3. Comment Acceptance: the complimentee agrees with the force of the compliment and
“offers a relevant comment” on the compliment. Ex. Thanks, it’s my favorite too.
Ex: A) your car is pretty.
B) True. It costs me a lot.
4. Praise Upgrade means that the complimentee accepts and proceeds to boast by adding
extra information. S/he asserts that the compliment is not sufficient. Ex: Really brings out
the blue in my eyes, doesn’t it?
Ex: A) pretty (T-shirt) honestly speaking.
B) It’s not. I made it prettier.
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II. Non-acceptance: it means “agreement with the semantic force is implicitly expressed by
shifting”. The complimentee impersonalizes the force of compliment by offering impersonal
details.
5. Comment History: the complimentee offers comments on the object of the compliment to
shift the force of the compliment from him/her.
Ex: A) your watch is pretty.
B) I got it from the internet.
6. Reassignment: the force of the compliment is transferred to a third person or to the object
of compliment.
Ex: A) you are kind, tolerant, and never get angry.
B) All praise goes to Allah. This is a blessing from Allah.
7. Return: the praise is returned to the complimenter.
Ex: A) Wallah may Allah’s grace be upon you, you’ve become pretty, you’ve become pretty
may Allah’s grace be upon you.
B) Your eyes are the prettier.
8. Offering: The complimentee offers the complimented item to the complimenter.
Ex: A) What a pretty sunglasses may Allah’s grace be upon you.
B) You deserve it. Take it, it’s yours.
9. Invocation and blessing: making a prayer for the complimter.
Ex May Allah bless/protect you.
10. Relationship: expressing how much the complimenter means to him/her.
Ex: A) your French language is excellent.
B) l like you.
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B. Non-agreement
Non agreement could be:
11. Scale Down: the complimentee disagrees with the complimenter so the force of the
compliment is minimized by the complimentee.
Ex: It’s really quite old.
Ex: A) You are elegant today.
B) I did not wear well; different colors that do not go in harmony.
12. Question: The complimentee questions the sincerity of the compliment or wants a
repetition of the compliment.
Ex: A) Wow your shoes are amazing.
B) Do you really think so?
13. Disagreement: The complimentee explicitly disagrees with the complimenter and
“asserts that the complimented of object is not worthy of praise”.
Ex: A) your hand bag is pretty.
B) But it is big. I don’t think that I’ll take it to the wedding.
14. Evil-eye protection: The complimentee resorts to religious expressions or short verses
from the Quaran to drive the evil eye away.
Ex: A) you gained weight Abu-Abdullah (the father of Abdullah).
B) Mention Allah.
A) May Allah’s grace be upon you.
15. No acknowledgement: the complimentee either changes the topic or “gives no
response” [silence].
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Ex: A) May Allah’s grace be upon you, you are fast; May Allah’s grace be upon you, you
are fast.
B) No response.
C. Other Interpretations
16. Joking: humeoruous utterances. E.g. responding to a compliment on her cheek. The
complimentee offers her cheek to the complimenter
e.g: a.khdoodek methal alcotton (your cheek is like cotton).
b.khotheehum (take them; they are yours).
e.g. a.wesh ha alhalawa ( what a handsome guy)
b. mawa'ed wahdah (I have a date ‘since dating is illegal in Islam; it’s kind of a joke’).
Agreement and compliment responses are divided into explicit and implicit. In explicit
agreement responses, the complimentee directly agrees with the complimenter via a variety of
mechanisms such as appreciation token and praise upgrade. In implicit agreement, the
complimentee agrees with the force of compliment, but he/she does that implicitly via a variety
of mechanisms such as history comment, return and reassignment. These compliment responses
express agreement, but they shift the complimentary force from the complimentee.
The responses to compliments are also categorized into (Fargal and Al-Khatib, 2001):
1) Single-Strategy Responses which contain one response or one illocution. For instance, thank
you.
2) Complex-Strategy Responses which contain more than one response/ illocution. For example,
thank you. May Allah protect you.
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2.8 Hypotheses of paying compliments:
The researcher hypothesizes the following hypotheses. The following hypotheses are
divided into giving and responding to compliments.
A) Gender has an influence on the way men and women give compliments.
1) Females are expected to use more compliments on appearance.
2) Males are expected to use more compliments on personality/character traits.
3) Females compliments are expected to contain more comparatives.
4) Males are expected to use more proverbs.
5) Females give more explicit compliments.
B) People of different age groups give compliments differently.
1) Young females are expected to use the syntactic pattern more: What (a) ADJ. NP!
2) Young and middle aged people are expected to use similes (e.g. you are like a moon).
3) Older females are expected to compliment on skill (e.g. cooking) and personality.
C) The relationship between the participants affects the forms and strategies they use.
1) Compliments are expected to occur more when the interlocutors know each other.
2) Compliments on appearance are given and received more by relatives and friends.
D) Age influences the length of compliments.
1) Middle aged people are expected to use long compliments and repetitions in their
compliments.
2) Younger people are expected to use short compliments.
3) Younger people are expected to use code-switching (from Arabic to English).
E) Gender influences the length of compliments.
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1) Females are expected to use long compliments and repetitions (in this study these two
features are measured by the number of words produced by the participants).
2.9 Hypotheses of Responding to compliments
A) Gender has an influence on the way men and women respond to compliments.
1) Males are expected to use fewer comments on the complimented object in their
responses.
2) Nonverbal acceptance responses (e.g. smile) are expected to be used more by females.
3) Males are expected to use fewer Arabic thanking responses.
4) Females are expected to use fewer offering responses.
B) People of different age groups respond to compliments differently.
1) Older and middle aged people are expected to make more references to God.
2) Younger speakers are expected to use fewer religious terms and to use short
responses.
3) Older females are expected to use more returning compliments.
4) Young complimentees are expected to use praise-upgrade.
5) Young and middle aged male speakers are expected to use joking.
6) Younger speakers are expected to use code-switching.
F) The relationship between the participants affects the forms and strategies used.
1) Young male complimentees are expected to opt for non-acknowledgment responses
when complimented by friends.
2) Requests and questions are expected to be used between those who are familiar with
each other.
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3) The expression “Remember God” (causing an embarrassing situation) is expected to be
used by those who are familiar with each other.
G) Age influences the length of responding to compliments.
1) Young females are expected to use short compliment responses.
2) Old and middle aged speakers are expected to use long compliment responses.
H) Gender influences the length of responding to compliments.
1) Females responses are expected to be lengthy compared to males.
2.10 Geographic Information
Najid, which means the highland, is located in the middle of Saudi Arabia. The Najdi
dialect is spoken by people in the city of Riyadh and surrounding cities and towns. The region is
rocky and surrounded by desert and mountains. According to the latest census (2011) the
population of Najid speakers is about nine million. The Najdi dialect is spoken by all social
classes in the regions, including the Royal family, and it is regarded as the Saudi dialect
standard. The Najdi dialect is also used informally in daily conversations as well as commercial
dealings.
Najid is divided into towns and villages. These villages and towns are recognized by
sharing the same culture, customs and dialect variation. Najid has every social class including
working, middle, high, and the highest class represented by the royal family, princesses, and
merchants. The Najdi dialect is the least influenced dialect (by immigrants from other parts of
Saudi Arabia) of all modern dialects found in Saudi Arabia due to lack of stigmatization
(because of prestige).
Najdi dialect is different from other dialects in Saudi Arabia. The differences between
Najdi dialects and other Saudi dialects lie in the lexicon, the stress of words and the
pronunciation of some words. Najdi has distinctive features. For instance, the voiceless affricate
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allophone [ts] of the phoneme /k/ is found in Najdi dialect, but not in other dialects. It's quite
common to hear people using the variant [ ts ] instead of the Modern Standard Arabic variant [ K
]. People in Najd still pronounce the sound as it is pronounced in Modern Standard Arabic.
Compared to other dialects, Najdi is a highly prestigious dialect.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%27Asir_Province
2.11 Cultural Information
Saudi Arabia is considered as a tribal society. Most of the family members are identified
“by their roles and influences in their family/tribe because status of the individuals is derived
from their membership in the group family, village and tribe” (Alkhatib, 2006:273). The Saudi
societal circle includes family, relatives, friends, tribe, and neighbors. One way to show support
and express good will is to compliment this circle for their personalities, generosity, etc. It is
assumed that the differences between Saudi males and females are clear, given the fact that Saudi
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Arabia is a segregated society and that males and females are dissimilar in the way they are
brought up.
Compliments among older people usually occur in the absence of complimentees.
Complimenting people to their face is not commendable according to Islamic rules because as a
person receives many compliments, this might lead to arrogance, especially if the comments are
on character traits. When people from Mecca compliment Prophet Muhammad saying “you are
the best, you are the master and the son of master”, he hated that and asked them to call him “the
slave of God”. There is only one case where compliment is commendable. This case is when the
complimenter compliments a person on his/her performance so that others could imitate his/her
action, or when the complimenter compliments a person for a favor s/he does for him/her.
It is more customary in Saudi Arabia among females to compliment the hostess. If they
did not compliment the hostess, it would be rude and unacceptable. This might be common
across cultures, but what distinguishes the Saudi culture is that women (older and middle aged)
would compliment the hostess, but men would not compliment the host since generosity is more
associated with men and it is part of the society. It is also expected that women would give a
long and detailed positive compliment on the party.
Belief in envy has a strong foundation, both culturally and religiously, in Saudi Arabia in
particular, and the Middle East in general. Compliments are not welcomed because the evil eye
is potentially the result of the compliment. Compliments on appearance, performance, and
possession are the most sensitive topics that a complimenter should be cautious with, especially
if s/he comes from a different culture. Unless these compliments are accompanied with
mashallah (May Allah’s grace be upon you), they are face-threatening acts for the
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complimentee. The complimenter should preface his/her compliment with mashallah and then
say the compliment.
An example of the belief in the evil eye is when my wife felt some discomfort when an
old man in Chicago complimented our three year old son saying he was “an energetic boy” and
that “he wished to have his energy”. The motive behind my wife’s distress was that she took
these compliments on children’s health as a sign of envy that something bad might happen to
him. If this happens in Saudi Arabia, a complimentee will say to the complimenter mashallah to
avoid projecting against such envy. However, most people do not ask the complimenter to utter
mashallah because it threatens the complimenter’s face and puts him/her in an embarrassing
situation. Thus, most people find it sufficient to read verses from the Quran and do some prayers
to remain safe from people’s envy. However, the younger generation is less worried by these
kinds of compliments since they have had more contact with foreign cultural norms and are a
more open group of society.
Regarding compliment responses, the case is a little bit complicated. Providing nonacknowledgement for the compliment in Saudi Arabia is considered a shameful act or lack of
tact for the complimentee. There are common formulaic expressions that are used as responses
for some compliments. For instance, when the complimenter says waane’am ‘you are a
descendant of a great family’ the respondent either says waana’am feek ‘you are also a
descendant of a great family’ or responds with a phrase better than this utterance. If he does not
respond, it will be regarded as a lack of politeness. These ritual utterances are usually common
among older and middle aged men rather than young men or women.
When communicating in English, adapting the cultural norms used in compliment and
compliment responses in Saudi Arabia, Saudis compliments and compliment responses might
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sound strange and embarrassing at the same time. For example, when Americans accept the
compliment, Saudis tend to repeat the compliment which might sound insincere to the
complimentee. Another example is when the complimentee insists that the complimenter take the
complimented object. This situation might embarrass the complimenter.
As a part of Saudi culture and some Gulf countries, people offer the object of compliment
(e.g. car, necklace) to the complimenter as a way of showing courtesy. Mostly, the complimenter
accepts the offer if the complimented object is not a high value item. If the complimented object
is a high value item, it is not really meant to be taken literally as both Saudi interlocutors
understand this since this stems from sociocultural norms and values shared between them. Thus,
understanding the words as well as the cultural rules that govern them is necessary for avoiding
communication barriers. Enssaif (2005) mentions a story of two ladies, an American and a
Kuwaiti who met at the time of the Gulf War. The American complimented the Kuwaiti on her
necklace; the Kuwaiti thanked her and offered her the necklace saying “it is yours”. The
American took this literally and took the necklace as a gift. The American lady thought this offer
was sincere and “did not understand that this was only a customary response and should not be
taken literally. What the Kuwaiti lady said was only a sign of politeness, generosity and
hospitality. The appropriate response would have been to say, “Thank you”; not to take the
jewelry, of course” (p.12).
Not long ago, a friend of mine (a Saudi) told me that he wanted to give his American
friend his laptop. He interpreted his compliment, “I like your laptop. I wish I had one” as a
request. This is a typical situation of “communicational breakdown” caused by misinterpretation
of complimenting due to cultural differences. A typical American compliment is perceived as a
request by my friend who was still governed by Saudi socio-cultural norms.
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Features of language use are believed to be covert in a speech community, establishing
pragmatic norms that govern social interactions among its members. Differences in the
realization of universally shared speech acts such as compliments, apologies and refusals
observed in Saudi culture and those practiced in other cultures, clarify that each cultural group
has its own social values. Studies in cross-cultural communication could provide explanations of
why members of each cultural group select a particular language feature or a linguistic feature of
communication as opposed to others.

CHAPTER THREE

Literature Review

This section introduces theoretical and empirical studies relevant to the present study. It
starts with the theoretical framework for pragmatic competence and politeness theory as well as
providing theoretical background for gender differences. The literature review presents the
operational definition of compliments and sheds light on previous research on compliments in
different cultures in an attempt to highlight the effect of some socio-cultural factors on pragmatic
and linguistic realization patterns of compliments. Finally, it previews an overview of the studies
of speech acts conducted in Arabic as well as presents reviews of previous research on the
compliment event and linguistic politeness across different cultures.
3.1 Pragmatic Competence
It has been argued that language is not just a means of communication; we also use
language to get things done and to perform various functions. Stressing the pragmatic aspect of
language, Lewis (1993:59) states, “Language is essentially pragmatic in character–situational,
contextualized and purposive—not intended to be but to do.” This leads us to a discussion of a
very important issue in pragmatics.
Pragmatic competence is “the knowledge underlying abilities to interpret, express, and
negotiate social activities and their meanings beyond what is really expressed” (Austin,
1998:328). Pragmatic competence was subdivided by Leech (1983) into two main categories:
pragmalinguistic, competence which reflects the linguistic forms that carry out the
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communicative competence, and sociopragmatic competence which refers to the sociocultural
ability. Being communicatively competent entails not only knowing the linguistic forms of the
language but the social appropriateness of these forms which also involves being cognizant of
the age and sex of the speakers, their social class, occupations, and their roles in interaction.
All the time we are getting things done through language—asking questions, issuing
compliments and responding to them, making requests, sharing information, etc. In attempting
to express ourselves, we do not only utter grammatical structures and words, but we also perform
actions through those utterances. One concept that is central to pragmatic competence is speech
acts which simply means actions performed by means of an utterance to communicate (Yule,
1996).
3.2 Speech Act
Speech acts are a firmly established topic in both pragmatics and sociolinguistics. The
British philosopher Austin (1962) is generally believed to be the initiator of the speech act
theory. As a matter of fact, the actual beginning of research on the functioning of language could
be dated back to the early 1960s with the appearance of Austin’s most influential papers How to
Do Things with Words. As claimed by Gibbs (1999) “Austin was the first to draw attention to the
many functions performed by utterances as part of interpersonal communication” (p.54). Austin,
Thomas (1995) argues, was convinced that language is not used to say things or to make
statements, but we also use language to do things (perform actions). For example, “when
someone says “I apologize …”, “I promise …” the utterance immediately conveys a new
psychological or social reality” (Johannesson, 2001: 95). An apology takes place when someone
apologizes, and not before. In such cases, to say is to perform. Austin thus called these utterances
performatives rather than conveying information. Compliments lack performative verbs. An
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utterance such as “*I compliment you on your nice tie” is grammatically correct, but
pragmatically is not used (Mustapha, 2003).
According to Austin, there are three distinctive levels of action beyond the act of
speaking: a locutionary act which is the act of uttering something; an illocutionary act which is
associated with the force of the utterance that can be expressed as a performative such as
“promising” or “apologizing”; and a perlocutionary act which is the effect that the illocutionary
act has on the hearer, who has to identify the speaker’s illocutionary intention. As Fraser (1983)
expressed it, “When we use language, we characteristically do three things: 1) we say something;
2) we indicate how we intend the hearer to take what we have said; and 3) we have definite
effects on the hearer as a result” (p. 30). Suppose, for example, that someone says “I like your
hair.” In saying this, the speaker is performing three acts: the locutionary act of saying that he
admires her hair; the illocutionary act of complimenting; and the perlocutionary act could be that
the speaker wants to make the hearer feel good.
It is noteworthy that the locutionary act, illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act, as
argued by Searle (cited in Trosborg, 1994) “are not spatio-temporally discrete and independent
acts” (p.17). Rather, they are “mutually interdependent sub-acts of the complete speech act
which are performed simultaneously” (p.17). In other words, they are not parts but dimensions of
a speech act, which means that they cannot be performed separately. Additionally, the
illocutionary acts are governed by the social rules which regulate what individuals do/say.
Yule (1996) observes that of these three dimensions of a speech act, “the most discussed
is illocutionary force” (p. 49). As a matter of fact, the term speech act, Yule argues, “is generally
interpreted quite narrowly to mean only the illocutionary force of an utterance” (p. 49). Now the
terms speech act and illocutionary act have come to be used interchangeably.
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Practically, there are thousands of possible illocutionary acts and several attempts have
been made to categorize them into a small number of types. Such categorizations, Crystal (1987)
argues, are not that easy, since verb meanings are often difficult to distinguish and speakers’
intentions are not always transparent. But two classifications are worth mentioning here, those of
Austin and Searle.
Searle (1979) presents a fuller taxonomy of speech acts than that of Austin. Searle’s
classification system lists five types of general functions performed by speech acts (p.12-20).
Declarations are those speech acts by which the speaker changes the status or condition of an
object or a situation, e.g., I now pronounce you husband and wife.
Assertives (called representatives in Searle, 1975) are those speech acts by which the speaker is
committed to “the truth of a proposition”. Examples of representatives are statements of fact and
assertions e.g. The earth is flat.
Expressives “are those speech acts by which the speaker shows a state of affairs”. These
emotions are not intended for exchanging information, but for expressing admiration, pleasure,
pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow, e.g., your dress is pretty.
Directives “are those speech acts by which the speaker attempts to get the hearer to do
something”. They include commands, orders, requests, and suggestions, e.g., Could you lend me
a pen, please?
Commissives “are those speech acts by which the speaker commits himself/herself to some future
action”. They include promises, threats, refusals, pledges, invitations, e.g., we’re having a party
tomorrow night. I’d like you to come. (Yule, 1996: 53-4; Crystal, 1987: 121; Searle, 1979: 1220).
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Searle manipulates different criteria to establish these different types. These types include
illocutionary act, its use in the world, the psychological state of the speaker, and the utterance
itself. The illocutionary act is the aim of the act. Thus expressive like complimenting shows the
speaker’s emotions about events/humans/objects (Yule, 1996).
Several researchers (Sadock, 2004; Bach, 1997) noted that Searle and Austin treated
speech acts as isolated sentences devoid of the cultural settings in which these sentences are
used. Therefore, there is a need to complement Seale and Austin’s theory analysis of the speech
act with the study of the cultural context because the performance of the speech act and the
intention of the complimentee and complimenter as well as the cultural settings are essential for
obtaining a clear picture of the social structure and the value system of the target community. In
studying the compliment event, for instance, one learns what the inappropriate structure or
behavior is.
3.3 Compliments and Compliment Responses
The compliment event, consisting of compliments and compliment responses, has been
referred as adjacency pairs and action chains/events/interchange (Nelson, Al-Batal & Echols,
1996a). The compliment event is a two-way turn, involving the complimenter and the
complimentee and in which A compliments B and B acknowledges the utterance as a
compliment and responds in a way, governed by the society’s values, to show an acceptance or a
rejection of the compliment (Herbert, 1997). For example,
A) Sayaartek ka’anaha jeededah (Your car looks new).
B) Ithker rabek (Remember your God!)
Utterances (A and B) are linked by both cultural and relevant conditions. Utterance B is
conditionally relevant and dependent on A. The interpretation of B depends on understanding
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the cultural rules used in Saudi Arabic. The second utterance is usually used to derive the evil
eye away.
Holmes (1995) believes that “when collecting and analyzing examples of a particular
speech act, it is important to have a clear definition in order to decide what counts and what does
not” (p.117). Herbert (1997) claims that there is a widespread agreement over what constitutes a
compliment. Most definitions contain two conditions: a) an expression of admiration, and b) the
admiration might concern possession, skills/performance, or personality traits. Among those who
defined compliments was Holmes (1988). A compliment is “a speech act which explicitly or
implicitly attributes credit to someone other than the speaker, usually the person addressed, for
some ‘good’ (possession, characteristic, skill etc.) which is positively valued by the speaker and
the hearer”(p.446).
Although Holmes’ definition is comprehensive and employed in different compliment
studies such as Johnson (1992), Herbert & Straight (1989), and Wolfson (1981), it does not
capture some important aspects of compliments, overlooking social and cultural rules.
Additionally, it is not extended to other family members such as children. The following
definition takes the previous features into account. Compliment, according to Mursay & Wilson
(2001) is defined as “a speech act which directly or indirectly attributes credit to someone other
than the speaker, usually the addressee, or somebody related to him/her for something ‘good’
which is positively valued by the speaker and hearer in the light of a social contract of values
between society and individuals which governs the expected compliment behavior of
interactants” (p. 151). What distinguishes this definition is that compliments are seen in the light
of socially acceptable behaviors and compliments could occur on third party such the
complimentee’s relatives.
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A compliment response, according to Nelson and et al (1996a) is defined as “a verbal
acknowledgement that the recipient of the compliment heard and reacted to the compliment”
(p.413). Or it can be defined more simply as Herbert & Straight (1989) put it, as “anything that
follows an identifiable compliment” (p.38).
Compliment responses pose two dilemmas for the complimentees in that they involve
two conditions that are in conflict: 1) the complimentees have to agree with the complimenter;
and 2) they have to avoid self- praise (Pomerantz, 1978). Urano (1998) explains this dilemma by
saying that when a complimentee accepts the compliment, this violates condition (2) as this goes
against the expectation of the complimenter (however, this depends on the socially expected
rules). On the other hand, if the complimentee does not accept the compliment, this satisfies
condition (2), but this response threatens the complimenter’s face. As claimed by Wolfson
(1989a) one solution to such a dilemma is to downgrade the compliment either by referring the
compliment to another characteristic of the object of the compliment or by offering the object.
3.4 Theoretical Frameworks
Three theories, namely the politeness theory, variation theory and maxim theory, will be
used as the theoretical frameworks for the present study. The politeness theory is relevant here
because it explains the positive and negative face wants of politeness and clarifies the reasons for
the use of specific strategies found in the compliment event in Saudi dialect (Najdi) in Riyadh.
Variation theory is also relevant here because it provides an explanation of the differences in the
forms and strategies of the compliment event which could be due to social factors. Additionally,
the strategies employed by Najdi Saudis will be explained in terms of the agreement maxim and
the modesty maxim.
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3.4.1 Brown and Levinson’s Theory of Politeness
Brown and Levinson (1987) claim that when people communicate with others, they are
aware of their own and others’ face and they cooperate to maintain one another’s face. Since face
can be diminished, maintained or enhanced through interaction, they attend to it consciously or
unconsciously in all forms of communication. Thus, people try to soften the effects of face
threatening acts (FTA) by using various politeness strategies.
In their Politeness: Some Universals in Language Usage, Brown and Levinson (1987)
provide a comprehensive theory of politeness in which linguistic devices have specific politeness
strategies. They also extend Goffman’s (cited in Brown and Levinson, 1987) definition of face.
Following Goffman’s views on politeness or deference in behavior in general, Brown and
Levinson propose a linguistic theory in which the concept of ‘face’ is central. Brown and
Levinson use the concept of face to explain politeness. They define face as “the public self image
that every member of society wants to claim for himself” (1987: 62). In other words, face is the
person’s image of himself or herself with the accepted social attributes. The notion of face, they
claimed, is universal, but the specific aspects of face wants might vary from one culture to
another.
Brown and Levinson maintain that every adult member of a society knows that A) face is
“something that is emotionally invested and can be lost, maintained or enhanced, and must be
constantly attended to in interaction” (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p.61); and B) aspects of
rational behavior that include “the ability to weigh up different means to an end and choose the
best means that satisfies the desired goal” (p.65). When people are involved in a social
interaction, they take into account both the positive and the negative aspects of face of each
other.
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For them, face has two components: positive face, which refers to the desire that is liked
by others, and negative face, which refers to the desire of not having people impose on the
hearer’s freedom. A kind of mutual self-interest requires that conversational interlocutors
maintain both their own face and the other partner’s face.
What might be considered an appropriate and polite face in one culture might be impolite
in another one. For instance, in the Western culture, insisting on the invitee to attend a party
might be inappropriate and annoying. In Saudi Arabia, for example, a compliment on someone’s
possession may indicate the speaker’s envy of what the addressee has. The complimentee may
also feel obliged to offer the complimented object to the speaker. The basic face wants are shared
by people, and people are expected to save both the positive and negative face of other people.
Failure to do so will result in a threat in return. Therefore, the speaker and the hearer usually
work together to maintain each other’s faces.
Generally these two perspectives exist simultaneously. While saving the face of others, a
speaker chooses a tact that does not lead to the loss of his own face and other’s negative face.
Since a speaker may find himself/herself in many different interactions, s/he has to employ a
repertoire of face saving tacts for each of these interactions if s/he wants to handle
himself/herself and others well in all situations (Brown and Levinson, 1987).
Politeness is a universal phenomenon (Coupland et al, 1988). People from different
cultures express politeness through verbal and nonverbal means. From a warm smile to an
extended “thank-you” speech, people perform different acts in order to be perceived as polite and
considerate. Paying and receiving compliments are part of this phenomenon (Donna, 1992;
Chen, 1993). Giving and receiving compliments is a universal trend. Friends, acquaintances,
relatives and even complete strangers do pay compliments when perceiving an impressive thing
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the compliment receiver has or possesses. How compliments are paid, who receives them, how
are they received, what attributes are praised ….etc. differ from one culture to another (Wolfson,
1981).
Compliments are seen as an expression of admiration through which people attempt to
win the social approval. Thus, complimenters address the positive face of the complimentees,
telling them that the complimented object is valued. Rejecting the compliment might threaten the
complimenter’s face since it runs counter to saving the positive face of the complimenter. Using
certain politeness features soften or ease the anticipated negative force of refusal. Compliments
on appearance or possession, in Saudi Arabia, void of the word mashallah might also threaten
the complimenter’s negative face. Thus, although compliment is regarded as a positive
evaluation and conveys the complimentee’s desire to make the hearer feel good, it threatens the
complimentee’s face either by indebting the complimentee by forcing him/her to repay the debt
in some way (offering the object of compliment) or forcing her/him to take action to protect the
object of compliment by asking the complimenter to say mashallah. Najdi Saudi face is not only
linked to the face as “the public self-image that every member wants to claim for himself”
(Brown and Levinson, 1987: 61), it is viewed by community eyes and its values and its expected
norms.
Mursy (2001) suggested two concepts of face, which I think go hand in hand with Brown
and Levinson’s concepts. These concepts are eeb and waagib. The first concept refers to “the
individual’s awareness of behavior that is likely to offend the others and hence place the
individual in a shameful standing in the eyes of society”. The latter refers “to the obligations
imposed by society on individuals in order to behave in accordance with the socially accepted
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norms and values.” (p. 141). These concepts dictate social rules in the community and result in a
politeness behavior that is expected to be followed.
Paying and receiving compliments, like other interactions, are motivated by politeness.
According to early theories of politeness proposed by Lakoff (1973), Leech (1983) and Brown
and Levinson (1987), politeness has been unanimously conceptualized as a strategy meant to
avoid conflict. Brown and Levinson (1987) maintain that the function of politeness is to control
and disarm the potential for aggression and “makes possible communication between aggressive
parties” (p.1). That is to avoid conflict. Brown and Levinson also maintain that various uses of
language are motivated by politeness. The organizing principle for Brown and Levinson’s
politeness theory is the idea that “some acts are intrinsically threatening to face and thus require
softening …” (1987: 24). To redress threatening face acts, Brown and Levinson (1987)
suggested strategies to mitigate face threatening acts (FTAs). Conejos & Macarro (1998) added
“It is by the use of these politeness strategies that speakers succeed in communicating both their
primary message(s) and their intention to be polite in doing so. And in doing so, they reduce the
face loss that might result from the interaction” (p.174).
3.4.2 Variation Theory
One of the primary concerns of sociolinguistics is variation which is defined as the
relationship between the dependent linguistic variables and independent social variables (age,
gender and relationship) (Chambers, 1995). It has been agreed that utterances and politeness
cannot be studied without taking into account social variables. Utterances and politeness
strategies are motivated by the contextual variables of a given situation. Therefore, the way
compliments and compliment responses are realized linguistically should be examined in the
light of the following situational/social variables (Brown and Levinson, 1987, p. 74): 1) social
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distance; 2) age; and 3) gender. Because social distance, age, and gender determine how face is
apportioned, it follows that these variables in turn govern linguistic choices.
Brown and Levinson regard social distance as “a symmetric social dimension” assessed
according to “frequency of interaction” and the “kinds of material and non-material goods
(including face) exchanged between the speaker and the hearer” (Brown and Levinson, 1987, pp.
76-77). To Leech (1983), it is determined by the roles played by people “in relation to one
another in a particular situation as well as how well they know each other” (p. 126). Holmes
(1995) noted that the less the social distance and the more the solidarity, the more positive
politeness devices are expressed by the use of informal linguistic features, compliments, and
markers of intimacy such as nick names and other endearment terms. According to Brown and
Levinson’s theory, as social distance increases, politeness also increases. The social distance
variable has two levels: a small social distance that is between friends as well as relatives, and a
large social distance such as social encounters with strangers and acquaintances (Mughazy,
1999).
In the present study, the variables of social distance (relationship) along with gender and
age are employed to examine their effects on paying compliments and responding to
compliments.
3.4.3 Maximum Theory
Leech (1983) was one of the linguists concerned with how politeness can be interpreted
in the compliment event. Like Lakoff, Leech (1983) adopts Grice’s (1975) construct of
Conversational Principles and presents an elaborate and thorough analysis of politeness in terms
of principles within a pragmatic framework in which politeness is looked upon as a regulative
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factor in interaction. Leech (1983, 123) argues that there are three pragmatic scales associated
with his politeness principle. These are:
1) The cost/benefit scale, “which specifies how much the action performed is judged by the
speaker to be of cost or benefit to the speaker or to the hearer.”
2) The optionality scale, “which specifies to what extent the action performed is at the
choice of the hearer.”
3) The indirectness scale, “which specifies how much inference is involved in the action”.
Leech also proposes the following politeness maxims:
Tact Maxim: minimizes cost to other, maximizes benefit to other.
Generosity Maxim: minimizes benefit to self, maximizes cost to self.
Approbation Maxim: minimizes dispraise of other, maximizes praise of other.
Modesty Maxim: minimizes praise of self, maximizes dispraise of self.
Agreement Maxim: minimizes disagreement between self and other, maximizes agreement
between self and other.
Address Maxim: Address the interlocutor with an appropriate term of address.
Leech argues that all cultures have these principles, but that they vary in the degree of
using them and in the precedence they give to each. Not only do these principles differ across
cultures, but the concepts of face and politeness vary in their operation within societies. Before
constructing a model of Saudi politeness, it is advised to look how these concepts operate within
this society. Saudi society is a collectivist society where “the group comes first and the
individuals are expected to sacrifice their own needs for the greater need of the group” (Rugh,
cited in Mursy, 2001: p. 6). This contrasts with the concept of individualism which views groups
as a collection of persons achieving their goals. Within this Western view, individual rights are
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more important than group rights as long as this right does not conflict with the rights of other
individual members (Mursy, 2001).
Compliments in Najdi Saudis can be seen through the Generosity Maxim. To explain
that, due to the generosity maxim (e.g. invitation), a person might find himself in a position to
return an invitation with a compliment “e.g. you are always generous; like father like son”.
Compliment responses can be explained via the Modesty Maxim and the Agreement Maxim.
Through the present study, it will be shown which compliment response is employed: acceptance
or rejection. The compliment behavior is often governed by the modesty maxim or the agreement
maxim which is ultimately dictated by social and cultural values that may vary from one culture
to another and among different gender and age groups.
3.5 Language and Social Variables
The current study aims at revealing the features of compliments and compliment
responses. Gender, age and relationship are chosen as independent variables to investigate their
effects on the features used in paying and responding to compliments. Several studies have
attempted to investigate the effect of certain social factors such as gender, social distance, social
power, age, etc., on speakers’ choice of speech act, realization patterns and politeness strategies.
3.5.1 Gender differences
One important factor is gender. Several sociolinguistic studies have investigated the
correlation between gender and use of certain linguistic features. The interest in gender
differences started in the 17th century as it is shown in the literature of anthropologists,
dialectologists, and folk linguists. Men’s speech was depicted as the accepted form/standard, as
compared to women whose speech was regarded as different. This attitude still exists in some
communities (Coates, 2004).
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Jespersen (2010) described the speech of women in Western and non-Western societies.
He claimed that women in English society tend to use euphemistic words, more conservative
vocabulary, and less complicated, even, unfinished sentence structures. However, he did not
substantiate any of these claims. Other literature review on gender differences has found
interesting results. Men usually ask fewer questions than women. They also usually interrupt
more. Women, on the other hand, nod as a way of expressing support. Men also are more likely
to jump from one topic to another and they talk less about their emotions (Tannen, 1990).
One such speech act investigated in terms of gender differences was compliments and
compliment responses. Wolfson (1984), in her study of compliments in American society, noted
women received more compliments than men did. Women also received compliments that were
related to their female role; their appearance, physical shape, clothes. They received approval or
judgment of their socially accepted role behavior. Wolfson concludes “the way a women is
spoken to is, no matter what her status, a subtle and powerful way of perpetuating her
subordinate role in society” (p.243). On the other hand, males received compliments too, but are
directed to “all-important male accomplishments – financial success; his new car; his well-done
job or his well played game” (p. 241).
Compliments and compliment responses, as stated by Eckert and McConnel-Ginnet
(2003) may be considered as “one kind of ‘named’ speech act type that is widely seen as
gendered” (p.145). Several studies have investigated the role that gender differences play in
giving compliments. Herbert (1990) claims that women’s compliments were more personal in
focus (1st and 2nd person), whereas men’s compliments were more impersonal (3rd person),
especially when speaking to men. Women also preferred to use ‘subjective’ complements
(like/love NP) whereas men used both ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ compliments (That’s a ADJ
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NP) with equal frequency. This is attributable to the fact that women’s style is more associated
with affiliation and support. He also shows that compliments from females are longer than
compliments from males and women used the rhetorical pattern (What (a) (ADJ) NP!)
significantly more than men while men used the minimal pattern ((INT) ADJ (NP)) significantly
more than women. Women’s compliments tend to be expressed with more intensifiers than
men’s. Women also tend to focus on appearance in their compliments while men give more
compliments on ability and performance.
In a study that examined differences between English men and women in the use of
compliments in one genre of written discourse, Johnson and Roen (1992) found that women used
more compliment intensifiers. Women intensified compliments by using the word love more than
men, who tended to use the word like instead. Holmes (1988) found that gender differences
emerged in other studies also showed up in hes study. She claims that women gave and received
significantly more compliments than men did.
With regard to compliments perception by women and men, there is also a fundamental
difference. Holmes (1988) claims that English women and men perceive the function of
compliments differently. For women, compliments are viewed as expressing solidarity and
positive politeness whereas for men, compliments serve as a face-threatening device. When
complimented, women tend to reject the compliment more often than men, whereas men accept
them more readily. Compliments offered by males are more likely to be accepted than
compliments offered by females, especially if offered to female addressees (Herbert, 1990).
Female compliment responses, especially those directed to other females, are more likely to be
non-agreement. Women, regardless of their social status, are frequent recipients of compliments
and this is related to their female roles in the society.
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One of the first Arabic studies conducted on gender differences with respect to
compliment strategies is the study of Nelson, El Bakary and Al Batal (1993). In their comparison
of compliment strategies in American English and Egyptian Colloquial Arabic, they show that
culture and gender can interact. The results also suggest sociolinguistic differences between
Egyptian and American compliments in factors such as attributes praised, gender, and frequency
of complimenting. The results showed that American males tend to compliment other males on
skills and work, whereas American females tended to compliment other females on personal
appearance. Like Americans, Egyptians tended to compliment personal appearance, but unlike
Americans, Egyptians, particularly males, tended to compliment males and females on
personality traits. Neither American males nor females were likely to compliment individuals on
their personality traits.
Fargahl and Al-Khatib (2001) also argues that gender plays a major and decisive role in
how compliments are received in Arabic. Men, for instance, used more simple responses when
replying to female compliments more than when responding to male compliments. The article
attributes this finding to the gender-segregation tradition in Jordanian society. Therefore, men
prefer to keep interaction and communication with women to a minimum. Moreover, men in this
study used non-verbal responses with females more than with males. In a similar vein, Magdadi
(2003) also found gender differences. His study revealed that speakers who share the same
gender compliment each other more and more frequently than speakers who belong to different
genders. Females used explicit compliments, exclamatory syntactic patterns, and compliment
plus explanations. They also focus on appearance in their compliments. Compared to males who
prefer disagreements and blessings, females tend to employ questions.
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3.5.2 Age
Another important social factor that influences the features of compliments and
compliment responses is age. Knapp et al (1984) found age significantly correlated with both the
syntactic patterns of compliments and the topic of compliments. Speakers 30 years old and
younger tend to focus on appearance in their compliments. People above 30 years old, in
contrast, were more likely to compliment others on performance and, to a lesser degree, on their
personality. The younger group (30 and younger) employed more different forms of syntactic
patterns than the older group. In the New Zealand data, Holmes (1986) also highlighted gender
role in compliment responses. She found that males ignored compliments more than females did.
Additionally, Magdadi (2003) correlated features of compliments and compliment
responses with different social variables; one of these variables is age. The results indicated that
compliments tend to occur between people of the same age more than between people of
different age groups. Females and young people focus on appearance in their compliments. On
the other hand, men, middle-aged and older people focus on ability and personality.
3.5.3 Relationship
Few studies of the compliment behavior have touched on this variable. In Wolfson’s
(1983) study, social distance was found to have an influence on American compliments. The
frequency and the length of compliments varied with the degree of intimacy between the
complimenter and complimentee. When interlocutors are acquaintances, more and lengthier
compliments were given. Fewer compliments were exchanged between strangers or intimate
friends. Especially among females, the greater number of appearance/possession compliments
were given and received by colleagues, acquaintances and friends. Ye’s (1995) study also found
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that social distance plays a vital role in the way that compliments are given. She found that
‘praise upgrade’ was common among Chinese friends in a joking manner.
Hiroko (cited in Mustapha, 2003) found that the features of compliments and compliment
responses in American and Japanese cultures varied. Unlike Americans whose compliments
differed on the basis of the types of attributes praised, Hiroko found that Japanese compliment
responses tended to differ with the social distance between the interlocutors. When receiving
compliments on appearance, fewer appreciation tokens and more agreements were frequent
among close friends and mothers whereas more appreciation tokens were used with
acquaintances.
In Nelson, El Bakary & Al Batal’s (1993) study some differences were also associated
with interlocutors’ relationships. The study revealed a strong correlation between the length of
compliments and the social distance between participants. The longer the length of compliments,
the closer the social distance between the complimenter and complimentee. Shorter
complimenting interactions reflected a greater social distance between the interlocutors.
3.6 Directness & Indirectness
Many researchers, including Holmes (1995), Aakhus and Aldrich (2002) argue that
compliments are not always explicit, but can be used in a different way. The inference of a
compliment may not depend on an explicit compliment formula. The utterance, I don’t know how
you did that so quickly, for instance, has the force of a compliment which is expressed through
the inference that accomplishing something quickly is positive.
As complimenting can enhance the complimentee’s positive face in most cultures, it can
threaten the complimentee’s negative face in other cultures. Different cultures place different
values on direct/indirect compliments. According to Wieland (1995), compliments in French are
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viewed as threatening the receiver’s negative face. She argued that implicit compliments “are
much less of a threat to the receiver from the American cultural perspective” (p. 798) which paid
more attention to the hearer’s positive face.
Studies on Arabic communication have been influenced by Hall’s (cited in Nelson, Al
Batal, El Bakary, 2002) model which is based on two cultural contexts: high and low culture
contexts. High communication means that the speakers keep most of the information and little is
conveyed in the explicit message, whereas the low communication states that most of the
information is expressed in the explicit message (Nelson, Al Batal, El Bakary, 2002). In a
comprehensive study conducted by Cohen (1991, cited in Nelson, Al Batal, El Bakary, 2002), in
the context of a political negotiation involving Palestine, Israel, and the U.S. over the Israeli and
Palestinian conflict for the 30 year period, he found that Arabic language is a highly contextual
culture in which what is not said is more important than what is not expressed. English, on the
other hand, is a low contextual culture.
The features of paying compliments and responding to compliments have been assessed
on a scale from explicitness to implicitness. It is hypothesized that most cultures would prefer to
use direct features over indirect features. And in some societies the degree of directness depends
upon age, gender and the social distance of the speaker and hearer, as well as whether the power
status between the hearer and the speaker is great. In describing the compliment behavior in
Najdi Arabic in this study, we will look at whether Najdi Arabic uses explicit or implicit
compliments.
3.7 Studies in Speech Acts
Studies of speech acts have been broad in scope. Generally, research has focused on two
aspects. First, there is the linguistic realization of a particular speech act within a given language
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or across languages (Barnlund & Araki, 1985; Herbert; 1997; Farghal, 2006). Second, there is
the study of the production of a particular speech act by non-native speakers of that language
(Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper, 1989; Nelson et al, 1996b).
The analysis of speech acts has been based on primary features such as alerters,
supportive moves, and head acts, along with the effect of social variables on the realization of
these patterns of the speech act. In particular, attention has been drawn to the analysis of the
linguistic features of the head act (Blum-Kulka, and et al (1989). One of the most influential
empirical studies of speech acts has been “the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Research Project”
(CCSARP). What the CCSARP has done is to examine the similarities and differences in the
distinctive linguistic patterns of a given speech act across different languages. Blum-Kulka, and
et al (1989) claim that the examination of speech acts shows the social implications and uncovers
cultural differences and universality in interactive strategies. Strategies were not only dissimilar
across cultures, but they carried different social meanings.
Among those speech acts that have received a great deal of scrutiny are apology, refusal
and requests under the influence of the pioneering work of the CCSARP. There have also been
numerous studies conducted on compliments and compliment responses conjointly or either
focusing on one of them (Pomerantz, 1978; Manes and Wolfson, 1981; Manes, 1983; Holmes,
1988; Herbert, 1990). The bulk of the research examined in this regard, however, was carried out
in Western societies (Herbert, 1986; Herbert 1989) and many others. Several studies investigated
how compliments are paid and received in American society for instance (Pomerantz, 1978;
Herbert, 1990; Rose, 2001). A few studies were also conducted on Chinese (Chen, 1993; Ye,
1995; Chen and Yang, 2010) and Japanese communities (Araki and Barnlund, 1985; Matsuura;
2004). However, not many studies investigated the compliment event as a speech act operating in
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Arabic and Saudi in particular. As indicated by Farghal and Al-Khatib (2001), there is some
scarcity in the amount of research done to examine compliments in Arabic, and in non-Western
societies in general. The present study, which seeks to empirically examine the compliment
event in Najdi Saudi, is valuable because it will contribute to an understanding of the the
sociolinguistic rules of this community speech.
3.7.1 Studies on Compliments and Compliment Responses in non-Arabic Societies
The earliest account of compliment response in English conversations was conducted by
Pomerantz (1978) who classified compliment responses into acceptances, agreements, rejection
and non-agreements. Acceptance occurs with more infrequency than disagreement. Her data also
showed the preference for agreement conflict with avoiding self-praise. She claimed that selfpraise avoidance accounted for the frequency of disagreements.
It is impossible to discuss the compliment event without mentioning Manes and Wolfson
(1981) who examined the compliment event produced by American middle-class society. Based
on six hundred and eighty-six naturally occurring data, the authors found that American
compliments are formulaic at the syntactic, lexical and semantic levels. Five adjectives (good,
beautiful, pretty, nice and great) and two verbs (like and love) accounted for two thirds of
positive sematic carriers in the data. The data also displayed a limited range of syntactic patterns.
About 85% of the compliments were produced within one of the following three syntactic
patterns (p.22):
1. I like NP (Wow I really like your hair)
2. That’s a ADJ NP (That’s a neat jacket)
3. NP is ADJ (Your eyes are amazingly green)

Similar findings were found in other varieties of English such as New Zealand English
(Holmes, 1988) and Hawaian Creole English (Lee, 1990). This confirms the formulaicness of
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English compliments. The work of Pomerantz (1978) and Manes and Wolfson (1981) is
significant because it showed how Americans compliment. However, neither of these studies
provides a quantitative analysis of compliment responses. Holmes (1988) provided such an
analysis in a study looking at the compliment response in New Zealand. She divided the
compliment responses into Accept, Reject and Deflect or Evade. Her data showed that Accept
was the most frequent response (61%) to a compliment.
Likewise, in a series of studies on compliments and compliment responses, Herbert
(1989; 1990) conducted a large scale analysis of compliment responses. A total of 1,062
compliment responses were collected over three years at the State University of New York. The
participants used eight syntactic patterns which suggest that compliments in English are
formulaic in nature. Herbert revised Pomerantz (1978) and Holmes (1988) and suggested a third
category, twelve-type taxonomy. In Herbert’s study (1989), he investigated the speech act of
compliment and compliment responses in American English and South African English. Results
of this study indicated differences between the two cultures in the frequency of compliments and
the range of compliment response types. A total of 66% of American responses were categorized
as agreements (7% classified as comment acceptance and 29% as appreciation token) and 31% as
non-agreements whereas 88% of South American compliment responses were classified as
agreements. The frequency of New Zealand response paralleled Herbert’s data of American
responses.
Herbert’s data suggested that Americans exhibited a high frequency of compliments, but
a low frequency of compliment-acceptance. South Africans on the other hand exhibited a low
frequency of compliments, but a high frequency of acceptance. Herbert attributed these
differences to the different values of the two cultures. The high value of both compliment
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behavior and compliment responses in American English, Herbert argues, is tied to American
notions of equality and democratic idealism. Both compliments and compliment responses
establish solidarity in relationships and this solidarity promotes equality.
Creese (1991) examined how complimenting is reflected in other cultures. She analyzed
compliments and compliment responses collected in both Great Britain and the United States,
examining lexical predictability, syntactic categories, compliment response, and compliment
topic. Similarity was in the first two factors. The British, however, showed some tendency to
reject the compliment more. The major difference was in syntactic preference. The British
tended to use “NP is/looks (intensifier) ADJ” (40%) more than “I (really) like/love NP” (12%)
while Americans preferred the later syntactic pattern (42%). The Americans only used the British
preference 34% of the time. The other differences were on appearance and ability. Americans
tended to focus on appearance (66%) vs. (British: 33%). The British were complimenting more
on ability (54%) vs. (Americans: 39%). She concluded that despite the fact that both cultures
share an essentially common linguistic system, the rules for complimenting differ significantly
between the two cultures. However, compliments were not examined in relation to social
variables such as gender which might reveal interesting aspects of the two cultures.
Compliments in Japanese have been contrasted with American studies. Diakuhara (1986)
asked American and Japanese university students to write down the most recent compliment they
had given and received. It was found that compliments were infrequent in Japanese compared to
American and Japanese were more likely to reject the compliments. The common compliment
response from the Americans was mostly “Appreciation Token such as thank you while the
common response in Japanese was the non-acceptance or self-praise avoidance strategy.
Although thank you is the most prescriptive form, one third of the subjects were willing to accept
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the compliments. Diakuhara claimed that Japanese responses should not be regarded as impolite
but rather as a denial by which Japanese speakers attempt to create harmony and equality with
the complimenter and thus increase respect. The results also showed that Americans
complimented intimates more often whereas Japanese speakers were more likely to compliment
acquaintances. As for the syntactic structure of the compliment, the syntactic pattern “I like/love
NP” never showed up in Japanese data.
Chen (1993) contrasted Chinese compliment responses with the American responses. The
compliment responses employed by Americans were accepting, returning and deflecting which
includes explaining and doubting. Chinese speakers used non-agreements, denigrating,
expressing embarrassment and explaining. Strategies used by American speakers, as claimed by
Chen, were motivated by Leech’s agreement maxim while Chinese speakers’ strategies are
governed by modesty maxim.
Using a corpus of more than a thousand compliment responses among British and
Spanish male and female undergraduates, Lorenzo-Dus (2001) found cross cultural and cross
gender similarities and differences between the groups. British subjects questioned the sincerity
of the compliments more frequently than the Spanish subjects who used repetition of the
compliment. This kind of compliment was absent in the British data. Strategy such as
reassignment was employed among both cultures to avoid self-praise especially on natural talent.
As for gender differences, Spanish males used humorous upgrades, which was typical in the
British data, more often than their female counterparts.
3.7.2 Studies on Compliments and Compliment Responses in Arabic Societies
In spite of the vast body of literature on compliments and compliment responses, there
have been few studies in Arabic. The four major studies to date are Nelson, El-Bakary and Al
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Batal (1993), Nelson, Al-Batal and Echols (1996a), Farghal and Al-Khatib (2001), and Magdadi
(2003).
Nelson, El Bakary & Al Batal (1993) examined the similarities and differences between
Egyptian and American Compliments. The authors mainly looked at compliment forms,
attributes praised, relationship between the complimentee and complimenter, gender of the giver
and receiver of the compliments, and directness vs. indirectness. The participants were asked to
write down the last compliment they received, in what context they received it and the
relationship between the interlocutors. One of the findings of this study was that Egyptian
compliments tended to be longer than American compliments, with around 8.7 words for males
and 10.7 for females. The Americans and Egyptians were similar in their forms; they were
mostly adjectival. American and Egyptian compliments differ in many aspects. Metaphors
(“shaklak Arees an-naharda” meaning “you look like a bridegroom today”) and references to
God were only used by Egyptians. Egyptians used three different syntactic patterns (NP ADJ
(intensifier); NP VP (intensifier) (ADJ); and NP DEM. PRO).
In this study, appearance was complimented more than any other traits, accounting for
43% of American compliments and 50% of Egyptian compliments. Egyptians mainly
complimented clothes, hair, eyes and general attractiveness. In terms of gender, this comparative
study revealed some noteworthy results. Females paid more compliments on appearance than
males did. Moreover, males tended to compliment women more than men on their appearance. In
other words, if the complimenter and the complimentee are males, the complimenter is more
likely to praise a personal trait or a skill rather than appearance. Nonetheless, it is worth
mentioning that compliments are less frequent in Egyptian society than in Western societies. The
reason behind this is the belief in the “evil eye” in the Arab world.
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In another study, Nelson et al (1996a) compared compliments and compliment responses
in Syrian Arabic and American English. To elicit data, participants were interviewed and in the
interview, participants were complimented on their personality or appearance. Both groups
preferred to use acceptance strategy rather than rejection strategy. The Syrian compliment
responses, however, differed from American compliments in that they used more appreciation
tokens. Syrian speakers used more long compliments. The use of appreciation token with another
strategy was common among Syrian speakers, but this combination did not show up in American
responses.
In another study investigating compliment responses, Fargahl and Al-Khatib (2001)
examined the compliment responses of college students in a Jordanian college. It focused
primarily on the role of gender in responding to compliments. Differences between simple vs.
complex responses, macro- vs. micro functions and intrinsically vs. extrinsically complex
responses were also investigated. In this study, a total of 268 students participated. The
complimenters used one compliment with all participants which was “what (a) nice article of
clothing”. This experiment looked closely at how compliments are received by college students
in Jordanian Arabic. In conducting this study, three groups of “complimenters” were hired:
females who complimented other females, females who complimented males, and finally males
who complimented other males. After collecting the data, the results were categorized according
to three binary dimensions: simple vs. complex responses, macro-functions vs. micro function
and intrinsically vs. extrinsically-complex responses.
The authors came up with some interesting results. Generally speaking, participants
preferred the use of simple compliments rather than complex ones (72.94 % vs. 27.06 %).
Furthermore, the authors suggested that the use of simple compliments normally denote
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“decisiveness” and that explains to some extent why most participants used it often. On the other
hand, complex compliments normally denote “indeterminacy and hesitation”.
The article then divides responses into two macro-functions: accepting and downgrading. In general, accepting was more common than down-grading, with a ratio of 83.85% vs.
16.15 %. Within the macro-function of accepting, returning a compliment was the most common
(35 %). Offering and invocation came second and third, 18 % and 17% respectively. Men tended
to accept compliments far more than women, regardless of the gender of the complimenter.
As in other previous Arabic studies, thanking was the least common type of compliment
response. Normally thanking was not used alone, but rather with another type of compliment
such as offering. Men never used thanking alone when they were complimented by other men,
but they used thanking alone when complimented by females. Moreover, men used offering
more when they were complimented by a man. Additionally, the invocation was used more by
men than by women, 18 % vs. 10.52% when responding to the compliment. Women, on the
other hand, used indirect responses much more than men (14 times vs. 2 times).
More recently, Migdadi (2003) correlated features of compliments and compliment
responses with different social variables: age, gender and level of traditionalism. A total of 108
examples collected from naturally occurring utterances were examined. The results indicated that
people who share the same age, gender and level of traditionalism compliment each other more
than those who differ in those social variables. Women prefer questions in their compliment
responses whereas men prefer using blessings and disagreements. Females and young people
focus on appearance in their compliments. On the other hand, men, middle-aged and older
people focus on ability and personality.
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The significance of the above studies stems from the fact that they show that Arabic
speakers, South Africans were found to prefer accepting compliments rather than rejecting them.
American English compliments are likely to accept using, for instance, comment history,
reassignment. Chines and Japanese speakers, in contrast, were found to reject compliments
(Urano, 1998). It would be hasty to generalize from these studies to Saudi community and Najdi
in particular due to the specificity of cultures.
3.8 Topics
Cultures have different restrictions on which topics are acceptable to compliment. That is
American English speakers (Herbert, 1990; Manes, 1983; Knap et al, 1984), New Zealand
English speakers (Holmes, 1986),Turkish speakers and Nigerian English speakers tend to focus
on appearance, Polish speakers compliment on the topic of possession (Herbert, 1991), Egyptian
speakers on both appearance and personality (Nelson, El Bakary & Al Batal (1993) and
Jordanian speakers on appearance (Magdadi, 2003). Chinese and Japanese speakers tend to focus
on performance/ability. New possessions or pretty clothes are not appropriate topics of
compliments whereas performance is a legitimate topic of compliment (Ye, 1995). The
frequency of these topics differs also from one culture to another as the following table (1)
shows:
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Table 1
The Ranking of Frequency of Compliment Topics in Some Studies

New Zealand

appearance

performance

Possession

personality

50.7%

30.6%

11.2%

2.7%

45%

39%

12%

4%

35.25%

11.75%

49.25%

1.25%

45.2%

28.2%

17.4%

7.9%

43%

27%

11%

19%

70%

19%

6%

5%

45%

24%

10%

17%

Compliments
( Holmes, 1986)
American
compliment
( Knap et al,
1984)
Polish
compliments
(Herbert, 1991)
Wang & Tsai
(2000)
Turkish
compliments
(Ruhi, 2001)
Nigerian
compliments
( Mustapha,
2003)
Jordanian
compliments
( Migdadi,
2003)

Topics of compliments have been found to interact with other social variables. Knapp et
al (1984), for instance, found a significant correlation between the topic of compliments and age.
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30 year- old speakers tend to compliment people on their appearance while speakers older than
30 years compliment people on their performance.
3.9 Functions
Although compliments serve a variety of functions, at the basic level, a compliment is a
politeness strategy and an affective speech act that functions as a means of maintaining,
establishing or consolidating social solidarity between interlocutors (Herbert, 1989; Holmes,
1995) as well as to make the hearer feel good about himself/herself (LewandowskaTomaszczyk, 1989). However, if the function of a compliment is to make the complimentee feel
happy, in this way they are perhaps satisfying the complimentees’ expectations rather than a
sincere way of showing admiration.
In addition to serving as social lubricants in interpersonal interactions, a compliment
could be used to initiate conversations or serve as thanking (e.g. I’m speechless. You are so
nice/kind). Compliments may be also used to soften face threatening acts (e.g. your opinion is
very interesting and practical, but I don’t think yours would work here) or serve as
congratulations (e.g. Ali, nice house you just bought) (Johnson & Roen, 1992).
Functions of compliments differ from one community to another. In American English, a
compliment serves as a way of establishing social solidarity and a statement of equality whereas
in South Africa this speech act functions as a way of affirming an already established rapport and
solidarity (Herbert, 1989; Herbert & Straight, 1989).
Holmes (1995) summarized the functions of the compliment in four points. These
functions are not exclusive and they depend on the relationship between interlocutors.
Understanding this kind of relationship is important for interpreting the function of the
compliment (p.121).
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1. To express solidarity.
2. To express positive evaluation, admiration, appreciation or praise.
3. To express envy for hearer’s possessions.
4. As verbal harassment
3.10 Positions of Compliments in Discourse
Compliments occur in different places within the interactions. It could occur at the
beginning or the end of the exchanges (Manes, 1983). It could occur in the middle of the
exchange (Knapp et al, 1984) or as a topic change (Holmes, 1986).
Positions of compliments have been examined in relation to the topic of compliments.
Remarkably, a correlation was found between the positions of compliments and the topic of
compliments. Wolfson (1983) found that compliments on possession and performance occur at
the beginning as conversation openers. Knapp et al (1984) revealed that compliments could
occur at the beginning and the middle of an exchange while compliments on appearance at the
beginning.
3.11 Personal Focus
Personal focus refers to the nature of the subjects of compliments, whether the subjects
are expressed in 1st, 2nd or 3rd. person (Herbert, 1990). For example,
1st: I like your hair that way (1st person focus)
2nd: you look great in that shirt ( 2nd person focus)
3rd: nice haircut (impersonal focus)
3rd: this shirt looks great on you ( 3rd person focus)
The use of personal focuses varies across cultures. First person focus, for instance, never
showed up in the Japanese and Chinese compliments (Daikuhara, 1986; Ye, 1995) whereas it is
common in American English. Other languages such as Polish have a predominant second
person focus.
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It is not only that cultural differences emerged in the use of personal focus, but there are
also gender differences in the use of personal focus. Herbert (1990) found a correlation in the use
of first person focused compliments and females. That is, first person focused compliments were
predominantly (90%) used by female complimenters regardless of the gender of the
complimentee. The third person impersonal focused compliments were used more by males,
accounting for 60% vs. 20. As for the second person focused compliments, they were used by
both genders and were preferred across genders. Approximately 83% of female-female
interactions used personal focused compliments compared to almost 32% of male-male
interactions. The peer reviews analyzed by Johnson and Roen (1992) showed that females used
more personal focused compliments to females.
3.12 Summary of Compliment Studies
Since the early seventies, there has been a large body of literature examining on
compliments and compliment responses conjointly or focused on one of them. Most work of
researchers at the beginning was focused on how to give and receive compliments in cross
cultural communication (Campbell, 1974). After Pomerantz’s work (1978); scholars began to
explore the compliment event as an empirical study. Most of the studies that followed have been
ethnocentric in that they have focused on English varieties as well as Western societies. A
growing interest in examining the compliment behavior began in the nineties.
In compliment studies, various data collection methods were used ranging from note
observation, oral DCT, written DCT, recall data, and tape recorded data. However, note taking
was the most dominant instrument used in most studies. In addition to social and pragmatic
variables, different variables have been examined such as the linguistic patterns, topics of
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compliments, strategies used in compliment responses, functions of compliments (see a summary
of studies of the compliment event in appendix C).
The corpus of the data generally ranges from forty to over a thousand. Most of these studies
examined the compliment event in different languages without taking account of the pragmatic
variations along dialects.
The present study investigates the compliment behavior in Najdi Saudi Arabic in terms of
its syntactic structures, attributes praised, response strategies and relationship between the
compliment event and three social variables: gender, age and social relationship.

CHAPTER FOUR

Methodology
4. Introduction
This chapter presents the research methodology of this study. It begins with background
information about the fieldworkers and the subjects and then it provides the rationale for the data
collection method (spontaneous interactions) followed by an explanation of the fieldworkers
assignment and the training session. Finally, it describes the coding system that the researcher
adopted in analyzing the corpus of data collected.
The main purpose of the present study is to explore compliments and compliment
responses among Najdi Saudi speakers. The study will also investigate the impact of social
variables such as age, gender, and relationship on the strategies of compliments and compliment
responses. Accordingly, the study investigates the following hypotheses:
a) Gender has an influence on the way men and women give and respond to compliments; b)
People of different age groups pay and respond to compliments differently; c) The relationship
between the participants affects the forms and strategies of compliments and compliment
responses.
4.1 Fieldworkers
Since the main objective of the present study is to examine compliments and compliment
responses in the Saudi context across different social variables, this study is concerned with
collecting data from as many participants as possible. In order to collect as much naturally
occurring data as possible, it was necessary to train a number of fieldworkers from Saudi Arabia
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to collect as many examples as possible in a short period of time. Fieldworkers were highly
educated persons who held either a bachelor’s or master’s degree and they were familiar with
research, fieldworkers, training and data collection. Since Saudi Arabia is a segregated society,
the researcher trained 5 female relatives and 5 males to collect data. According to Bernard (2011,
p. 351), ‘‘in all cultures you can’t go into certain areas and situations because you are a woman
or a man.” Hiring fieldworkers to document compliment exchanges and compliment responses
was helpful to collect a corpus of many examples. Moreover, the researcher asked fieldworkers
in their 20s, 30s and 40s to collect the data to ensure variety in the data and people of different
age groups. Fieldworkers were mainly close friends or family members.
4.2 Participants
Participants were male and female Saudis living in Saudi Arabia. A corpus of 592
compliments and compliment responses documented in naturally occurring conversations and
gathered over five months was examined. The subjects included three age groups: young,
middle-aged and old. Older generation is assumed to be distinct from the younger generation
with respect to traditions. The older generations are considered as linguistically conservative and
are not under the influence of the media or new trends around the world. The middle age group
grew up in a more conservative society compared to the younger generation and they are
assumed to follow the old traditions. To determine a stranger’s age, the researcher and
fieldworkers depend on the interlocutors’ appearance. It would not be difficult to determine the
participants age or their approximate age since the researcher and fieldworkers are familiar with
the age of close friends and family members. It is assumed that compliment behavior differ
according to the relationships.
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The relationships among the subjects included close friends, relatives, acquaintances and
strangers. Relationships were divided into familiar (friends and relatives) and non-familiar
(acquaintances “knowing each other through a third party” and strangers). The researcher and the
fieldworkers were involved in the data collection. They recorded compliments and compliment
responses that occurred in social gatherings and different settings.
To provide fieldworkers with a tool for measuring variables, operational definitions for
all target social variables were introduced. To operationalize the age variable, subjects included
three age groups: young (18-35), middle-aged (36-50), and old (over 50). To decide their ages,
fieldworkers depended on their familiarity with the subjects. Relationships are assumed to have
an effect on the strategies of compliments and compliment responses. Relationship between
participants was divided into familiar (relatives and close friends) and non-familiar (strangers
and acquaintances). Acquaintances involve those who know each other through a third party.
4.3 Instrument
There has been a debate about the preferred, or the most effective method for collecting
data on speech acts. Most research in communicative competence, which is the broad area of this
study, has been in the form of survey studies. Other data collection strategies are of two types:
observation and elicitation. Observation includes ethnography or spontaneous speech recording
and note-taking. The category of elicitation includes interviews, role-plays and discourse
completion tests (both oral and written). Although discourse completion tests are widely used by
researchers, they are less realistic and do not reflect the actual use of language. Ideally speaking,
observing spontaneous speech in everyday life should be the main source for collecting data.
Golato (2003) conducted an in-depth analysis of data collection methods for the speech act,
compliment and compliment responses. She compared naturally occurring data and elicited data
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through a discourse completion test. Compared to responses elicited using a discourse
completion test, she found that naturally occurring data shows how language is realized and
organized in natural settings. Discourse completion tests and role plays are controlled by the
researcher’s predetermined goals. The subjects imagine and employ roles they never experience
in their lives. Golato concluded that field observation could be a useful tool if it is carefully
conducted and with attention paid to interactional contexts such as syntactic and semantic
features.
Although this kind of method yields natural data, some might say that it is unsystematic.
The social characteristics of informants in most studies, such as their age, socioeconomic status,
etc., are frequently unreported and often unknown (Beebe and Cummings, 1996). In this study,
the researcher used naturally occurring data to collect compliments and compliment responses to
avoid the discrepancy between the actual behavior and the reported one. The social variables are
reported since the researcher and the fieldworker were familiar with the participants’
demographic information.
Another disadvantage of documenting naturally occurring data is that the fieldnotes are
subject to be forgotten, especially if the researchers and the fieldworkers delay recording the
notes. The researcher and the fieldworkers have to rely on their memory. To minimize
dependence on memory, the researcher and the fieldworkers in this study documented the data
immediately after the speech event.
4.4 Data Collection Method
The researcher and fieldworkers documented naturally occurring compliments and
compliment responses in Saudi Arabia (Najd) in a variety of conversational settings (e.g. family
gatherings, stores, restaurants, gatherings at tribal houses, mosques, malls, schools, on the street
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and in hospitals). The social variables of age, gender and relationship were determined by the
researcher and the fieldworkers who were familiar with the participants. To document the
compliment exchanges, the researcher and the fieldworkers jotted down any compliments and
compliment responses that they heard in everyday interactions.
4.5 Training fieldworkers
As mentioned earlier, to obtain as many examples as possible, fieldworkers were asked to
write down the compliments and compliment responses they observe in their daily lives and to
note down the exact exchanges without any modification and other contextual information such
as age, gender, relationship, topics, positions of the compliments and the context in which
compliments and compliment responses were given. They were asked to note any non-verbal
responses to compliments such as smiling or the lack of response. To avoid forgetting the exact
exchanges, the fieldworkers were asked to write down the exchanges as soon as possible.
Fieldworkers were not permitted to include compliments they received or gave since they were
involved in data collection and thus their compliments and compliment responses might not be
natural.
Documenting Arabic compliments and compliment responses word for word might seem
difficult, but as a matter of fact, these compliments contain formulaic utterances that are not
difficult for native Arabic speakers to remember.
To ensure the accuracy of recording the compliments and compliment responses as well
as the contextual information, the fieldworkers were trained by the researcher. To ensure the
reliability of the instrument, the10 fieldworkers were trained on how to record and use the
documentation worksheet in the context of compliments and compliment responses.
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Before involving the fieldworkers, the researcher held training sessions for the
fieldworkers in September, 2012 on the nature of the data to be collected and how it was
gathered and reported on the documentation sheet. The researcher used 10 videotaped roleplaying situations in the training process (see appendix (B). The role-playing situations included
video-taped compliments and compliment responses. They were acted out and videotaped and
then shown to the fieldworkers in the training session. Some fieldworkers were trained
separately. They were asked to document compliments and compliment responses in the roleplaying situations. They also were given a worksheet to record age, gender, and relationship (see
appendix). The first five role-play situations were done as a documentation model of the
compliments and compliment responses. Situations 6-8 were done individually by each
fieldworker. They were then asked to discuss each role-play and notice if there were differences
among them. There were minor mistakes. Again role-play situations 9-10 were used as a
practice.
4.6 Documentation Sheet
The corpus was collected with the cooperation of the fieldworkers who had been
informed that the data should be kept confidential. The fieldworkers were provided with a
documentation sheet to record each compliment exchange with information on age, gender and
role relationship. The purpose of this sheet was to facilitate the job of fieldworkers and reduce
the time of recording the interaction. All the names listed in the interactions are pseudonyms.
The document sheet started with the complimenter. Then the complimenter was identified by
age, gender and relationship. Similar information about the complimentee was provided.
Practically, to measure “interrater reliability” of the documentation provided by
fieldworkers (to indicate to what degree the instrument employed in this study assessed the same
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construct and fieldworkers collected the data in the same way), the researcher used a statistic
called “Cohen’s Kappa” (Bernard, 2011) in which the reliability level should not fall below 85%.
Generally, the fieldworkers showed that they had no difficulties collecting the compliment
exchanges. The reliability level was 98.9%. 1
4.7 Statistical Analyses
Percentages and frequencies alongside two statistical tools, namely, the Chi-Square and
generalized linear model were manipulated in the present study. The percentages were calculated
for the major semantic positive carriers, syntactic patterns, personal focus and compliment topics
as well as compliment responses. A Chi-Square was performed to determine whether observed
differences between gender relationships and compliment topics and compliment types were
statistically significant. The same analyses were employed to determine any statistically
significant differences between other social variables (age and social relationship). The use of
Chi-Square was also used for examining relationship between the compliment behavior and
social variables. Generalized linear model was used to determine any statistically significant
differences between social variables and compliment responses as well as syntactic patterns. The
use of generalized linear model was necessary because the data were not normally distributed.
The critical value for the statistical analyses was set at alpha .05(P<0.05).
4.7 Data Collection
A corpus of 592 compliments and compliment responses documented in naturally
occurring conversations in Riyadh in Saudi Arabia, in the period between October 2, 2012 and
1

K= observed – chance
- Chance
Observed here refers to the total of agreement and disagreement/rejection divided by the total number of
role-playing situations. Chance is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement (first we get the
agreement score of each rater and then we calculate the percentage. We do the same for disagreement.
After that we multiply each percentage with each other. Then, we add the total percentage. After getting
the total percentage, we apply the above equation).
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March 6, 2013. The data was generally gathered over a period of five months. In addition to
recording the compliments and compliment responses, fieldworkers recorded the contextual
information such as setting, place, time, and numbers of participants as well as the topic of
conversation. Most of the compliments collected were in family gatherings, friends’ gatherings,
tribal gatherings, work, hospitals, mosques, shops, schools and wedding parties. The
fieldworkers had to record the compliments and compliment responses in the data sheet
immediately after this speech event occurred. Some of them felt uncomfortable when they had to
excuse themselves to write down the compliment behaviors along with the contextual
information. During the data collection, the researcher was in contact with the fieldworkers in
case they had inquiries as well as to monitor their progress. After collecting the data, one of the
fieldworkers collected the documentation sheets from the other fieldworkers and sent them to the
researcher by mail. There were some cases where the fieldworkers forgot to write the
background information about the subjects. Those cases were excluded from the data. Female
fieldworkers in general collected more data than males (if anyone is interested in viewing the
data this analysis is based on, please contact me at alamrom@gmail.com).

CHAPTER FIVE

Findings and Discussions
5. Statistical Analyses and Hypotheses
This chapter presents the findings of the study and discusses them in relation to the
hypotheses. In the results, frequency, percentages, a Chi-Square, and generalized linear model
were manipulated. The alpha .05 (P<0.05) was chosen for the present study. Findings of the
study furnished the answers for the following hypotheses:
Hypotheses Regarding Paying Compliments
A) Gender has an influence on the way men and women give compliments.
B) People of different age groups give compliments differently.
C) The relationship between the participants affects the forms and strategies they use.
D) Age influences the length of compliments.
E) Gender influences the length of compliments.
Hypotheses Regarding Responses to Compliments
A) Gender has an influence on the way men and women respond to compliments.
B) People of different age groups respond to compliments differently.
C) The relationship between the participants affects the forms and strategies used in
compliment responses.
D) Age influences the length of responses to compliments.
E) Gender influences the length of responses to compliments.
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5.1 Frequency of Compliments and Compliment Responses

The original number of collected compliments is 597. After discarding 5 invalid cases in
which background information about the complimenters or the complimentees were missing, a
corpus of 592 compliments remained. The participants gave 592 compliments and received 650
compliment responses (see table (2). The numbers of compliments and compliment responses do
not match because a compliment response may contain more than one response, a return and an
invocation, for instance.
Table 2
The Numbers of Compliments and Compliment Responses
Compliments

592

Compliment responses

650

5.2 Explicit and Implicit Compliments
In explicit compliments, meanings are inferred based on the literal meaning encoded in
positive semantic carriers (e.g. adjectives, verbs) whereas implicit compliments do not have a
positive semantic carrier and the complimentee is not directly addressed. Implicit compliments
need more inference from the complimentee to reconstruct the meanings. Consider the following
examples of explicit and implicit compliments from the data:
Implicit Examples:
(1) Aboodi men ween
akathti
lebsah
wed-i
akath
le waldi
Aboodi from where did you take clothes want-1
to buy
for son
From where did you take Aboodi’s clothes and I want to buy for my son
(2) Asaa nalqa alshabaab methlekum
Hope find
friends
like you
I hope that we find friends like you
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(3) mashaallah
tabarak allah
allah yahfadha lek
May Allah’s grace be upon her may Allah bless her
may Allah protect her (this was
a typical example when a middle aged person or older person sees a beautiful child).
Explicit Example:
(4) shakl-ek
jameel
Look- your beautiful
Your look is beautiful
In examples 1, 2 and 3 positive sematic carriers are not uttered; nonetheless, based on
inferences they are considered instances of indirectly praising the complimentee. Example 4 is a
clear case of explicit compliment in that it is directly addressed to the complimentee and marked
with a positive semantic carrier, beautiful.
The participants produced 554 (93.5%) explicit compliments and 38 (6.4%) implicit
compliments (table 3). Given the two main types of compliments, the Chi-Square shows that
there is a statistically significant difference (X2= 446, P<.000) between explicit and implicit
compliments. Actually a cursory look at table (3) reveals a great disparity between explicit and
implicit compliments. Direct complimenting is the most adopted strategy for the participants.
Because compliments are valued by the complimentee and because they serve to establish
harmony between the interlocutors, people prefer to directly compliment each other. Most of the
studies in the literature show the higher percentage of direct over indirect, but frequencies differ
from one language/dialect to another. In Adachi’s data (2011: 98) Japanese used 247 (67%)
direct compliments and 122(33%) indirect compliments whereas in Migdadi’s Jordanian data
(2003: 61), explicit and implicit compliments accounted for 88% and 12%, respectively. In the
Egyptian study, (Nelson et al,1993), explicit (63%) was higher than implicit (27%). The ratio of
direct-indirect compliments in this study is higher compared to Jordanians and Egyptians which
means that Najdi speakers are more direct in their compliments.
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Table 3
Compliment Types
Compliment types

Frequency/percentage

Explicit

554 (93.5%)

Implicit

38(6.4%)

5.3 Compliment Structure
This section focuses on the syntactic patterns of the Najdi compliments as well as the
lexical semantic features.
5.3.1 Syntactic Patterns
The compliments obtained show different syntactic patterns. These structures are ordered
from the most frequent to the least frequent as they appeared in the data.
(INT) ADJ (INT)
1. NP
( 2mashallah)
Lebs-ek
mashallah
mareh
helu
Clothes-yours mashallah
very
pretty
Your clothes (mashallah) are (very) pretty
2. ADJ
( mashallah) NP
Helu
mashallah
shaklek
Pretty
mashallah
look-your
Your look mashallah is pretty
3. (Mashallah) what DEM+PRO (NP)
Mashallah wesh
ha
al reeha
Mashllah what
this
the smell
Mashallah what (a very) good (smell)!
4. I like
NP
Yejeb-ni
eslub-ek
Like-I
way of speaking- your
I like your way of speaking

2

May Allah’s grace be upon you.

ADJ
(INT)
zeenah mareh
good
very
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5. ADJ
Raheeb
Fantastic
6. Mashallah (NP)
(INT)
Mashallah seyaret-ek
mareh
Mashallah
car-your
very
Mashallah (Your car) is (very) clean

ADJ
nethefeh
clean

7. (Wallah) PRO
NP
ADJ
(INT)
Wallah
?ant
ensaan tateb mareh
By God
you-Male
person
kind
very
I swear by God you are a very kind person
8. VP
Taal-eh
Have become-you-female
You have become (very) pretty

(INT)
mareh
very

ADJ
helwa
pretty

9. Pro
ADJ
?Ant
kebeer
You
great
You are great
10. I love
?amoot
I love
I love

NP
ala lebs-ek
on dress-your
your dress

11. PRO
comparative/superlative form
?ant-i
ahsan
You-female better
You are better than Google
12. NP
NP
?alameer abu Abdullah
Prince
abu Abdullah
Abu Abdullah is a prince

men Google
than Google
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Table 4
The Frequency and Percentages of the Syntactic Patterns in the Najdi Compliments
1.NP ( mashallah) ( INT) ADJ

147 (25%)

2.ADJ ( Mashallah) NP

94 (16%)

3. ( mashallah) what DEM+ PRO (NP) ADJ (INT)
4. I like NP
5.ADJ

73 (12.3%)
23 (4%)
19 (3.2%)

6. Mashallah (NP) (INT) ADJ

16 (3%)

7. (Wallah) PRO NP ADJ (INT)

12 (2%)

8. VP (INT) ADJ

10 (2%)

9. PRO Adj

7 (1.1%)

10. I love NP

5 (.8%)

11. PRO Comparative/Superlative form

4 (.6%)

12. NP NP

4 (.6%)

TOTAL

414 (70%)

Others

178 (30%)

Total Number of the whole corpus

592 (100%)

Table (4) reveals that out of the 592 compliments in the corpus, 70% of the compliments
fall into 12 identifiable syntactic structures, with the NP (mashallah) (INT) ADJ (INT), ADJ
(mashallah) NP, (mashallah) what DEM+PRO (NP) ADJ (INT) accounting for the majority of
the Najdi compliment syntactic structures (37.3%). The miscellaneous patterns which amount to
(30%) of the compliments do not belong to any particular type. The high frequency of the
majority of compliments falling into 12 syntactic patterns and constituting (70%) shows that
Najdi compliments are very formulaic.
Pattern (1) NP (mashallah) (INT) ADJ is the most frequent syntactic pattern among
patterns accounting for 25% and it seems that this pattern is the most widely used pattern across
different languages. It is similar to the syntactic pattern of the American (NP is/look ADJ), New
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Zealanders (NP BE “Looking” “INT” ADJ) and Hawai’i Creole English (NP V ADJ) with the
exception that the verb to be is missing since it is a nominal sentence (Nelson et al, 1993).
The third pattern (mashallah) what DEM+ PRO (NP) ADJ (INT), used in 12.3% of the
Najdi compliments, exclusively exists in Arabic compliments. It does not appear in American
and Asian patterns. This pattern is a type of pre-coded set of phrases that cannot be changed and
each Arabic dialect has its own phrases. Five of these syntactic patterns make reference to Allah
which is missing in other languages syntactic patterns. The data here also show a higher usage of
mashallah when compared to Egyptian and Jordanians syntactic patterns indicating that Najdi
speakers perhaps believe in the evil eye more than Egyptians and Jordanians.
The analysis of the syntactic structure indicates that Najdi speakers used fewer syntactic
structures than Jordanian (86%) (Migdadi, 2003) and Egyptian Arabic (70%) (Nelson et al,
1993). However, the analysis shows similarities between Jordanians, Egyptians and Najdi in
syntactic patterns 1, 3, 8 and 12 with differences in frequencies. Syntactic patterns 5, 7, 9 and 11
are uncommon in both Arabic varieties.
5.3.2 Positive Semantic Carriers
Although there are limitless possible ways of expressing admiration, Najdi compliments
draw on a limited number of adjectives, nouns, verbs and intensifiers as demonstrated in table
(5). The data show that adjectives are the most positive semantic carrier (65%) in the entire data
set. The data contain 44 adjectives. The other major positive semantic carrier is nouns (19.2%).
Eighty one percent of the Najdi compliments contain semantically positive adjectives and nouns.
The verbal compliments come last, accounting for 10.4%. This is in sharp contrast with
American data (Manes & Wolfson, 1980) which used verbs with a greater frequency (16%) than
the present study.
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Most studies show that the semantic carrier adjective is the most preferred carrier in
compliments. The rank order of the semantic carriers verbs and nouns differ from one language
to another. In Wolfson & Manes’ study (1980), as semantic carrier nouns are remarkably rare
and come last following verbs whereas in the present study, Migdadi’s study (2003) and
Nelson’s study (1993) verbs occur after nouns.
Compared to Jordanians, the frequency of occurrence of nouns and verbs in this study is
higher. The semantic positive carriers nouns and verbs make up 19.2% and 10.4% of the
compliments respectively, while Jordanian Arabic nouns account for 13% and verbs for 9%.
However, in Egyptian Arabic, the semantic positive carrier noun is higher (70%) than the present
study (19.2%).
Table 5
Positive Semantic Carriers
Positive Semantic Carrier

Frequency/Percentage

Adjectives

383 (65%)

Nouns

114 (19.2%)

Verbs

62 (10.4%)

Other

33 (6%)

Total

592 (100%)

Although 44 adjectives appear in the Najdi compliments, the great majority of adjectival
compliments produce only four adjectives: pretty, amazing, good and moon-like (see table 6).
This finding is compatible with the data of American English, Jordanian and Egyptian Arabic
which show that the majority of adjectival compliments exploit three to four adjectives that carry
positive semantic load. Interestingly, the adjective helu ‘pretty’ is the most frequent adjective
appearing in high frequency in Jordanian and Egyptian Arabic as well as in Najdi Arabic,
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whereas in American data it accounts for just (9.7%) (Manes and Wolfson, 1980). In this study,
helu appears 172 times (45%), followed by yehabel ‘amazing’ occurring 86 times (23.3%) zeen
‘good’ occurring 15 times (4%) and qamar ‘moon-like’ appearing (4%). The next most frequent
adjectives have similar frequencies of occurrence. The use of adjectives differs from one
language/dialect to another. For instance, the adjective yahabel ‘amazing’ or asel ‘honey’ which
are used by Najdi speakers did not occur in either Jordanian or Egyptian. Additionally, at the
lexical level, yehabel and helu are preferred over jameel “beautiful”.
Although the adjective helu encodes positive meaning, it lacks the semantic specificity
and the force of stronger adjectives such as fatan “charming”. That means that Najdi speakers
draw on restricted common adjectives shared among the community. The use of certain
adjectives was found in New Zealand (Holmes (1988), American (Manes and Wolfson, 1980)
and Jordanian (Migdadi, 2003). However, within this pool of adjectives, strong adjectives such
as jathaabah ‘gorgeous’ and raheeb ‘fantastic’ are also used but they occur less frequently in the
data.
The nouns carrying positive semantic load are also lexically restricted. The
overwhelming majority of nouns used are alhalawa ‘prettiness’ which appears 34 times (30%)
and rajel ‘man’ (8%). The remaining nouns are much less frequently used. In compliments
where verbs carried the semantic positive load, aheb “like” has the overwhelming majority
among the verbs, occurring 23 times (24%) followed by tal’aa helwa “have become pretty” and
ahaneek “congratulate” constituting (7.2%).
Compared to American data (Manes and Wolfson, 1980) in which (86%) of the
compliments with verbal semantic carriers used like and love, the lower percentage of like (24%)
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and love (5%) here in this study reveals that this kind of positive semantic carrier is not preferred
among Najdi speakers as much as among Jordanians and Egyptians.
Migdadi (2003) attributed the rare occurrence of like/love to the fact that these two verbs
encode ‘envy’ which might threaten complimentee’s negative face. To avoid this embarrassing
situation complimenters avoid using these two verbs. Similarly, the small percentage in the Najdi
data might be due to the evil eye.
If aheb ‘like’ is compared to amoot ‘love’, love occurs less frequently than like. This
could be attributable to the fact that love is used as an expression of deep feeling and emotion
which might not be appropriate with all interlocutors (Lee, 1990).
Positive semantic adverbs do not show up in the data. This contrasts with American or
Jordanian data. As for the intensifiers, they appear 103 times in the Najdi data to increase the
positive semantic load. Of these, marah ‘very’ is the most frequently used intensifier (78 times)
(76%), followed by wallah ‘by God’ which is found in nine compliments (9%). All the
intensifiers appeared with the adjectives. In Arabic, intensifiers appearing with adjectives are
called intensifiers rather than adverbs.
Table 6
The Breakdown of Positive Semantic Carriers
Breakdown of Adjectives
Helu ‘pretty’

172(45%)

Yehabel ‘Amazing’

86 (23.3%)

Zeen ‘good’

15 (4%)

Qamar ‘moon-like’

14(4%)

Tayeb ‘kind’

12(3.2%)

Kaabeer ‘great’

12 (3.2%)

Asel ‘honey’

8 (2%)
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Kaashek ‘elegant’

5 (1.3%)

Others

57

Total

381

Breakdown of Nouns
alhalawa ‘prettiness’
rajel ‘man’
kashka ‘elegance’

34 (30%)
9 (8%)
6 (5.2%)

sheek ‘leader of the tribe’

4(3%)

ameer ‘prince’

4 (3%)

arees ‘groom’

3 (2.6%)

Others

54

Total

114

Breakdown of Verbs
Aheb/ yejebni ‘like’

23(24%)

taalaa ‘have become’

10 ( 10.3)

ahaneek ‘congratulate’

7 (7.2%)

amoot ‘love’

5 (5%)

yuthehluni ‘impress’

3 (3%)

Others

49

Total

97

Breakdown of Intensifiers
Marah ‘very’ ‘a lot’
Wallah ‘by God’

78 (73.5%)
9 (8.4%)

aleem ‘wow’

6 (6%)

Oof ‘wow’

4 (4%)

Yaai ‘wow’

4 (4%)

Gedan ‘very’

3 (3%)

Behaq ‘really’

2 (2%)

Total

106
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In addition to their adherence to a limited number of positive semantic carriers,
compliments in this study have certain sematic regularities. A Chi-Square test indicates that there
is a significant relationship between Helwa ‘Pretty’ and yehabel ‘amazing’ ( X2 = 77.21, P <
0.001) and topics of compliments. Helwa ‘Pretty’ mostly appeared with appearance (48.5%)
followed by yehabel ‘amazing’ (19%). Interestingly, a significant correlation is also found
between the use of qamar ‘moon-like’ and children ( X2 = 59.6, P < .000); it represents a
percentage 40% of the positive semantic carriers used in the topic “children”. Additionally, the
adjective tayeb ‘kind’ significantly is associated with compliments of personality (19.3%).
At the morphological level, the data also show restrictions. Compliments are rarely used with
comparative or superlative adjectives. They occur four times in the data. For instance, in
example (5), the sentence is used with the superlative adjective and example (6) with the
comparative adjective.
(5) Ant-e ahsan wahda
You-female the best
You are the best
(6) Mashallah
Mashallah
Mashallah

ahsan men kaat-e
yegeeb aleelah
better than handwriting-my
causes
sickness
her handwriting is better than my bad handwriting

As for the tense, there are no examples of past or future tense. Most of the compliments
are in the present tense. There is a preference for compliments that refer to attributes that are
present in the complimentee at the time of speaking. Compliments are more valued if they
implicate ongoing present characteristic. Using the past tense might imply that the complimentee
might no longer possess this quality.
Additionally, there are instances of conditional and present perfect. (7) is an example of
present perfect and (8) is an instance of conditional.
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(7) Taal-eh
mareh
Have become-you-female
very
You have become (very) pretty

helwa
pretty

(8) En lebst-i
eeged
mathalan
ahlaa men aleeged
labasah
If wear-you-female
necklace for example better than the-necklace the one wear
it
If you wear a necklace, you make the necklace prettier
5.4 Compliment Length and the Use of Pre-coded Ritualized Phrases
The Najdi compliments tend to be long as shown by the following example:
(9) Ante ta’arfeen tedabreen agtesadiah wa la tehebeen alasraaf laa alrugum anake sakyiah wa
gazlah fe alataa
You know how to manage things, economical shopper. You are thrifty. You do not like
extravagance although you are generous and you love to give away.
The average number of words in the compliments is 7 words with a maximum of 34
words and a minimum of 1. Standard deviation is 4.4 (62.8); it accounts for more than 50% of
the mean which indicates that the word counts are varied. Compared to American compliments
with an average of 5 (Nelson et al, 1993), Najdi compliments are revealed to be longer than
American compliments (see table 7).
Table 7
Compliment Length
Descriptive Statistics
Compliment length

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std.Deviation

1

34

7

4.4

Nelson et al (1993) attributed compliment length to three reasons:
a) Repetition of the same idea with different words/phrases.
(10) Wesh tha
alebes
alhelu
daaeman lebsek mumiyaz
What DEM-PRO the-dress
pretty
always
dress distinguished
What a pretty dress! Your dress is always distinguished
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b) Repetition of the same word
(11) Klaam jameel jameel jameel
Speech jameel jameel jameel
What you have said is logical logical logical
c) the use of several adjectives in a series
(12) Mashallah teyba wa aklaaq wa leen nafes ma aljama
allah yahfathke
Mashallah
kind good mannered tolerant with everbody may allah protect you
Mashallah you are kind, good mannered and tolerant with all people may Allah protect you
Among the 592 compliments, a total of 153 (26%) are used with the expression of
mashallah (May Allah’s grace be upon you) or Allah la yaderek (May Allah not bring harm to
you). Of these ritual compliments, mashallah appeared in compliments on appearance 94 times
(36.2%) as well as with possession 24 times (41.3%). The ritual phrases appear less with
personality (6%) and performance (9.4%). These ritual phrases exclusively accompany
compliments, making compliments recognizable in any context. The function of these pre-coded
ritualized phrases is to keep the complimenter’s evil eye away from the complimentee as well as
the complimented object as Arabs believe that someone’s evil eye can bring harm to the
complimentee or the property. Additionally, the compliment might be understood as a desire to
get the complimented object; thus, these phrases convey a message to the complimentee that the
complimenter is not interested in that object.
Among the 592 compliments, 18 (3%) of them express admiration in the form of
proverbs and similes. This percentage is lower than the percentage that was found in Egyptian
compliments (11%). Similar to Egyptian compliments, marriage metaphors appear in this study 3
times. Examples of such Najdi compliments include:
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(13) Hatha alshablu men
thak alassd mashallah tabarka allah allah yahfadahu wa yuslehu
This cub
from
that lion
mashallah
may allah protect
him
Like father like son mashallah may Allah protect him
(14) albatah alhelwa
Duck pretty
Pretty duck (comparing the baby girl to a duck)
(15) sheek
Shamar
The leader of the tribe of ‘Shamar’
You are the leader of Shamar tribe
The use of the pre-coded ritualized expressions is a distinctive feature of Arabic
discourse. Wolfson (198a:13) noted that Arabs compliment in the form of metaphors and
proverbs.
5.5 Topics of Compliments
Based on the topic, compliments were categorized into six types: physical appearance,
personality, performance, possession, children and relationship (intimacy). Appearance refers to
the complimentee’s looks, make up and clothing. This type is found to be the most frequent topic
in Najdi compliments. Table (8) and figure (1) illustrate the order of the topics as they are shown
in the data.
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Table 8
Compliment Topics
Compliment Topic

Frequency/Percentage

Appearance

259 (44%)

Personality

123 (21%)

Skill/performance

117 (20%)

Possession

58 (10%)

Children

28 (5%)

Relationship

7 (1.1%)

Total

592 (100%)

300
250
200
150
100
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50
0

Figure 1. Compliment Topics
Appearance represents (44%) of the data. This is not surprising. This result is similar to
the findings in the American data, New Zealand data as well as findings in Arabic varieties. For
example, Nelson et al. (1993) found appearance to be the most frequent type of compliment in
their cross-cultural study on American and Egyptian compliments. In their study, (43%) of the
American complimenters and (50%) of the Egyptian complimenters complimented appearance.
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Similarly, Holmes (1986) reported that appearance accounted for (50%) in her New Zealand
data.
Within the appearance compliments, most of the compliments are on unnatural beauty
(e.g wearing colored lens contact; dress). A total of 9 instances of 592 are about natural beauty.
For example,
(16) ?oyonk-ek helwa
Eyes-your pretty
Your eyes are pretty
The interest in unnatural beauty appearance is related to newness because this kind of
compliment demands favorable comment (Knapp et al, 1984). Najdi speakers tend to value
things seen for the first time. Similarly, American and Polish data showed that most compliments
on female appearance were on their new hair style (Jaworski, 1995).
The second type of compliment refers to the complimenter’s personality traits. This type
is the second most frequent topic (21%). Through praising a certain trait or value, compliments
function as an enforcement of the value praised (Manes, 1983). The third type of compliment
refers to skills and a commendable behavior. The skill/performance compliments occur in (20%)
of the compliments. The fourth type of compliment is about possessions which refer to items
owned by the complimentee. This type represents (10%) of the data. The lower frequency of this
type of compliment could be explained by the fact that they are the most potentially face
threatening act among the six topics. They could be understood to mean that the complimenters
are desirous or envious of the complimentee’s complimented item especially “in societies where
envy is very strong” (Brown & Levinson, 1987: 252).
The next commonly complimented topic is children (5%). The last type of compliment is
relationship which refers to the complimenter’s feelings towards the complimentee by letting
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others know what they mean to them. This type, which did not occur in the previous studies, is
found to be the least frequent in Najdi compliments, representing only (1%). The rare occurrence
of these last two topics could be that the fieldworkers did not come across situations where
children or relationship were complimented or it could be they are not valued as other topics of
compliments.
The topical selections of compliments found in Najdi compliments provide some insights
about the values of that culture. It seems that Najdi speakers share with Irbid speakers
(Jordanians) the same topics of compliments as well as sharing roughly the same percentages
except in the ranking of the topics. In the Jordanian data, performance ranked higher than
personality. Najdi speakers seem to prefer praising the complimenter’s personality more than
performance. However, after discussing the compliment topics by men and women it will be
clear who among them pays more compliments on performance or personality.
In order to investigate whether there is a significant difference between the topics, a
comparison was computed using a Chi-Square. The Chi-Square reveals that the difference
between the mean scores for variables: appearance, personality, performance, possession,
children and relationship is significant (X2 = 66.7, P< .000). Looking at the difference between
performance and personality, the difference is not significant (X2= 2.94, P> 0.86) which
demonstrates that Najdi speakers prefer both types of topics and they do not exploit one topic
over the other.
5.6 Positions of Compliments in Discourse
Compliment exchanges occur at the beginning, middle and the closing of the
conversations. However, compliments are more likely to appear at the beginning (49.3%) and the
middle of the discourse (46.4%) compared with occurrences during closings which have the
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lowest frequency (4.2%) as shown in table (9). Looking at the differences among the three
positions of compliments in discourse, it is shown they are significantly different from one
another ( X2 = 226, P<. 000).
Table 9
Positions of Compliments in Discourse
Beginning

Middle

Closing

292 (49.3%)

275 (46.4%)

25 (4.2%)

Interestingly, a significant relationship is obtained for the four topics (appearance,
personality, performance and possession) of compliments and the positions of compliments in
natural conversations. As table (10) illustrates, compliments of appearance are found to occur
more at the beginning of an interaction. Compliments of appearance account for 63% of the
compliments that occurred at the beginning of a conversation with a Chi-Square that reaches a
significant difference(X2= 49.3, P< .000). Compliments on performance and personality are
more likely to appear in the middle. They both account for 59% of compliments that occurred in
the middle of the conversation. Similarly, the Chi-Square (X2= 34.3, P<.000) indicates that there
is a significant relationship between possession and the beginning of the compliment. Thirteen
percent of the compliments on possession appear at the beginning compared to the middle and
the closing.
Table 10
Topics and Positions
Beginning

Middle

Closing

Appearance

183 (63%)

71 (25.8%)

5 (20%)

Performance

40 (14%)

74 (27%)

3 (12%)
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Personality

21(7%)

89 (32.3%)

13 (52%)

Possession

39 (13.3%)

16 (6 %)

3 (5.1%)

7 (2.3%)

21(8%)

-

2 (1%)

4 (1.4%)

1(14%)

292 (100%)

275 (100%)

25 (100%)

Children
Relationship
Total

The functions of compliments play an important role in the positions of compliments.
Compliments of appearance and possession generally show solidarity so they occur at the
beginning while compliments of personality and performance are true compliments.
5.7 Personal Focus
An examination of the personal focus (table 11) shows that the second person focus has
the highest percentage (41.5%). The following is an example of the second person focus:
(17) Wallah ya ant
guwee
By God hey you strong
Hey by God you are strong
Third person focus and impersonal focus are also common, accounting for 28.2% and 24%
respectively. Example of third person focus (18) and impersonal focus (19)
(18) dekoor algurfa
marah helo
Decoration the-room very pretty
The decoration of the room is very pretty
(19) kebeer
Great
First person focus shows the lowest percentage, constituting (6.4%) which illustrates that Najdi
speakers rarely pay compliments from a first person perspective. This is very different from the
English data where the first person focus appears predominantly in the American compliments.
The following example is an example of first person focus:
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(20) tejebni sa’t-ek
Like
watch-your
I like your watch
Table 11
Personal Focus
1st Person

2nd Person

3rd Person

Impersonal

Total

38 (6.4%)

246 (41.5%)

167(28.2%)

141 (24%)

592 (100%)

5.8 Compliment Responses
Recent studies have differed in classifying compliment responses. Although all
classifications fall basically between agreement and disagreement, it is the area between the two
categories that makes the difference. Pomerantz (1978) classified compliment responses in
American English into four categories: Acceptance, Agreement, Rejection and disagreement.
Holmes (1986) categorizes responses in New Zealand English into three categories: acceptance,
rejection and deflection/evasion. Herbert’s (1990) categorization includes a three category and
twelve-type taxonomy. The categories adopted here are similar to Herbert’s classification with
some modifications. Most of the added responses fit the Najdi compliment responses. Thus,
compliment responses in Najdi Arabic are classified into three super-categories: Agreement (the
complimentee accepts the compliment), Non-Agreement (the complimentee does not agree with
the complimenter) and Others (e.g. perceiving the compliment as a joke).
Within each super-category, there are several sub-categories. Under the agreement
category, there is ‘explicit acceptance’ which means the complimentee shows agreement by
offering, for instance, an appreciation token (or by bragging about herself or himself) and
‘implicit acceptance’ which means the complimentee shifts the force of compliment by, for
instance, offering impersonal details. Super categories and sub-categories are listed in table (12).
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Table 12
Compliment Responses
Agreement
Acceptance ( Explicit Acceptance)
Appreciation Token
Praise Upgrade
Comment Acceptance
NON-Acceptance( Implicit Acceptance)
Comment History
Reassignment
Return
Offering
Smiling
Invocation and Blessing
Relationship

Non-Agreement
Scale Down
Disagreement
Question
NON-Acknowledgment
Evil- Eye Protection

Other Interpretation
Joking

Table (13) shows the general distribution of frequencies and percentages of singlestrategy compliment responses (containing one response strategy) and complex compliment
responses (using more than one strategy of responses).
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Table 13
Types of Compliment Responses
Single-strategy compliment response

Complex compliment response

592 (91%)

58 (9 %)

TOTAL 650

Table (13) above indicates that Najdi complimentees prefer single-strategy compliment
responses more than complex responses. It is shown that 91% of the complimentees opt for
single-strategy responses versus 9% complimentees who used complex responses. Farghal and
Haggan (2006) and Farghal and Al-Katib (2001) claimed that opting for single-strategy
compliment response indicates decisiveness whereas choosing complex responses implies
reinforcement. The percentage of single-strategy compliment response in the present study is
higher than the percentages in other studies such as Farghal and Al-Khatib’s data on Jordanian
students (single-strategy response=70%) and Farghal and Haggan’s data on Kuwaiti college
students (single-strategy response = 56.2%). As for the complex responses, they are far lower
than Farghal and Al-Khatib (27%) as well as Farghal and Haggan (40%).
Table (14) below shows that agreement with the compliment is the most common
response used among Najdi speakers (88%). The explicit acceptance accounts for 10% and the
implicit acceptance accounts for 78%. The Chi-Square shows that there is a significant difference
between agreement, non-agreement and others ( X2= 393, P<.000). The second most frequent
response, as exhibited in table (14) is non-agreement (11.3) followed by others (.9).
This is consistent with the results of other studies. For example, in the American data,
Herbert (1990) reported that the most frequent response was to accept compliments (66%). For
the New Zealand data, Holmes (1986) found out that the most common response was to accept
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compliments (61.1%). Farghal and Al-Katib (2001) also reported that accepting compliments
received higher percentages (84%). For Nelson et al, the percentages were higher either for
American data (50%) or the Syrian data (67%).
In Migdadi’s study, agreement accounted for 81%. It seems, thus, that there is a
tendency among speakers of Western societies as well as Arab societies not to disagree with each
other as part of politeness strategies. According to Leech (1983), to fulfill the agreement maxim,
an individual needs to maximize agreement and minimize disagreement between himself and
others. The agreement maxim thus would place pressure on complimentees to accept the
compliments.
However, the other frequencies of compliment responses in the present study do not
match other studies such as Herbert’s (1990: 213) in which one third of the data are accounted
for by other than agreement responses. Herbert (1990) claimed that “Americans exhibit great
ingenuity in avoiding simple acceptance of compliment” although there is virtual agreement that
“thank you is the prescriptively ‘correct’ responses to a compliment” (p.207). Sixty five percent
of the compliment responses were in the agreement category, while (31.5%) of the responses
were in non-agreement/negotiations category. He claimed that the act of complimenting and
responding to compliments can serve the functions of negotiating solidarity but in the present
study and in Migdadi’s study non-agreement does not reach a third of the data. In the present
study, non-agreement represents (11.3%) while in Migdadi’s study accounts for (12%) as table
(14) illustrates. This reflects the fact that compliments serve as praise for the complimented
object while for Americans as a marker of solidarity with the complimenter (Pomerantz, 1978;
Migdadi, 2003; Herbert, 1989). Herbert claimed that “American English compliments are not
literal statements of admiration, praise, and so forth, but rather are offers of solidarity” (p.209).
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Nevertheless, the present study is not parallel to the Jordanian and South African data
with respect to acceptance. In the present study, explicit acceptance is found to be (10%)
whereas in the Jordanian (59%) and South African (76.3) were higher, but implicit acceptance
was lower in both previous studies (Jordanian and South African) compared to the current study
which accounts for (78%). Implicit acceptance represented (22%) in the Jordanian data and
(12%) of the South African data. This might suggest that there is a tendency among Najdi
speakers to implicitly accept compliments and thus avoid being perceived as arrogant (the
compliment response “praise upgrade”, for instance, is not used with markedly greater
frequency).
Table 14
Frequency of Compliment Responses Types across Four Studies
American

South African

Jordanian

Najdi Arabic

English

( Herbert, 1990)

( Migdadi, 2003)

(the

( Herbert, 1990)
Agreement

present study)

65.6%

88.3

81%

88%

36%

76.3%

59%

10%

29.6%

12%

22%

78%

Non-Agreement

31.5%

10%

12%

11.3%

Other

2.9%

.8%

3%

.9

Explicit
Acceptance
Non-acceptance
(Implicit
Acceptance)

As exhibited in table (15) and Figure (2) below, the super-category of Agreement consists
of two subcategories: explicit acceptance consists of 3 categories and implicit acceptance
contains 7 categories. The highest subcategory within the super-category of agreement is implicit
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acceptance with 506 responses (78%) whereas the explicit acceptance subcategory accounts for
(10%). This happens as a result of a conflict between the agreement maxim and the modesty
maxim. The agreement maxim forces agreement with the complimenters but at the same time,
the modesty maxim interferes and this compels complimentees to minimize self-praise by
returning the compliment to the complimenter as in the following example:
(21) A) Bluzet-ek
helwa belmarah
Blouse-your
pretty very
Your blouse is very pretty
B) hatha men thug ek
This from taste-your
This indicates you have good taste
The modesty maxim can be seen too by disagreeing and using scale down such as
(22) A) Kashkah alyoom
Elegant today
You are elegant today
B) Ween kashkah keloh teekbus alwaan
No elegant all harmony colors
I did not wear well different colors that do not go in harmony
However, the scale down category is not often represented (1.2%) in the data.
As it is clear from figure (2), the highest category is ‘return’ (returning the compliment to
the complimenter) accounting for 33% as in the following example:
(23) A) taaleh
helwa alyoom
Have become pretty today
You have become pretty today
B) eeyoun-ek alhelwa
Eyes-your the-prettiness
Your eyes are the prettiness
The second highest category was “invocation and blessing” representing 28% of the obtained
compliment responses.
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(24) A) Mashallah aleek mesteseh
Mashallah you healthy
Mashallah you are healthy
B) Allah yaafe-ek
Allah healthy-you
May Allah make you healthy
Table 15
Compliment Responses
Agreement
Acceptance ( Explicit Acceptance)

64 (10%)

Appreciation Token

24 (4%)

Praise Upgrade

28 ( 4.3)

Comment Acceptance

12 (2%)

NON-Acceptance( Implicit Acceptance)

506 (78%)

Comment History

59 (9%)

Reassignment

13 (2%)

Return

215 (33%)

Offering

11(1.6%)

Smiling

23 (3.5%)

Invocation and Blessing

161 (28%)

Relationship

Non-Agreement

24 (4%)

74(11.3%)

Scale Down

8 (1.2%)

Disagreement

8 (1.2%)

Question

9 (1.3%)

NON-Acknowledgment

34 ( 5.2)

Evil- Eye Protection

15 ( 2.3)

Others

6(.9%)
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Joking

6 (.9%)

TOTAL

650
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Figure 2. Compliment Responses
‘Returning’ the compliment and ‘invocation’ demonstrate noticeable variances in the
percentage of the present study and of Migdadi’s study (2003) where ‘returning’ a compliment
scored (6% vs. 33%) and ‘invocation’ scored (2% vs. 28%). It is found in the present study that
‘returning’ and ‘invocation’ account for much higher percentage of all accepting responses
(61%). This indicates the importance of these two responses among all the compliment
responses. Complimentees feel obligated to say something nice to complimenters so they would
not be indebted to them so it seems that the best kind of responses are ‘returning compliments’
and ‘invocation and blessing’. Learning these responses suffice to insure that an individual
coming from a different culture adopts the Najdi way of responding to compliments. Also, the
high percentage of ‘invocation and blessing’ shows significance of the Islamic ritual phrases and
how these phrases are deeply integrated into Najdi compliment responses.
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To show the strong ties of religion with compliment responses, complimentees, in their
responses in the ‘reassignment’ category, shift the credit to Allah to avoid self-praise. This
category accounts for (2%). For example:
(25) A) Mashallah harata-h
zeena-h mashallah
Mashalah temperature gauge-it
good-it
mashhalh
Mashallah the car temperature gauge is good mashallah
B) Alhamdolelah
All praise and thanks are due to Allah
The strategy ‘comment history’ occurs as the third most frequent compliment response
(9%). The last four categories within the subcategory “implicit acceptance” were relationship
(4%), smiling (3.5%), reassignment (2%) and offering (1.6%).
The least frequent compliment response within the implicit compliment is ‘offering’. An
example of offering (a cover of a cell phone):
(26) A) Wesh ha
alharakat hathi mashallah
What DEM Pro new-look this mashallah
What a new look mashallah!
B)

Allah yeslemek
May Allah save you

testahel
keth ha
you deserve it take it.

The lower frequency of offering signifies attitudinal/behavioral change in Najdi
compliment responses. A long time ago, this response was very common among Najdi speakers,
especially males. Nowadays, Najdi speakers use more practical ways of responding to
compliments, especially the young generation.
Within the subcategory ‘explicit acceptance’, ‘praise upgrade’ appears 28 times
(4.3%). This kind of compliment response violates the modesty maxim as well as the social and
Islamic values which instruct speakers to be modest and avoid conceit as was indicated in the
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literature review. However, it is found that ‘praise upgrade’ is common among the young
generation as we will see later. For example,
(27) A) sabgat alshaar ma
hleet-ek
Color the-hair makes pretty-you
The color of hair makes you pretty.
B) aslaan ana
Actually I’m

daymaan
always

helwa
pretty

The complimentee here accepts the complimenter’s compliment but proceeds to boast
about himself/herself by adding additional information; therefore, violating the complimenter’s
positive face by implying that the compliment is not unexpected.
The second category within explicit acceptance is ‘thanking’ the complimenter which
appeared 24 times (4%). For example,
(28) A) thu kuleq
wa
aklaaq raa’eah
Good manners
and
mannered well
You have good manners and well mannered
B) Shukran ala al-madeh
Thanks for the-compliment
Thanks for the compliment
The low frequency of this type of response could be attributable to the fact that Najdi
speakers might feel the need to respond with more acknowledgment and do not find it sufficient
to employ only ‘thanking’.
Within the second super-category non-agreement, the strategy ‘non-acknowledgment’
(5.2%) and ‘evil eye protection’ (2.3%) are more frequent than the other strategies such as ‘scale
down’ (1.2%), ‘disagreement’ (1.2%) and ‘question’ (1.3%).
In the category of evil eye projection, complimentees see such compliments as a face
threatening act (threatening their negative face). Complimentees feel that complimenters envy
them and desire the complimented object whether it is possession, personality or performance.
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Therefore, complimentees use semantic formulas, which could be a face threatening act towards
the complimenter, to keep the evil eye away. For instance,
(29) A) Wallah ya ant
guwee
By God hey you strong
Hey by God you are strong
B) Athker Allah
Mention Allah
A) Mashallah
Sometimes, complimentees employ disagreement to drive the evil eye away. For example,
(30) A) saamen
Abullah
mashallah
Gained weight
Abdullah
mashalah
Abdulah gained weight mashallah
B) taaban endu-h sadruh
Sick
has-he asma
He is sick; he has asma
Surprisingly, this strategy did not appear in Nelson et al (1993), Migdadi (2003) or
Farghal & Al-Khatib (2001). Holmes (1986) states that compliments in some cultures “may
threaten the addressee’s negative face in that they imply at least some element of envy and desire
to have what the addressee possess” (p.487).
Rejecting a compliment or disagreeing with the complimenter is not common in other
studies. Herbert (1990) reported a percentage of 10% in his American data; Holmes (1986)
reported a similar percentage (10%). Migdadi (2003) found a percentage of 3% for his Jordanian
data whereas Nelson et al (1993) reported zero percent for Syrian data. In the present study, it
accounts for (1.2%). Similarly, scale down is not common among Najdi speakers. Examples of
scale down in this study:
(31) A) helu fustan-ek
Pretty dress-your
Your dress is pretty
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B) ma thaneet alswaad karabo-h
No think so black ruined-it
I don’t think so the color (black) ruined its beauty
As for non-acknowledgement, the low frequency of this strategy indicates that Najdi
speakers prefer verbal compliment responses to nonverbal compliment responses. This
percentage is consistent with the percentage in Jordanian data (3%). Nonverbal compliment
responses are usually not valued by complimenters as they signal “indifference or ingratitude on
the complimentee’s part” (Al-khatib & Haggan, 2006: 98).
5.8.1 Complex Compliment Responses
The majority of studies on English and Arabic do not address single-strategy compliment
responses and complex responses. Only Herbert (1989), Nelson et al (1993) and Migdadi (2003)
present a quantitative analysis of compliment responses with regard to the use of one illocution
(single-strategy) or two illocutions (complex). Herbert (1986) found that Americans preferred to
choose one illocution responses. Nelson et al, on the other hand, reported that agreement plus
formula was the most frequent compliment responses among Syrian speakers accounting for
40%. This kind of response is found in the present study where ‘returning’ is used with another
‘returning’, ‘invocation’ with another ‘invocation’ or ‘question’ with ‘comment history’.
The total number of complex responses in the present study is 58, all of which combine
two subcategories under the super-category of agreement. All of the compliment responses in the
complex responses consist of two-illocution combinations (no more than two responses) (see
table 16).
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Table 16
Frequency and Percentage of Complex Compliment Responses
Complex Response
Return+ return

16 (27.5%)

invocation+ return

8 (14%)

Invocation+ invocation

20 (34.4%)

Question+ comment history

3 (5.1%)

Thanking+ return

11(19%)

Total

58

Example (32) below exhibits a complex response which combines the response
‘returning’ with the same illocution response. In Example (33), similarly, ‘invocation’ is
combined with the same illocution response. These two kinds of responses represent the majority
of two illocution compliment responses. On the other hand, in example (34) the response
‘invocation’ is combined with another illocution response ‘returning’. In example (35) ‘question’
is combined with ‘comment history’ which occurs less frequently compared to other complex
responses. Finally, in example (36), ‘thanking’ is used with ‘returning’. As was observed in the
single-strategy compliment responses, ‘thanking’ accounts for low frequency 24 (4%). And the
fact that there are 11 responses, within complex compliment responses, produced with ‘thanking’
+ ‘return’ is an indication that responding with a simple thanks/thank you is not sufficient.
(32) A) Mashallah aleek asloob-ek
marah helu wa thoog
Mashallalh you
way of speaking-your
very pretty and taste
Mashallah your way of speaking is very pretty and you have good taste
B) Hatha men thooq-ek
wa ant-i
asloob-ek
This from taste-your
and you-female way of speaking-your
You have good taste and your way of speaking is pretty too.
(33) A) Hala
Welcome

wallah
by Allah

be alwajeh
in face

alsamooh
the-kind

helu
pretty
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Welcome by Allah the face that indicates kindness
B) Allah yakle-ek
wa yslem-ek ya abu
Na’al
Allah
protect –you and save-you ya father of Na’al
May Allah protect you and save you, the father of abu Na’AL
(34) A) Mashallah Fatima naahfa
marah
Mashallah Fatima lost pounds a lot
Mashallah Fatima lost a lot of pounds
B) Allah yajzaak-um kheer
?yoonkum al-helwa
Allah grant-plural righteousness eyes-plural the-pretty
May Allah grant you righteous; your beautiful eyes make you see me as beautiful
(35) A) Yaai gazmet-ek marah tehabel
Wow shoes-your very amazing
Wow your shoes are very amazing
B) Sedeq? Hathi jeededah shariat-ha men Toms
Really? This new
I bought-it from Toms
Really, it is new I bought it from Toms.
(36) A) Mashallah tayeba-h wa aklaaq wa leen nafes ma aljamee allah yahfath-ek
Mashallalh kind-female and manners and tolerance with alla people may allah save
you
Mashallah you are kind, having good manners and tolerance with all people may save
you
B) Shukran hatha men thooq-ek
Thanks this from taste-you
Thanks you have good taste
5.9 Compliment Responses and the Topics of Compliments
In this section we attempt to answer the question of whether the choice of the compliment
response varies depending on the topics of compliments. As is shown in table (17), ‘returning’
and ‘invocation’ often occur with the topics of appearance and personality. A Chi-Square test
shows that there is a highly significant relationship between ‘returning’ and appearance on one
hand (X2=32.60, P< .000) and ‘returning’ and personality on the other hand ( X2=7.860, P<.005).
‘Returning’ and ‘invocation’ appear as responses to compliments on appearance 96 times (37%)
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and 61 times (23.5%), respectively. The next most common response in the topic of appearance
is ‘comment history’ representing a percentage of (12.3%) which is equal to 32 out of 259. The
ratios of ‘returning’ and ‘invocation’ for the topic of personality are (45.5%) and (24.3%),
respectively. It seems that ‘returning’ is the stereotypic response to compliments about
appearance as well as personality, followed by ‘invocation and blessing’.
The ratio for the performance topic exhibits a distinctive response pattern. The highest
category of compliment response in the topic of performance is ‘invocation and blessing’,
representing a percentage of (24.7%), followed by ‘relationship’ (14.5%), ‘returning’ (12.8%)
and ‘praise-upgrade’ (12%). A Chi-Square shows that there is no significant relationship among
the four compliment responses (returning, relationship, invocation and praise-upgrade) although
some minor differences can be seen ( X2=4.900, P>.08). That indicates that the topic
performance does not show a preference for any particular response. Interestingly, it seems that
‘praise-upgrade’ is favored with the topic of performance compared to the other topics which do
not exhibit the same preference.
The percentage of compliment responses for the possession topic also shows a distinctive
response pattern. The response ‘comment history’ appears 20 times (34.4%), followed by
‘invocation’ which appears 12 times (21%) and ‘offering’ occurring 10 times (17.2%). However,
the Chi-Square does not show a significant relationship among these compliment responses and
the topic of possession (X2=4.000, P> .135). That indicates that there is not a preferred response
for this kind of topic. Similarly, a non-significant relationship is also obtained for the children
topic among the compliment responses ( X2= 2.941, P>.230).
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We have seen how the compliment responses are topic sensitive, with some responses
more likely to co-occur with certain topics. The occurrence of certain responses could be socially
determined.
Table 17
Frequency of Compliment Responses by Topic
Agreement

appearance

personality

performance

Possession Children relationship

7

7

8

2

-

-

10

1

14

1

2

-

1

6

2

2

1

-

32

-

-

20

4

-

reassignment

4

3

5

1

-

-

return

96

56

15

6

-

7

Offering

1

-

-

10

-

-

Smiling

12

6

5

-

-

-

invocation

61

30

29

12

9

-

4

-

17

-

3

-

scale Down

4

1

2

-

1

-

disagreement

1

2

4

-

1

-

question

5

-

2

2

-

-

non-

11

7

12

1

3

-

Acceptance
appreciation
token
praise
upgrade
comment
acceptance
NON-Acceptance
comment
history

and blessing
relationship
NonAgreement

acknowledge
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-ment
evil- eye

6

3

1

1

4

4

1

1

-

-

protection
Others
Joking

-

5.10 Social Variables
In this section, the question of whether gender, age and relationship interact with the
compliment event is addressed. The findings will also be discussed within the framework of the
Politeness Theory. The analysis here in this study is based on three variables: (a) the gender of
both complimenter and complimentee, (b) the age of complimenter and complimentee and
finally, (c) the relationship of complimentee to complimenter. Gender, age and relationship were
the most crucial factors in determining the types of compliments given by complimenters as well
as the types of responses given by complimentees as will be demonstrated below.
5.10.1 Gender
Male complimenters gave 202 compliments and female complimenters gave 390
compliments. Males received 235 compliments and females received 357. Table (18) shows the
total number of compliments given by gender. Table (19) exhibits the number of compliments
received by gender.
Table 18
The Total Number of Compliments Given by Gender
Gender

Frequency

Percentage

Male

202

34%

Female

390

66%

Total

592

100%
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Table 19
The Total Number of Received Compliments by Gender
Gender

Frequency

Percentage

Male

235

40%

Female

357

60.3%

Total

592

100%

Out of the 592 compliments, male complimenters gave 202 compliments, 148 of which
are to male complimentees and 54 to female complimentees. Female compliments, in contrast,
come to 390, of which there are 303 compliments to female complimentees and 87 male
complimentees, as shown in table (20).
Table 20
Breakdown of the Frequency of Compliments by Gender
Male-Male

148 (25%)

Female-Female

303 (51.1%)

Male-Female

54 (9.1%)

Female-Male

87 (14.6%)

TOTAL

592 (100%)

Table (20) reveals that compliments within the same gender are higher than compliments
across gender. About 25% of males gave compliments to other males and 9.1% of males gave
compliments to females. This is even more transparent in the case of females where 51.1% of
compliments occur between females, but only 14.6% occur across gender, with females tending
to compliment males more. This is basically true in a gender-segregated society such as Saudi
Arabia in general, and Najd in particular, where interactions between men and women are
restricted in public and where more compliments might occur between members of the family.
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Females in the present study gave 390 (66%) compliments and received 375 (60.2%).
Women gave and received more compliments than males who gave 202 (34%) compliments and
received 235 (40%). Other researchers reported similar results. Women gave and received more
compliments than males in Migdadi’s study (2003) and Holmes’ (1986). Holmes (1995)
attributed the higher incidence of compliments to the function of compliments perceived by
women. She claimed that “women may regard compliments as primarily positively affective
speech acts, for instance, expressing solidarity and positive politeness” (p.123).
Compliments across genders vary in length. The average compliment for females has 8
words and the average compliment for males contains 6.20 words. The repetitiveness and the use
of a series of adjectives carrying the same meaning are distinctive features among females more
than males. For instance, a female complimenting another female,
(37) Festan-ek
yehabel marah fakem
gedan gedan rawaha marah ra’agi.
Dress-your
amazing very attractive very very fantastic very fashion
Your dress is so amazing, attractive, fantastic and fashionable.
This contrasts with the average length of compliments reported by American males (4.3) and
females (6.2) (Nelson et al, 1993). Female Najdi compliments tend to be long compared to
American compliments. This could be due to the Najdi females’ tendency to enhance the force of
the compliment (Holmes, 1995). However, the difference is not significantly significant (X2
=.286, P<.5).
An examination of the compliment types among Najdi males and females reveals that
implicit compliments (general statements expressed without a positive semantic carrier) are
favored among males compared to females. Men surpassed women in their use of implicit
compliments. Men used implicit compliments 26 times whereas females used them 12 times. The
X2 reveals that there is a significant difference (X2=5.158, P<.02). Women’s preference for
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explicit compliments could be due to the notion that they consider compliments as a positive
politeness device.
5.10.1.1 Syntactic Patterns and Semantic Positive Carriers Across Gender
As noted Najdi compliments are formulaic and draw on a small number of syntactic
patterns. As table (21) demonstrates, there are 8 syntactic patterns used by women and men.
Generally, women used these syntactic patterns more than men. A significant difference is
obtained between the two genders ( X2= 31.14, P< .000) and within the syntactic patterns of each
gender ( X2= 2187, P<.000). According to the data, there are syntactic patterns which differ
between males and females. Women used the first [NP (Mashallah) (INT) ADJ], and the second
rhetorical patterns [ADJ (mashallah) NP] significantly more frequently than men. In women’s
data, the first pattern appears 116 times vs. 31 for men while the second pattern appears 75 times
vs. 19 times for men. Also, women surpass men in the use of the third pattern [(mashallah) what
DEM+ PRO (NP) ADJ (INT)] (46 vs. 27) and the fourth pattern [I like NP] (16 vs. 7). However,
the difference between men and women in the use of the pattern 4 is not very significant (X2=
3.52, p>.06). Other studies such as Herbert (1990) supported this finding that females used
linguistically stronger forms in their compliments than males (Holmes, 1995). In the current
study, the patterns I like and I love are used by females more often than males and they are
addressed only to other women.
Men, on the other hand, used the minimal pattern numbered 7 [PRO NP] more often than
women. Results in the present study are also similar to those found in Holmes (1986), Herbert
and Migdadi (2003). Women used the exclamatory pattern numbered 3 [(mashallah) what DEM+
PRO (NP) ADJ (INT)] more frequently than men, most of whom prefer to employ the minimal
pattern [ NP or ADJ]. Holmes (1995) stated that “a rhetorical pattern such as what a splendid
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hat! can be regarded as emphatic and as increasing the force of the speech act” (p.127). This kind
of syntactic pattern fits women’s perception of compliments as a facilitative tool of establishing
rapport and showing more sincerity and respect for the other interlocutor.
There are specific patterns that are exclusively used by men and women. The syntactic
pattern ADJ is used only by men, appearing 19 times in the whole corpus. As for the syntactic
pattern PRO + superlative form, it is employed by women only, occurring 4 times in the data.
Table 21
Syntactic Patterns by Gender
Syntactic Patterns

Females

Males

1.NP (mashallah) (INT) ADJ

116 (43%)

31 (30.3%)

2.ADJ (mashallah) NP

75 (28%)

19 (19%)

3.(mashallah) what DEM+ PRO (NP) ADJ (INT)

46 (17%)

27 (26.4%)

4. I like NP

16 (10%)

7 (7%)

5. (Wallah) PRO (NP) ADJ (INT)

3 (1%)

9 (9%)

6. VP (INT) ADJ

8 (3%)

2 (2%)

7. PRO NP

1 (.3%)

6 (6%)

8. I love NP

4 (1.4%)

1 (1%)

269 (100%)

102 (100%)

Total

As for positive semantic carriers, compliments contain lexical items that are used only by
females such as yehabel (amazing). Using this word among males might sound feminine so
males avoid using this word. They will be negatively evaluated if they use the words/language
that women employ.
Females used more intensifiers than males. Out of all intensifiers used males and females
(103), women used intensifiers 86 times whereas men used them 17 times. Intensifiers used by
males are marah “very”, behaq “really”, aleem “wow” and wallah “by God”. Johnson & Roen
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(1992) and Herbert (1990) noted the same finding that women intensified their compliments
more than men.
Regarding personal focus, compliments of second person focus are used more often than
the other personal focused compliments (see table 22). Compliments of second person focus
account for 41.5%, followed by third person focus (28.2%), impersonal (24%) and first person
focus compliments (6.4%). Women used second person focus (30%) as well as third person
focus compliments (15.5%) more than impersonal or first person focus. As for the impersonal
focus, males greatly surpass females with a percentage of (17.5%) vs. (6.2%). Compliments of
impersonal focus are predominately employed by males regardless of the gender of the
complimentees while women’s personal focus compliments vary depending on the gender of
complimentees. For instance, in female-female interaction, females used second personal focus
more than other personal focus. In female-male interactions, on the other hand, third person
focus (8%) and impersonal focus compliments (3.7%) exceed the usage of second person
focused compliments (3%). This could indicate that women recognize that women value
personal compliments more than men.
Additionally, the data show that women are more likely to use the first person focused
compliments; however, the difference between men and women is minimal. The present study is
consistent with other studies. Most studies on person focused compliments such as Herbert’s
(1990) and Knapp et al (1984) showed that impersonal focus was associated with male
interactions. The current study is also compatible with Johnson & Roen (1992) findings which
reveal a similar pattern. Women used more personal focused compliments, especially to other
women.
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Table 22
Distribution of Personal Focus across Gender
1st person focus

2nd person focus

3rd person

M-M

17 (2.8%)

37 (6.2%)

29 (5%)

65 (11%)

M-F

-

15 (2.5%)

-

39 (6.5%)

F-F

20 (3.3)

176 (30%)

92 (15.5%)

15 (2.5%)

F-M

1 ( .1)

18 (3%)

46 (8%)

22 (3.7%)

Total

38 (6.4%)

246 (41.5%)

167 (28.2%)

141(24%)

impersonal

Moreover, men used proverbs and similes 13 times whereas women used them 5 times in
their compliments. For instance, a compliment taking place between two men:
(38)

hatha alshablu men
This cub
from
Like father like son

thak alassd
that lion

5.10.1.2 Compliment Topics in Across/ Same –Gender Exchanges
Looking at the interaction between the compliment topics and gender will highlight the
sociology of the compliment event in Najd. Table (23) and figure (3) below shows female
compliments center on appearance (53%) followed by performance (15.1%), personality (15%),
possession (10.5%), children (5.3%) and relationship (1%). On the other hand, male
compliments are about personality (32.1%) followed by performance (29%), appearance (26%),
possession (8.4%), children (3.4%) and finally relationship (1.4%).
As shown, women gave more compliments than men on appearance (207 vs.52 times)
possession (41 vs. 17 times) and children (21 vs. 7 times) whereas men gave more compliments
on personality (65 vs. 58 times). However, both genders gave a similar number of compliments
on relationship.
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Table 23
Frequency of Compliments Topics according to Gender
Male

Female

Appearance

52 (26%)

207(53%)

Personality

65 (32.1%)

58(15%)

Performance

58(29%)

59(15.1%)

Possession

17 (8.4%)

41 (10.5)

Children

7 (3.4%)

21(5.3%)

Relationship

3 (1.4%)

4 (1%)

202 (100%)

390 (100%)

Total

60
50
40
30
Women

20

men

10
0

Figure 3. Compliments Topic according to Gender

Furthermore, looking at compliment topics across gender and within the same gender,
table (24) demonstrates the breakdown of the frequency of compliment topics according to the
gender.
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Table 24
The Breakdown Frequency of Compliments Topics according to Gender
F-F

M-M

M-F

F-M

Appearance

165(54.4%)

29 (19.5%)

23 (42.5%)

42 (48.2%)

Personality

52 (17.1%)

56 (38%)

9 (17%)

6 (7%)

Skill/performance

48 (16%)

41 (28%)

17 (31.4%)

11(13%)

Possession

17 (6%)

15 (10.1%)

2 (4%)

24(27.5%)

Children

17 (6%)

4 (3%)

3 (5.5%)

4(4.5%)

Relationship

4 (1.3%)

3 (2%)

-

-

303 (100%)

148 (100%)

54 (100%)

87 (100%)

Total

Appearance is the frequent topic among females accounting for (54.4%) of female-female
interactions followed by personality (17.1%) and performance (16%). It is shown that females
gave and received more compliments on physical appearance than did their male counterparts.
Across gender, women complimented men on appearance (48.2%) and received a percentage of
(42.5%) by men. It seems that compliments on appearance are highly valued by women. Men, on
the other hand, complimented men on appearance (19.5%) and received compliments on
appearance by women (48.2%). However, appearance compliments among males in the present
study are higher than American compliments on appearance which are seen by Americans as
“very big face-threatening acts” (Holmes, 1995:133).
Within the same gender, personality is the most preferred topic among males,
representing a percentage of (38%) followed by performance (28%). Men gave and received
more compliments on personality than women. The Chi-square indicates a statistically
significant difference. The p value is less than .05 (P<.000).
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The data indicate that the predominance of a particular topic reflects the social role of
each gender. Females are expected to be complimented on appearance whereas males are
personality oriented, especially in Najdi compliments. Looking at the lower percentage in the
women’s data (17.1%) compared with (38%) for men, it indicates that women avoid using
compliments that can be understood as a face threatening act. Complimenting on personality can
be viewed as evaluating or judging the complimentee’s personality compared to complimenting
on appearance which cannot be understood other than positive affective utterances.
As for performance, men gave more compliments compared to women. Men gave a
percentage of (59.4%) vs. (29%); the difference is significant ( X2= 10.22, P<.001). However,
the difference between female and male complimentees with respect to performance
compliments is small. Women received (47%) compliments on performance while men received
(41%) performance compliments. Generally, women are more interested in performance than
men and this behavior could be related to the fact that many of the compliments on performance
include cooking, cleaning and caring. The results here with respect to performance and
personality are in sharp contrast with results found in Migdadi (2003), Mustapha (2003) where
men are more valued for their accomplishments.
Moreover, women gave more compliments on possession than men. Women gave
(33.5%) whereas men gave (14.1%). This is surprising considering that complimenting on
possession is a marker of men. Mustapha (2003) claimed that “this might be indicating a new
generation of women who are beginning to ‘acquire’ like men” (p.161). However, with the
opposite gender, males received more compliments on possession (27.5%) while women
received 4%. With children compliments, women received and gave more compliments than did
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their male counterparts. Women gave (10.5%) and received (11.5%) compared to men who gave
and received only (8.5%). However, the difference is minimal ( P>.6).
Regarding compliments on relationship, men and women used approximately the same
number of compliments. Women gave 4 compliments while men gave 3 compliments, indicating
that the difference is not statistically significant. However, women gave more compliments on
relationship than men and this again supports the view that women are more cooperative and
interpersonal. There are no relationship compliments across gender. That means that neither
males nor females liked to express the value of their relationship towards each other, but they
like to show their feelings to the same gender.
In summary, males and females have different patterns as complimenters and
complimentees except in children and relationship where the differences are not statistically
significant as figures (4) and (5) illustrate.
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Figure 5. Compliment Topics by Gender of Complimentees
5.10.1.3 Gender Differences in Compliment Responses
The way that speakers respond to compliments shows another aspect of politeness
(Holmes, 1995). Each culture has its own way of showing this linguistic politeness. In Najdi
Arabic, there is a preference, as was shown previously, for agreement over non-agreement.
Looking at how women and men responded to compliments, table (25) and figure (6)
below show that women used more compliment responses than men. The general linear model
shows a statistically significant difference between the frequency of compliment responses
across genders ( X2= 31.02, P<.000).
Table 25
Compliment Responses by Gender
Agreement

Males

Females

Acceptance

24 (9.4%)

40 (10%)

Appreciation Token

6 (2.3%)

18 (4.5%)

Praise Upgrade

11 (3.4%)

17 (4.2%)

Comment Acceptance

7 (2.7%)

5 (1.2%)
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NON-Acceptance

185(73%)

321(81%)

Comment History

38 (15%)

21 (5.3%)

Reassignment

12 (5%)

1 (.2%)

Return

53 (21%)

162 (41%)

Offering

10 (4%)

1(.2%)

Smiling

-

23 (6%)

70 (27.5%)

91 (23%)

2 (1%)

22 (5.5%)

43 (17%)

31 (8%)

3 (1%)

5 (1.2%)

Disagreement

4 (1.5%)

4 (1%)

Question

3 (1.2%)

6 (1.5%)

NON-Acknowledgment

27 (11%)

7 (2%)

Evil- Eye Protection

6 (2.3%)

9 (2.2%)

Others

2 (1%)

4 (1%)

Joking

2 (1%)

4 (1%)

254 (100%)

396 (100%)

Invocation and Blessing
Relationship
Non-Agreement
Scale Down

TOTAL
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 6. Compliment Responses by Gender
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Under the super-category agreement, it is shown that women’s compliment responses
contain more appreciation tokens (X2= 6.00, P<.01), returning ( X2= 55.2, P<.000),praise
upgrade, smiling (P<.000) and relationship ( X2= 16.6, P<.000) than men’s responses. These
compliment responses show women’s attendance to the interlocutor’s face. However, the
difference in the usage of invocation (X2= .490, P>.4) and praise upgrade (X2= 1.28, P>.25) do
not reach a significant difference between men and women. As for praise upgrade, it cannot be
said that Najdi women or men are more willing to risk their face since the raw data (17 vs. 11
praise upgrade) is too small to make a generalization. Often praise upgrade is a male-preferred
compliment response, but here we could not assume a preference for either gender.
Men, on the other hand, exploit more reassignment (P<.000), comment history (X2= 4.8,
P <.02) offering (P<.000) and invocation (P>.25). The higher frequency of offering is perfectly
predictable by anyone familiar with Najdi Arabic. Men employ offering frequently with other
male interlocutors and it is regarded as a distinctively manly feature which could also be related
to generosity. Failure to offer the complimented object might indicate that the complimentee is
stingy and thus imposes an obligation on the complimentee to offer it to the complimenter.
Under the super-category non-agreement, there is discrepancy between male and female
responses in non-acknowledgment. Males used more non-acknowledgement responses (X2=11.7,
P<.001). This could support the view that females are often more aware of the complimenter’s
face and they are less likely to avoid responding to the other interlocutor since they focus on
others’ feelings more than men do.
Females, on the other hand, used more question and evil-eye protection. However, the
differences are insignificant statistically. In both responses, the P value is larger than .05. This
indicates that belief in evil-eye is strong in both genders.
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Generally, male and female responses are similar in the super-categories: agreement,
non-agreement and others (Figure 7). Agreement responses are higher than non-agreement
responses as well as others within each gender. The general linear model shows that there is a
significant difference across agreement, non-agreement and others within each gender (X2= 326,
P< .000). For both genders, non-agreement and others are the least frequent compliment
responses. It is relatively rare for Najdi speakers, whether males or females, to reject a
compliment (1.5 %). Disagreement responses are also uncommon in Migdadi’s Jordanian data
(6%) as well as Herbert’s American data (10%).
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Figure 7. Compliment Responses (agreement vs. non-agreement) by Gender
Women and men also vary in the length of their compliment responses. Women
compliment responses have an average of 8 words while men compliment responses have 5.2
words. This suggests that females are more aware of the positive face of complimentees.
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5.10.2 Age
This section analyzes the Najdi speakers’ compliments and compliment responses
according to their age. Age plays a vital role in how to compliment, what to compliment, and to
whom you compliment among the three age groups.
Complimenters and complimentees came from different age groups, ranging from 18 to
over 50 years of age. They were divided into three age groups: young (18-30), middle (31-50)
and older (over 50). Table (26) below exhibits the distributions of compliments across the three
age groups. The older generation produced 63 compliments which are fewer than those of the
middle (244 compliments) and of the young generations (285 compliments). Thus, the older
generations produced only (10.6%) of the compliments. One explanation for this variation is that
the older generation is more conservative and abides by Islamic rules. Complimenting is
discouraged in Islam because such praises might lead to arrogance. There is only one case where
compliment is commendable. This case is when the complimenter compliments a person on
his/her performance so that others could imitate his/her action, or when the complimenter
compliments a person for a favor s/he does for him/her. Therefore, if complimenters want to pay
compliments, their compliments need to be on personality or performance (as will see later that
the older generation’s compliments focus on personality and performance).
Similarly, older people received fewer compliments (24) while the middle received 250
compliments and the young 319 compliments. The Chi-Square test reveals that the three age
groups differed significantly from one another; thus, there is a relationship among the three age
groups and the compliment event. The young and the middle are more likely to give and receive
compliments.
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Table 26
Distribution of Compliments across the Three Age Groups
Generation

Frequency of Compliments

Young to Young

243 (85.2%)

Young to Middle

35 (12.2%)

Young to Older
TOTAL

7 (2.4%)
285 (100%)

Middle to Young

54 (22%)

Middle to Middle

178 (73%)

Middle to Older
TOTAL

12 (5%)
244 (100%)

Older to Young

22 (35%)

Older to Middle

37 (59%)

Older to Older
TOTAL

4 (.6%)
63 (100%)

A large number of the compliments occur among interlocutors of the same age compared
to across age, except for the older generation where there fewer compliments from older to older
(4) (see Figure 8). Compliments from young to young outnumber compliments from young to
middle or older. Speakers usually feel comfortable complimenting other people having the same
age. Other Western and Arabic studies found similar findings. Wolfson (1984) in her American
data and Holmes (1988) in her New Zealand data, found that compliments were paid more to
speakers of the same age. Migdadi (2003) found that the majority of the Jordanian compliments
were directed to interlocutors of the same age.
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Figure 8. Distribution of Compliments across the Three Age Groups
Out of the 592 compliments, the middle generation produced more implicit compliments
than the older and the young generation who used 2 and 7 implicit compliments, respectively
(See table 27).
Table 27
Types of Compliments across the Three Age Groups
Types

Young

Middle

Older

Explicit

283

215

56

Implicit

2

29

7

TOTAL

285

244

63

The compliment length varies from one generation to another. The older generation’s
compliments are the lengthiest compared to the other generations. The average number of words
in the older generation’s compliments contains 8.6 words. The older rarely compliment but when
they compliment, their compliments are lengthy. The average compliment used by the middle is
7.6 whereas the average compliment used by the young generation has 5.2 words.
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5.10.2.1 Syntactic Patterns and Semantic Positive Markers across Age
Similar age effects emerge for the syntactic patterns. The difference reaches a statistically
significant level. So it can be said that age is an important factor in determining the likelihood of
the use of a particular syntactic pattern. Tables (28, 29 and 30) demonstrate the syntactic patterns
for the age groups. The most frequent syntactic pattern among the young generation is NP (INT)
Adj, representing (33%), which is equal to 95 out of 285 (the total syntactic patterns used by
young age group). This pattern accounts for (15%) and (25.3%) in the middle and older data,
respectively. The second most common syntactic pattern among the young group is what
DEM+Pro (NP) Adj, accounting for (17%) while in the middle generation it accounted for
(10.2%). It does not, however, exist in the older data which shows that it is a rather uncommon
pattern for compliments among this group. The other commonly syntactic patterns are Adj NP
(11.2%), I like NP (6.3%) and Adj (3.5%), and I love NP (1.4%). The young generation surpasses
the middle generation in the use of the syntactic patterns I like NP and I love NP which appear
only in the young and middle generations. These two syntactic patterns could be labeled as
young and middle generation patterns. A possible explanation for the greater occurrence of these
patterns in the young generation is that they are new trends.
What is noticeable in the young generation’s data is the lack of the phrase mashallah
except in the syntactic pattern (7) [mashallah (NP) (INT) Adj]. In general it seems that the young
speakers do not abide by the ritualistic phrase. Additionally, the minimal pattern AdJ appears to
be more valued by the young generation accounting for (3.5%) than the middle (2.4%). Another
characteristic difference from the middle and the older generations is the use of the syntactic
pattern Pro + superlative/comparative forms.
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Table 28
Syntactic Patterns of the Young Generation
1. NP (INT) Adj
2. What DEM+ Pro (NP) Adj

95 (33.3%)
48(17%)

3. Adj NP

32 (11.2%)

4. I like NP

18 (6.3%)

5. Adj

10 (3.5%)

6. Pro Adj

6 (2.1%)

7. Mashallah ( NP) (INT) Adj

6 (2.1%)

8. I love NP

4 (1.4%)

9. Pro + superlative/comparative

4 (1.4%)

10. VP (INT) Adj

2 (1%)

11. Wallah Pro NP Adj

1 (.3%)

Total Number of Compliments

285 (100%)

Table 29
Syntactic Patterns of the Middle Generation
1. Adj (mashallah) NP

53 (22%)

2. NP (mashallah) ( INT) Adj

36 (15%)

3. (Mashallah) what DEM +Pro ( NP) Adj

25 (10.2%)

4. (Mashallah) ( NP) (INT) Adj

10 (4%)

5. Wallah Pro (NP) Adj (INT)

8 (3.2%)

6. VP (INT) Adj

6 (2.4%)

7. Adj

6 (2.4%)

8. I like NP

5 (2%)

9. NP NP

4 (1%)

10. I love NP

1 (.4%)

11. Pro Adj

1 (.4%)

Total Number of Compliments

244 (100%)
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The middle generation exhibits a great preference for the syntactic pattern Adj mashalah
NP (22%) followed by NP ( mashallah) ( INT) Adj (15%) and ( mashallah) what DEM +Pro (
NP) Adj (10.2%). As tables (29) and (30) reveal the phrase mashallah occurs much more in these
two groups (middle and older generations) which suggests that these two groups believe in the
evil-eye more than the young generation. This also indicates that the religious formula used by
the younger generation has just changed.
Table 30
Syntactic Patterns of the Older Generation
1. NP mashallah (INT) Adj

16 (25.3%)

2. Adj mashallah NP

9 (14.2%)

3. Wallah Pro NP Adj (INT)

3 (5%)

4. Adj

3 (5%)

5. VP ( INT) Adj
Total Number of Compliments

2 (3.1%)
63 (8%)

The older generation displays preference for the syntactic pattern NP mashallah (INT)
Adj (25.3%) as does the young generation with the exception of using the phrase mashallah. The
most commonly used syntactic pattern is Adj mashallah NP, accounting for (14.2%). It seems
also that the syntactic patterns Adj and VP (INT) Adj are not valued for the older generation.
There are differences in the syntactic patterns of the age groups and these differences
reflect the social values of each generation. The young generation has more preference for the
minimal pattern (Adj) and as well as the use of like (I like NP) compared to the middle and the
older generations. Additionally, it is shown that the young generation does not prefer to use
mashallah. Compliments from the young generation contain adjectives that are not found in the
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older generation. Adjectives such as yehabel “amazing” and kaabeer “great” do not show up in
the older generation data.
It is noted that the young generations prefer to use the English language. Some
compliments contain code-switching. Some of these compliments are in a single code such as
examples (39 and 40) and others are mixed (Arabic and English) using the Arabic grammar such
as examples (41 and 42).
(39) A) Good job
B) Thank you
(40) A) You look so cute
B) Allah yaslem-ek. Eyoon-ak alhelwa.
Allah protect -you. Eyes-your the-pretty
May Allah protect you. Your eyes are the beautiful (because your eyes are
beautiful you see me as beautiful)
(41) A) Wesh h
What DEM+Pro
What a pretty look
B) No response

al-look
al-helu
the-look the- pretty

(42) A) Helu kaab-ek
Pretty cap-your
Your cap is pretty
B) Jaak
Take it (it’s yours)
The use of code-switching is attributable to the young generation’s exposure to movies,
English in schools and music that are saturated with vocabulary, as well as to travelling.
5.10.2.2 Compliment Topics by Age
The Chi-Square test shows that age makes a difference as to what compliment topics
speakers of different ages employ (X2= 63.719, P<.000). A highly significant correlation is
obtained between the three generations and the compliment topics.
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Table 31
Compliment Topics according to Age
Topics

Young

Middle

Older

Appearance

130 (46%)

123 (50.4%)

6 (9.5%)

Personality

44 (15.4%)

47 (19.2%)

32 (51%)

Performance

59 (21%)

38 (15.5%)

20 (32%)

Possession

34 (12%)

23 (9.4%)

1 (1.5%)

Children

11 (4%)

12 (5%)

5 (8%)

Relationship

7 (2.4%)

-

-

285 (100%)

244 (100%)

63 (100%)

TOTAL
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Figure 9. Compliment Topics according to Age

As table (31) and figure (9) illustrate, the young generation is more likely to pay
compliments to appearance (46%) followed by performance (21%), personality (15.4%),
possession (12%) children (4%) and finally relationship (2.4%). However, the Chi-Square
suggests that the difference between performance and personality is not highly significant ( X2 =
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.676, P> .4). Similarly, the middle generation paid more compliments to appearance (50.4%),
followed by personality (19.2%), performance (15.5%), possession (9.4%) and finally children
(5%). Again, the Chi-Square does not find a significant difference between performance and
personality (P>.5). Favorable comments on relationship are used only by the young generation
(2.4 %). Another characteristic difference from the middle generation is that the young speakers
gave more compliments on possessions (12%) than did the middle age group (9.4%).
The older generation, by contrast, paid more compliments to personality (51%) followed
by performance (32%), appearance (9.5%), children (9%) and finally possession (1.5%). Within
the older generation, there is a significant difference between performance and personality
compliments. There is also an observable tendency among the older generation to avoid
complimenting on appearance, giving more credits to personality and performance which are
more worthy for them. Generally, the older generation gave the least number of compliments.
This supports the view that the older generation, in general, prefer not to compliment. And if
they do, they would compliment people on their personality and performance more than anything
else. This could be seen as a reflex of power and a change in the function of compliments.
A further test is conducted to see the differences between personality and performance
across the three age groups. It is revealed that there is a significant difference between
personality compliments across the young and the middle as well as the older generations ( X2 =
25.3, P>.000). The odds ratio yields a ratio of 1 which indicates that the difference between these
three age groups in the use of personality is significant. Similarly, a significant difference is
obtained for the performance compliments across the three generations (X2 = 5.826, P<.05).
Another test is performed to compare the young and the middle group’s usage of appearance
compliments on one hand and the older group on the other hand. The test shows a significant
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difference between the older and the other age groups (X2= 27.47, P<.000), but not for the two
groups, the young and the middle (X2= .167, P>.6).
As for the possession compliments, the data demonstrates a result of significant
difference between the age groups ( X2= 29.2, P<.000) with the young group showing the highest
percentage (12%). Children compliments, in contrast, do not reach a significant difference ( X2=
3.07, P>.2) which means that children compliments are used equally by all groups and are
unrelated to a particular group.
The present study is parallel to Migdadi’s data (2003). Most of the compliments among
the young and the middle generation focus on appearance. Compliments on performance are
higher than compliments on personality among the young generation. Compliments on
possessions and children account for low percentages. Additionally, the difference between
personality and performance among the middle generation is not statistically significant. In
contrast to the current study, compliments on possessions in Migdadi’s study (2003) among the
older generation were far higher (10%). The difference between personality and performance is
statistically significant.
5.10.2.3 Compliment Responses by Age
The three age groups show differences in the frequency of compliment responses. The
young generation provided 335 compliment responses, the middle generation 292 compliment
responses and the older generation responded with 23 compliment responses (see figure 10). The
Chi-Square produced a significant difference between the three age groups (X2=263.643,
P<.000). The general linear model shows that there are significant differences between
agreement, non-agreement and others within the young and the middle age groups ( X2=5142.49,
P<.000) as well as across the classifications of these responses across these two age groups ( X2=
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15.172, P<.002). That is, the young and the middle age groups tend to accept compliments more
than to reject compliments. The non-agreement responses, by contrast, are higher than the
agreement responses in the older generation. The p-value indicates a significant difference (X2 =
4.840, P <.02).
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Figure 10. Compliment Responses by Age

Table 32
Compliment Responses across Age Groups
Young

Middle

Older

Acceptance

46 (14%)

17 (6%)

1 (4.3%)

Appreciation Token

15(4.4%)

8 (3%)

1(4.3%)

Praise Upgrade

22 (6.5%)

6 (2%)

-

9 (3%)

3 (1%)

-

232 (79.4%)

8 (35%)

34 (10.1%)

24 (8.2%)

1(4.3%)

3 (1%)

10 (3.4%)

-

Comment Acceptance
NON-Acceptance
Comment History
Reassignment

266 (75%)
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Return

139 (41.4%)

76 (26%)

-

Offering

6 (2%)

5 (2%)

-

Smiling

9 (3%)

14 (5%)

-

52 (15.5%)

102 (35%)

7(30.4%)

Relationship

23(7%)

1 (.3%)

-

Non-Agreement

19 (6%)

41 (14%)

14 (61%)

Scale Down

5 (1.4%)

3 (1%)

-

Disagreement

2 (.5%)

4 (1.3%)

2 (9%)

Question

5 (1.4%)

4 (1.3%)

-

NON-Acknowledgment

5 (1.4%)

17 (6%)

12 (52.1%)

Evil- Eye Protection

2 (.5%)

13 (4.4%)

-

Others

4(1.1%)

2 (1%)

-

Joking

4(1.1%)

2 (1%)

-

335(100%)

292 (100%)

23 (100%)

Invocation and Blessing

TOTAL

60
50
40
30
20

young

10

middle

Figure 11. Compliment Responses by Age
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As table (32) and figure (11) demonstrate, the frequency of the compliment responses by
the three age groups suggests some dissimilarities among them. Further tests reveal that
variances emerged in praise upgrade ( X2= 9.143, P<.002), reassignment (X2= 3.769, P<.05),
return (X2= 18.460, P<.000), invocation (X2=84.161,P<.000), non-acknowledgment
(X2=6.412,P<.04) and evil-eye-protection (X2=8.067,P<.005). That is, younger speakers used
significantly more praise upgrade and return. The younger group returned compliments (41.4%)
much more often than the middle group (26%) as well as the older generations (0%). One
striking feature by the young age group is their frequent use of relationship compliment response
(7%). The infrequency of evil-eye protection by the young group demonstrates that they are less
sensitive to evil-eye. Additionally, the young generation employed more appreciation tokens
(4.4%) than the middle and the older generation. However, the difference between the younger
generation and the other groups is not statistically significant (X2=2.130, P>.1) which means that
neither generation shows more preference for this type of response over the other generation.
In contrast, the middle age group employed significantly more reassignment (3.4%),
invocation (35%) and evil-eye protection (4.4%). The characteristic shared by the middle and the
older generation is that they used more non-acknowledgment than the young group. The high
frequency of non-acknowledgment by the older group compared to other responses is probably a
manifestation of their dislike of being complimented. Although this response may threaten the
complimenter’s positive face in Western societies, it is socially acceptable if it is produced by an
older person. That is, the traditional norm of compliment responses among the older age is to
disagree by not responding to maintain modesty and to follow the Islamic rules. These rules
dictate that people avoid such praises, especially if they do not have perfect faith and confidence
as well as control over themselves so they might go astray by such praise.
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The length of compliment responses varies from one generation to another. The middle
generations’ compliment responses are the lengthiest compared to the other generations. The
average number of words in the middle generation’s compliment responses is 7.4 words. The
average compliment responses used by the older generation is 6 words whereas the average
compliment responses used by the young generation has 4.8 words.
5.10.3 Social Relationship (Social Distance)
Table (33) reveals that complimenting in Najdi Saudi society occurs most among familiar
speakers, constituting 89% whereas the least frequent compliments appears among unfamiliar
speakers, representing 10.8%, which was equal to 64 out of 592. This finding is similar to the
findings in Wolfson’s (1989) American data and in New Zealand (Holmes, 1995). Based on
Wolfson’s data (1988), she came up with the “bulge theory” which suggests that compliments
are more frequent between friends than between strangers.
Lewandowwska-Tomaszczyk (1989) argues that the low frequency of compliments among
strangers is that they cause embarrassment. Compliments, she added, presuppose familiarity with
the interlocutors.
Table 33
Frequency of Compliment according to Social Distance
Familiar-Familiar

528 (89%)

Unfamiliar-Unfamiliar

64 (10.8%)

TOTAL

592

As for the compliment length, it is found that the average number of compliments
reported by unfamiliar speakers is 6.6 words while by familiar speakers, the average compliment
contained 7.2 words. This suggests that there is a correlation between the length of the
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compliment and the social distance between complimentees and complimenters which means
that the closer the social distance, the longer the compliment.
In the present study, participants differ in the use of positive politeness devices depending
on the social relationship. Holmes (1995) noticed that the less the social distance and the more
familiarity between the complimenter and the complimentee, the more the use of the informal
linguistic devices. Interlocutors with people they know, in the current study, used informal terms
of address such as nicknames e.g abu Abdullah (the father of Abdullah) and endearment terms ya
alsheek (the leader of the tribe), ya brens (prince). On the other hand, formal terms of address
such as Allah yetawel beomrak (May Allah prolong your life) are used by unfamiliar speakers
since they indicate formality.
5.10.3.1Topics and Social Relationship
In addition to gender and age, the interaction of compliment topics and social distance
provided a clear picture of how the compliment event works in Najdi Saudi society as shown in
table (34) and figure (12).
Table 34
Compliment Topics according to Social Relationship
Topics

Familiar-familiar

Unfamiliar-unfamiliar

Appearance

252 (48%)

7 (11%)

Personality

104 (20%)

19 (30.1%)

Performance

93 (18%)

24 (38%)

Possession

46 (9%)

12 (19%)

Children

26 (5%)

2 (3%)

Relationship

7 (1.3%)

-

528 (100%)

64(100%)

TOTAL
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Figure 12. Compliment Topics according to Social Relationship
Across the two groups, familiar speakers paid and received more compliments than
unfamiliar speakers. There are more compliments from familiar to familiar than to unfamiliar on
appearance, personality, performance, possession, children and relationship. Further tests reveal
that significant differences appeared between the familiarity category and unfamiliarity category.
The P-value is below .05.
Looking at compliments within the familiarity category, the majority of compliments
focused on appearance (48%), followed by personality (20%), performance (18%), possession
(9%), children (5%), and finally relationship (1.3%). However, the difference between
personality and performance is not significant (X2=.614, P>.4). Furthermore, within the
unfamiliarity category, performance received more compliments than the other compliment
topics (38%). The next frequent compliment topic is personality (30.1%) followed by possession
(19%), appearance (11%) and finally children (3%). Similarly, the topics of performance and
personality do not show significant differences (X2=.581, P>.4). Appearance and relationship are
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the least frequent compliment topics. Holmes (1995) claimed that “compliments on very
personal topics, for instance, are appropriate only from intimates” (p.120) but not from strangers.
5.10.3.2 Compliment Responses by Social relationship
According to table (35) and figure (13), on the whole, there are significant differences
between familiar and unfamiliar speakers in the frequency and selection of compliment
responses (X2= 419.206, P<.000).
Table 35
Compliment Responses according to Social Relationship
Familiar- Familiar

Unfamiliar-unfamiliar

Acceptance

56 (10%)

8 (12.3%)

Appreciation Token

18 (3%)

6 (9.3%)

Praise Upgrade

28 (5%)

-

Comment Acceptance

10 (2%)

2 (3%)

NON-Acceptance

454 (77.4%)

Comment History

59 (10%)

-

Reassignment

11 (2%)

2 (3%)

202 (34.4%)

13 (20.3%)

Offering

11 (2%)

-

Smiling

21(3.5%)

2 (3.1%)

126 (21.5%)

35 (55%)

Relationship

24 (4%)

-

Non-Agreement

70 (12%)

5 (7.8%)

Scale Down

8 (1.3%)

-

Disagreement

7 (1.1%)

1 (1.5%)

Question

9 (1.5%)

-

NON-Acknowledgment

31 (5.2%)

3 (4.6%)

Evil- Eye Protection

15 (2.5%)

-

6 (.9%)

-

Return

Invocation and Blessing

Others

52 (81.2%)
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Joking
TOTAL

6 (.9%)

-

586 (100%)

64 (100%)

60
50
40
30
20
10

familiar-familiar
appreciation token
praise upgrade
comment acceptance
comment history
reassignment
return
offering
smiling
invocation
relationship
scale down
disagreement
question
non-acknowledgment
evil-eye protection
joking

0

unfamiliar-unfamiliar

Figure 13. Compliment Responses according to Social Relationship

The findings presented in table (35) show that familiar speakers employed more types of
compliment responses with the majority of compliment responses falling into the categories of
return (34.4%), invocation (21.5%) and comment history (10%) which indicate that familiar
speakers tend to implicitly accept compliments. Unfamiliar speakers, on the other hand,
employed fewer types. Compared to the responses used among them, invocation (55%) and
return (20.3%) account for most of the responses.
What is worth mentioning here is that evil-eye protection does not exist in the unfamiliar
speakers which suggests that non-familiar speakers are more attentive than familiar speakers.
Additionally, the low percentage of non-acknowledgment (4.6%) supports this view. Another
reason might be that complimenting among unfamiliar speakers requires formality.
Looking within the familiarity and unfamiliarity categories, it is shown that there are
significant differences between agreement, non-agreement and others (X2=770.840, P<.000).
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That means familiar and unfamiliar speakers significantly used more agreement than nonagreement.

CHAPTER SIX

Discussions and Conclusions
6. Introduction
In this chapter, the results will be discussed in more detail. Secondly theoretical
implications will be looked at to help us understand the sociolinguistics of compliment behavior
in Najdi Saudi Arabic. Finally, areas of investigation for further research will be discussed.
6.1 Compliments and Compliment Responses
The corpus features 592 compliments along with their responses (650). There are an
infinite number of syntactic patterns as well as unlimited number of words that can be used in
complimenting, but the study shows that (70%) of the Najdi compliments fall into 12 syntactic
patterns with the syntactic pattern NP ( mashallah) ( INT) ADJ accounting for the majority of
compliments (25%). In addition, the study reveals that (62.3%) of the compliments contained the
semantic positive carrier adjective. Most of these adjectives are predictable in Najdi society.
Thus, it can be said that Najdi compliments are adjectival and this suggests that Najdi
compliments are highly formulaic similar to those found in other studies. If compliments did not
have a particular syntactic pattern, they would lose their positive value and might not be
understood by the complimentee even if the complimenter is sharing the same language but from
a different culture for instance. To avoid the ambiguity, a speaker needs to use the syntactic
pattern that is meant to be a compliment (Manes & Wolfson, 1981). Thus, this makes us say that
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each culture has its own way of complimenting and it will be valued more if it follows the
syntactic and the semantic patterns of the target society.
Complimenting is as formulaic as other speech acts such as greetings with the exception
that greetings have a predetermined position, but compliments, as is seen here, occur in different
positions. In the current study, compliments occur mostly in the beginning and in the middle of
the discourse; however, the occurrence depends on the compliment topic as well. The most
common adjectives are pretty and amazing which appear in almost all compliment topics and this
makes them general/neutral adjectives. The second positive carrier is noun and the third is verb.
The only verb that occurs with high frequency compared to other verbs is like (23 times). This
runs counter to Asian societies as well as other Arab societies where this semantic carrier rarely
occurred, if at all.
Most compliments in other studies do not exceed five or six words in length e.g.
American data; compliments here are lengthy which is due to the repetitive use of words and the
use of adjectives in a series.
Compliments are analyzed in terms of explicit and implicit. The study shows that Najdi
Saudis compliments tend to be stated directly rather than indirectly. The reason for the
preponderance of explicit compliments may be attributable to the function of compliment
(showing real/sincere admiration).
Cultures differ in their preference over topics of compliment. Although appearance is the
most preferable topic of compliments in American English (Manes, 1983; Herbert, 1990) and
New Zealand (Holmes, 1995) followed by performance, possession and lastly personality, the
present study shows divergences. Personality compliments come before performance and
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possession. In general, Najdi speakers paid more compliments to appearance more than any other
topic, followed by personality, performance, possession, children and finally relationship.
Compliments are often intended to make the complimentee feel good about
himself/herself. Through the windows of Najdi culture we come to find that Najdi speakers value
appearance followed by personality which means that they prefer an individual’s inner qualities
rather than what they do, as opposed to American culture. Compliments on possessions exhibit
lower frequency since they are more vulnerable to interpretations such as envy especially in Najd
culture where the evil eye is strong.
Generally in the literature review there is a preference for acceptance in social
interactions (Leech, 1983). Herbert (1990) says “there is a virtual unanimity among speakers of
English that the prescriptively “correct” response to a compliment is thank you” (207).
Pomerantz (1978) noted that the ideal response among Americans is to accept the compliments
graciously but there is pressure on Americans to avoid self-praise by employing responses
deflecting the compliments, which suggests that American culture emphasizes human equality
( Herbert, 1986). As for compliment responses in the current study, the agreement maxim
dominates the scene. Najdi speakers implicitly accept the credits which are attributed to them.
They are in-between the agreement maxim and the modesty maxim. To avoid self-praise and
conceit, they employ more implicit compliments, accounting for (90.4%). Interlocutors’ use of
implicit acceptance implies their preference for achieving a balance between the maxim of
agreement and the maxim of modesty. To put it in a different way, speakers attempt to establish
a balance between the pressure to explicitly agree with the complimenter and the force to be
modest so that both maxims are upheld. The Najdi data also feature a low frequency of
rejections.
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Within agreement, appreciation tokens account for a low frequency and mostly they
occur in combination with another response. By itself, an appreciation token is insufficient and
does not satisfy the complimenter and thus it needs to be accompanied with another illocution.
The phrase thank you, as claimed by Nelson et al (1996a) alone sounds awkward because it
might indicate that the complimentee does not want to go on in the conversation. Invocation and
return account for the majority of compliment responses which indicates that the concept of
politeness plays a key role in the Najdi compliment event. These responses (returning the
compliment and invocations) are governed by the notion of face which stipulates that the
complimentees’ face should be enhanced rather than diminished. In other words, returning and
invocation are culture specific and used greatly by Najdi speakers. Because of their strong ties
with faith, Allah is deeply embedded in Najdi speakers compliment responses in the form of
small prayers (invocations) such as may Allah protect you, may Allah save you, and May Allah
sweeten your days.
Belief in the evil eye is predominant in Najdi Saudi which derives from the conservative
cultural rituals. This explains the predominance of the word mashallah in the Najdi compliments.
The call of Allah is to petition Allah’s might and will to save the complimented object from
destruction. Failure to use this word means the complimented object is vulnerable and may
vanish especially among middle and older generations.
Compliment response reassignment was also used by the speakers. The function of the
reassignment or shifting the credit to Allah is to assure the complimenter that the compliment is
accepted and appreciated. Another function of reassignment, as argued by Mughazy (1999) could
be seen “as a protective measure against the potentially undesired consequences of the
compliment” (p.19).
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What is valued in one culture might be devalued in another one. Complimenting a person,
in Najdi compliments, on gaining weight (but not excessively fat) is not a negative compliment
which indicates that s/he is well-fed. Additionally, Najdi complimenters used oaths to show the
sincerity of the compliment. Moreover, the low occurrence of the syntactic pattern I like/love is
mirrored by the low frequency of the semantic positive carrier verbs. Furthermore, in the data
there were references to marriage and tribes which suggest not only the importance of weddings
but also the significance of family and tribes among Najdi speakers.
6.2 The Compliment Event and Gender
Across gender, compliments do not only differ in the way they are realized, but in their
distribution as well as frequency. In all studies, compliments among women are more common
than men (Wolfson, 1984; Herbert, 19990; Holmes, 1995). In the present study, there are also
syntactic patterns employed by males and females that are similar to each other but they are
different in the frequency of occurrences of these patterns. Women use the syntactic pattern
What DEM+ Pro (NP) Adj more than men. On the other hand, the minimal patterns do not exist
in the female data which supports the notion that women’s complimenting behavior does not
involve impersonalized expressions. Holmes (1995) mentioned that females’ syntactic patterns
enhance the positive force of the compliments.
The data also show a robust correlation between the use of personal focus and gender.
Women tend to prefer personally focused compliments to impersonal compliments and this
parallels women’s style as “ more interpersonal, affective and interaction-orientated compared to
the impersonal, instrumental and content orientated style more typical of male interaction”
( Holmes, 1995: 130).
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Looking at personally focused compliments from a different angle, the study shows that
society teaches men and women to behave differently. First person focused compliments I like
rarely occur in the male data, especially when addressed to females. Impersonal focus in the
present study is common among males. By contrast, second person focused compliments
dominate the speech of females, especially if addressed to women. Another difference is in the
use of intensifiers; women use more intensifiers and also use intensifiers that are not used by
men. The study also shows that women tend to use more explicit compliments than men do and
their compliments are longer than men’s compliments. The lengthier compliments are due to
repetition which is a common feature among women. On the other hand, men prefer brevity.
The topics of compliments vary across gender. The results exhibit no significant
differences in cross gender except in personality, performance and possession compliments. In
general, with the opposite gender, males give women more compliments to women on
appearance and performance whereas women give more compliments to men on appearance as
well as possession. Possession compliments are more common from women to men. Possessions
in general are frequent among women.
Different patterns also emerge in the same gender interactions; women compliment each
other on appearance more than any other topics. Men, in contrast, compliment each other on
personality and performance more than appearance. Men usually are complimented for their
inner qualities and their morals. In marriage proposal for instance, the first thing a bride’s family
would ask about is the potential groom’s personality. To possess good morals is important for the
bride as well as for her family. Within the same gender, there is no significant difference in the
same gender exchanges except for appearance, personality and performance compliments.
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Men in the present study compliment men on appearance since complimenting men on
appearance does not cause embarrassment as it might in other Western societies. Holmes (1995)
suggested that the reason for praising personal traits could be that “compliments on appearance
cause some men embarrassment”. However, the frequency of complimenting on appearance is
less than complimenting on personality and performance.
Compliments on appearance are valued more than any other topic since they are
positively affective speech acts. The preponderance of this kind of topic in women’s exchanges
supports the view that women see compliments as a positive politeness device. Manes (1983)
noted that compliments on appearance are “more than just a reflection of the importance of
personal appearance for women in our society; they are a means of reinforcing that importance”
(p.98). Wolfson (1984) attributed the high occurrence of appearance among females to the social
role that they play in the society “for a woman, looking attractive, wearing nice clothing or
jewelry is simply one aspect of acting out a socially conditioned role” (p.10). He added (1984)
that “women, because of their role in the social order, are seen as appropriate recipients of all
manners of social judgments in the form of compliments… the way a woman is spoken to is, no
matter what her status, a subtle and powerful way of perpetuating her subordinate role in society”
( p.243). The findings here are similar to Wolfson’s. Women give and receive more
compliments. Thus, it is unsurprising that women give and receive more compliments on
appearance than men since it is a feminine feature.
Studies show that compliments occur between speakers of the same gender, especially
women’s interactions (Holmes, 1995; Ye, 1995; Knapp et al, 1984). Compliments are frequent
among the same gender groups and less common among mixed gender groups. The findings here
echo the general pattern found in other studies.
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Also noted are variances in the use of compliment responses between men and women
such as women’s more frequent use of appreciation tokens, returning compliments, invocations
and fewer examples of non-acknowledgment. Males employ more offering than females and
more non-acknowledgment. Part of this is cultural norms (men usually do that); the
complimented object is offered since complimenting on possession is a face threatening act
because a complimenter’s admiration of the object places an obligation on the complimentee to
offer it. The compliment response praise upgrading is frequently used by females and it is used
among familiar speakers. Although this kind of response violates the self-praise maxim, the
humorous feature accompanying such response might lessen the impact of self-praise. Generally,
it seems that Najdi female speakers exceed male speakers in maintaining solidarity and in
showing more admiration upon seeing new things or a new look.
6.3 The Compliment Event and Age
There is a clear-cut correlation between the age of the complimenter and the compliments
as well as compliment responses. Older generations limit the numbers of their compliments as
recommended by Islamic rules as they might express false opinions about the complimentee,
especially if the compliment is linked to personality or performance. Middle and older
generations are more likely to reflect their beliefs than the younger generation who is less
conservative and more open. To put it another way, the young generation might be less religionoriented. Their compliments as well as their responses do not carry many religious terms
compared to the other generation groups. However, the lack of the religious formulas in the
younger generation’s data might be due to a change in their compliment behavior (not using
mashallah as many as they receive them). Additionally, the study shows that the young
generations compliments are shorter compared to those of middle and older generations.
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Furthermore, the young generation used more What DEM+ Pro (NP) Adj and the minimal
pattern Ad since these two patterns fit the young generation’s style that prefer brevity.
Wolfson (1983) pinpointed that age plays a vital role in compliment interactions. She
pointed out that the overwhelming majority of compliments are exchanged among people of the
same age. The present study shows similar patterns. High frequency compliments are used more
between interlocutors of the same age except in the case of the older generation.
Among the younger generation, more emphasis is placed upon appearance, performance,
personality and possession. It is the same among the middle generation except that the middle
speakers prefer to compliment the inner qualities of individuals more than their performance. In
contrast, the older generation pay more compliments to personality followed by performance
compared to any other topics. This indicates that these two topics are more worthy for them and
they deserve to be complimented more than appearance. As for the relationship compliments,
they are new trends and they are exclusively used by the young generation.
The power of evil is of paramount importance to Najdi speakers, especially middle and
older generations. Their compliments in the data included religious terms. Most of them believe
that the evil eye is provoked when a speaker compliments another one on his/her possession and
appearance so a compliment should be prefixed with the proactive phrase mashallah. According
to Mughazy (1999) “the consequences of being a victim of the evil eye could range from
miscarriage to having fatal car crashes” (p.2). Fakhouri (cited in Mughazy, 1999) claimed that
the belief in the evil eye is a negative factor in his study. Most of the villagers were hesitant to
provide information about their families as well as their lands. He added that when he used
religious expressions such as “may Allah increase your wealth and bless your family”, they were
more spontaneous and talked freely. The low frequency of invocation and mashallah among the
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young generation in the present study implies that they might be becoming less religiously
oriented in their interactions. However, there is a possibility that the younger generation is
religious oriented, but they do not use mashallah as religious formula. The use of mashallah
suggests that the complimenters are concerned for the complimentee’s face, especially among
the middle and the older generations.
The study also reveals that the overwhelming frequency of the compliment response
among middle and older generations is invocation. The two generations prefer invoking Allah’s
favors upon complimentees. Invocations include a request to Allah to protect complimentees
from the evil eye, to bring happiness and good health or to bless their knowledge work or lives.
The most common compliment response is Allah yagzaak kheer “may Allah reward you”. These
ritualistic expressions are not formed arbitrarily but they are part of Prophet Muhammad’s
teachings which say, according to Yahya and Ad-Dimashqi (1990) “when someone does you
good and you say “Allah will reward you well” to the person, you have done the utmost in
response to a compliment.” Another response which occurs with higher frequency compared to
other responses among the older generation data is non-acknowledgment. This is attributable to
the fact that the older generation does not like to be complimented and they think they do not
deserve to be complimented.
The younger generation is more exposed to different channels of communication and thus
they are more prone to be influenced by the English language. One manifestation of such a
change is their usage of code-switching in compliments and compliment responses.
6.4 The Compliment Event and Social Relationship
Not only does the gender and the age of the interlocutors influence compliment behavior
but also relationship influences compliment behavior. Social relationship is another
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indispensable factor for looking at differences in compliment events. Compliments among
unfamiliar speakers are infrequent as opposed to American data where complimenting strangers
is significantly frequent (Nelson et al, 1993). Najdi speakers use more compliments across small
social distance. The more distance in social relationship, the fewer and the shorter the
compliments as well as the compliment responses employed by Najdi speakers. The great
majority (the bulge) occurs among interlocutors of the same gender and age as well as familiar
ones. Holmes (1995), argued, that “ even if intended as an expression of solidarity, a compliment
might be experienced as face threatening if it is interpreted as assuming unwarranted intimacy”
(p.120). Thus, complimenting unfamiliar speakers might be regarded as a face threatening to the
complimentee unless a means of closeness is established between interlocutors. Additionally, it
can be said that the reason for avoiding complimenting unfamiliar people might be attributable to
not wishing to interfere in their privacy. It is noted that the exchanged compliments in the current
study agree with the bulge theory. Frequent exchanged compliments mark interlocutors who are
familiar with each other while infrequent compliment exchanges depict those who are
unfamiliar. In contrast, in American cultures and some Western societies, compliments are
appreciated among unfamiliar speakers. In Asian societies, familiar speakers are the targets of
the compliments, but not the family members (Matsuura, 2004:169).
The results show a correlation between the length of complimenting and the social
relationship between the interlocutors. They also show shorter compliments reflect the greater
distance between the interlocutors. The pattern is not the same across all speech acts in Najdi
interactions. The speech act of thanking, for instance, is lengthier with unfamiliar than familiar.
Appearance is the most frequent topic among familiar speakers since they know each
other well and because appearance is a sensitive topic. On the other hand, unfamiliar speakers
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paid more compliments to performance followed by personality, possession, appearance and
lastly children. All of the compliments on appearance by females towards males are produced by
family members. And most of the compliments on performance by males towards females are
produced by unfamiliar.
Most responses to compliments are very different according to the social distance.
Responses between speakers who know each other very well are mainly return, invocation,
appreciation token and comment history. In small social distance, Najdi speakers use more return
where in the case of large social distance, Najdi speakers employe more invocation which
indicates that invocation presupposes formality.
6.5 Implications
We have seen that the act of complimenting is not only gender sensitive, but also age and
social relationship sensitive. We have seen that complimenting is a complex behavior requiring
speakers to be cognizant of both linguistic and pragmatic competence. Whether we compliment
in the first or second language we are influenced by the norms and constraints of the society
(Topics and syntactic patterns differ from one society to another and even wording of the
compliments). When a second language learner inappropriately compliments another person,
miscommunication might occur. Knowing when and how to appropriately and effectively
compliment and adhering to the cultural norms of the target culture can lead to successful
communication.
Just as learners have to learn the syntactic patterns and lexical items to communicate
appropriately and effectively, they have to learn the ritualized phrases and proverbs. Most ESL
textbooks do not use naturally occurring data so they do not serve as a model of realistic
language use (Golato, 2002).
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The present study will enable curriculum designers as well as teachers to understand why
second language learners adopt certain responses in responding to compliments which might be
inappropriate in other cultures. A major and intriguing difference is the use of offering where
formulaic expressions in accepting compliments are used. This type of response might be
confusing and troublesome for nonnative speakers of Saudi Arabic in general and in Najdi in
particular. For instance, a response to a compliment jaak “take it you deserve it” might create
confusion for the non-native speaker since it might deviate from the common response a person
might get as a result of paying a compliment. Thus, learning the appropriate ritualistic expression
such as “it is more beautiful on you” or “may Allah protect you, you always are generous” help
the complimentees avoid embarrassment that might occur as well as to help them acquire the
right response for such a particular attribute in order to convey the intended meaning.
Failure to provide the right response might be understood as rudeness. When nonnative
speakers are presented with the common syntactic patterns as well as the common semantic
positive carriers, they will face little difficulty in producing the appropriate compliments and
compliment responses that conform to the sociocultural patterns employed by native speakers.
Another major difference lies also in the length of compliments, especially among
females. To make compliments sound sincere, a nonnative speaker may have to employ a
number of words in her compliments. A phrase like thank you might not be sufficient and may
need to be supplemented with another illocution.
Failure to operate on the syntactic and semantic as well as pragmatic levels may have an
impact on the interaction appropriateness and effectiveness. And to avoid transfer of their native
language sociolinguistic values and norms when responding to compliments or producing
compliments, complimentees need to be cognizant of these levels. People from different cultures
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might sometimes understand the words without understanding the cultural norms that govern the
linguistic patterns and this may lead to misunderstanding.
6.6 Suggestions for Further Research
The speech act of complimenting is still unexplored and much remains to be examined to
understand this type of event across dialects as well as languages. This study is in contrast with
Migdadi’s study (Jordanian data) and Nelson et al’s Egyptian data (1993) which suggests the
impossibility of overgeneralizing across Arabic societies. It will be a mistake if we generalize the
present data to other Arabic speaking countries or even to other dialects inside Saudi Arabia.
Examining compliments and compliment responses in other dialects in Saudi Arabia may capture
the whole picture of the sociocultural norms of Saudi Arabia in general.
Further research is needed to look at the interaction of status and the compliment
behavior in Najdi Arabic as well as the relationship between setting and complimenting. These
questions might help us to fully understand the whole picture of complimenting in Najdi Saudi
and they may prove to play important roles in the compliment behavior. Another variable factor
is educational level. Whether this variable is worthy exploring is still a factor that needs to be
examined.
The present study includes 592 examples of naturally occurring compliments. Another
study with a bigger sample is recommended to see if the results can be generalized. Another
possible area in which future research could be conducted lies in comparing and contrasting two
different cultures such as American and Najdi Saudi cultures.
It is hoped that the current study will help linguists, anthropologists and curriculum
designers understand the compliment behavior in Najdi Arabic. Other research should be
conducted on other speech acts such as complaint and giving advice in order to enrich the Najdi
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literature. The study collapses the categorization of social relationship into familiar and
unfamiliar groups. Another study may categorize relationship into close friends, family
members, relatives, acquaintances, and strangers.
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Appendix (A)
English Compliment Exchanges - Documentation Worksheet
Name of Fieldworker: ______________________________ Date: _______________

Information on compliment giver

Information on compliment recipient

Exact compliment:
____________________________________
__________________
____________________________________
__________________

Exact compliment response:
____________________________________
__________________
____________________________________
__________________

Gender: □ male □ female

Gender: □ male □ female

Age: □ 18-30 □ 31-50 □ 51 and older

Age: □ 18-30 □ 31-50 □ 51 and older

Relationship to compliment recipient:
____________________________________
__________________

Relationship to compliment giver:
____________________________________
_________________

Compliment topic:
____________________________________
__________________
Linguistic context:
□ Conversation opener □ Within
conversation
□ Conversation closer □ Other (specify:
__________)

Setting
1. Place:
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
2. Time:
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
4. Topic of conversation:
__________________________________________________________________________
_________________
5. Number of participants:
__________________________________________________________________________
________________
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Appendix (B)
No
.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Situation
Two colleagues meet in the female’s office to discuss a report. The female
comments on her colleague new dress.
Two old female friends get together. One of them comments on the other’s
children.
A middle-aged man and a young man are introduced to each other in a wedding
party. The young man compliments a middle-aged man on his look (looking
young).
Two female friends meet in the cafe at their workplace. One of them has a new
haircut so the other compliments her on the new haircut.
A daughter comments on her mother’s new dress.
Two male neighbors meet outside their houses. He compliments his neighbor on
his new car.
Two friends arrive at work. The female compliments her friend’s watch.
Two colleagues meet at the cafe. One of the colleagues is dressed up so he is
complimented on that.
Husband compliments his wife on her new dress.
Manager compliments his secretary on working extra hours.
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Appendix (C)

A summary of studies of the compliment event ( chronologically ordered)
Author
Pomerantz
(1978)

Language Subjects size
American Not mentioned
English

Method
Not
mentioned

variables
Compliment
responses

Manes &
Wolfson
(1981)

American Not mentioned
English

Note-taking
(686
compliments)

Syntactic,
Semantic, and
discourse
features

Wolfson
(1981b)

American Not mentioned
English
& nonnative
speakers
( Iranian
and
Arabic
speakers)

Note-taking

Compliments,
semantic and
syntactic
structures;
cross cultural
comparison

Results
Compliment
responses pose
two dilemmas
for the
complimentees
1) the
complimentees
have to agree
with the
complimenter;
and 2) they
have to avoid
self- praise.
Americans
avoid that by
using
downgrade or
shifting
1.Compliments
are formulaic at
the syntactic,
semantic and
lexical levels.
2.80% of the
compliments
are adjectival
type.
1.8o% of
American
compliments is
of the adjectival
type.
2.The two verbs
like/love
dominate the
semantic
positive verbs.
3.Arabic and
Iranian speakers
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Valdes &
American Not mentioned
Pino ( 1981) -Mexican
bilinguals

Note taking
and
recordings of
social
gatherings

Compliment
responses

Wolfson
(1983)

American Not mentioned
English

Note-taking
(1,000
compliments)

Syntactic
structures,
status, topic
and gender

Manes
(1983)

American Not mentioned
English

Not
mentioned

Compliments

used proverbs
and other
precoded
ritualized
expressions
when
complimenting
1.Bilinguals
used a greater
variety of
acceptance
responses than
their
counterparts (
monolinguals).
2. they used a
great amount of
codeswitching.
Two thirds of
adjectives made
use of five
adjectives: nice
922.9%), good
(19.6), pretty
(9.7%),
beautiful(9.2)
and great (6.2)
1.The
overwhelming
number of
compliments on
personal
appearance
(cloths, hairdo).
2.Skill is the
second frequent
type of
compliment (a
well done job, a
good meal,
skillfully played
game).
3.Most
compliments on
appearance and
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Wolfson
(1984)

American Not mentioned
English

Note-taking

Compliments
and gender

Knapp,
Hopper &
Bell ( 1984)

American 519
English

Recall and
interviews
( 884
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures,
topic, age,
gender, status,
compliment
response
strategies and
position in
discourse

possession are
given and
received by
acquaintances,
colleagues and
casual friends,
especially
females).
1.Women
tended to give
and receive
more
compliments.
Women are
complimented
on appearance
and clothing
more than on
achievements.
2.Men received
more
compliments on
performance
and
achievements.
1.Appearance
and
performance
were the most
frequent objects
of compliments.
2.Structurally,
the most
frequent form
of compliments
was direct and
no comparison
as well as
without
intensifiers.
3.A significant
correlation
between the use
of adjectives
and the topics
of compliments
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Barnlund &
Araki
(1985)

Herbert
(1986)

American
English
and
Japanese

18 Americans;
18 Japanese in
the US; 18
Japanese in
Japan;
260 Japanese
and 260
Americans

American Not mentioned
English

Audiotaped
Interview and
a
questionnaire

Frequency of
compliments,
topics, status,
compliment
strategies and
gender

Note-taking
( 1062
compliments

Compliment
responses
strategies

( e.g. good
appears with
performance
and nice
appears in
compliments of
appearance).
4.Compliments
were more
exchanged
between
speakers of the
same gender
and between
close friends
rather than
individuals in
distant
relationship.
1.Compliments
are more
frequent among
Americans.
2.Americans
compliment
close friends
whereas
Japanese
compliment
acquaintances
3.Japanese
compliments
more on skill
(31%) and work
and study
(19%) while
Americans most
frequently
compliment
appearance
(34%) and
personality
(33%).
1.Appreciation
token was the
common norm
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and
compliment
responses)

Diakuhara
(1986)

American 50
English
and
Japanese

Note-taking
( 115
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Linguistic
structures,
compliment
response
strategies and
topic

Holmes
(1986)

New
Zealand
English

Note-taking
( 517
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

compliment
responses
strategies,
gender, status,
syntactic
structures,
topics

Not mentioned

of a compliment
response.
2.however, one
third of the
subjects
accepted
compliments
1.The syntactic
structure “ I
like/love NP”
was not used by
Japanese
Speakers
2.no was the
most frequent
type of response
to compliments.
3. Ability and
achievement
was the most
preferred topic.
1.The most
widely used
pattern among
New Zealanders
was NP BE
(INT) ADJ
2.Women used I
like/love more
than men.
3.Women used
more personal
focus.
4.(95% )of the
compliments
were about
appearance,
ability and
possession, with
the first two
constituting
83% of the data.
5.The most
common
response is
acceptance
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Holmes &
Brown
(1987)

New
Zealand
English

Not mentioned

Note-taking
( 200
compliments)

compliments

Holmes
(1988a)

New
Zealand
English

Not mentioned

Note-taking
(450
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Response
strategies,
syntactic
structures,
topics and
gender

(61%), the next
is deflection
(29%).
6.Rejection
accounted for
(10%) which
means that New
Zealanders
rarely reject
compliments.
7.Men evaded
compliments
more than
women and
complimented
more on ability
and personality.
1.80% of the
compliments
belonged to
fixed three
syntactic
patterns that
were used in
Manes and
Wolfson
(1981).
2.The most
common topics
were
appearance and
skill.
1.fixed
syntactic
patterns and
fixed adjectives.
2. the most
common topic
are appearance
and ability.
3. the most
frequently
praised topic
among women
was appearance.
Women
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Wolfson
(1988b)

American Not mentioned
English

note-taking
Syntactic
collected from structures and
different
gender
spontaneous
interactions

Wolfson
(1989b)

American Not mentioned
English
and
nonnative
speakers

Note-taking

Compliments,
syntactic
structure,
gender and
relationship

compliment
each other on
appearance
more than any
other topics.
4. Compliments
on possession
were used
between males
more than
between
females.
1.Making use of
a restricted set
of adjectives.
Two thirds of
the
compliments
used adjectival
type. 25% made
use of verbs
2.Compliments
were used
between
moderately
close friends.
3.Compliments
were frequent
among females.
Males received
fewer
compliments.
Compliments
differed with
the social
relationship
between the
interlocutors.
2.More and
lengthier
compliments
were exchanged
between
acquaintances
than between
strangers or
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Herbert &
Straight
(1989)

American
English
and
South
African
English

White middle
class
Americans and
South Africans

Note-taking
( 1062
American
compliments;
492 South
African
compliments)

Response
strategies

Not mentioned

Observation,
discourse
completion
test and
interviews

Compliments
and response
strategies,
gender and
functions

American Not mentioned
English

Note-taking
( 1062
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Compliments
and
compliment
responses,
gender, focus,
syntactic
structures and
personal
focus.

lewandowsk Polish
a
Tomaszczyk
(1989)

Herbert
(1990)

intimates.
1.American
offered more
compliments
than South
Africans.
2.South
Africans
accepted more
compliments
than Americans.
The authors
attributed this
pattern to the
different
functions that
are entailed in
the
compliments of
both cultures.
1.The author
differentiated
between the two
concepts, praise
(which has a
wider range)
and
compliment, in
Polish.
2.Differences in
male and
female
complimenting
patterns were
found.
1.females gave
and received
different
compliments.
Compliments
from males
were accepted
by females
more than
compliments
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Yanez
(1990)

Spanish

Not mentioned
( Chicano
women)

Note-taking
(41
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures,
topics, and
response
strategies

from females.
2.The syntactic
pattern I
like/love was
frequent among
females
accounting for
more than 90%
of the first
person focused
compliments.
3.The structure
I love was used
only by females
to other
females.
4.Second
person focused
compliment
were common
among
interlocutors
across gender.
5.Third person
focused
compliments
were used more
by males than
females, 60%
versus 20%.
1.Chicano
women used a
very restricted
syntactic
structures
To be, to look,
to like).
2. Compliments
on children
were the most
frequent topic
of
complimenting.
This reflects the
high value of
family
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Lee ( 1990)

Hawaiian
Creole
English

Not mentioned

Test, recall,
observation
( 321
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures,
topics,
gender,
distance and
status

institution in
Chicano
culture.
Most of the
compliments
resolved around
personal
appearance and
accomplishment
s.
At the lexical
level, the
adjective cute
and the verb
like were used
over the
adjective
beautiful and
the verb love.
2. No
statistically
significant
relationship
between gender
and the topics
of the
compliments.
However, the
topic of
possession was
more common
among males.
Men also used
more of the
topic
accomplishment
s regardless of
the
complimentees
gender.
3. Women gave
and receive
more
compliments.
4. Speakers
used denial
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Herbert
(1991)

Polish
Not mentioned
American
English

Note-taking
( 400
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures and
topics

more than
acceptance.
This was
attributable, as
claimed by the
author, to the
Asian cultural
backgrounds of
the Hawaiian
Creole English
speakers. This
pattern might
also function as
a marker of
social identity.
1.At the
syntactic level,
most of the
Polish
compliments
fell into three
syntactic
structures,
resembling the
American
structures.
2.Six adjectives
accounted for
most of the
Polish
compliments.
3.Polish made
less use of verbs
and adverbs in
their
compliments
compared to
American data.
4.The polish
speakers used
more second
person focused
compliments
while the
compliments in
English had
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Johnson
(1992)

American 51
English

Johnson &
American 47
Roen (1992) English

first, second,
and third person
focus.
5.Appearance
was the most
common subject
in both cultures.
Written texts ( Syntactic
1..Written
256 peer
structures and compliments
reviews)
functions
are less
formulaic than
oral data.
2.The function
of the
compliments in
the written
discourse of
peer reviews
was for
interpersonal (to
avoid being
negative in their
peer review)
and to redress
potential face
threats.
3.The written
data had a wider
selection of
syntactic
patterns and
lexical items.
Most of the
lexical items
were adjectives.
4.Compliments
occurred at the
beginning and
at the end of
peer review.
Written texts
Syntactic
1.There were
(47 texts)
patterns,
gender
position,
differences.
personal focus 2.Women paid
and gender
more
compliments.
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Nelson,
Bakary &
Batal
( 1993)

Egyptian 20 Egyptian
Arabic
subjects and 20
and
Americans
American
English

Chen (1993) Chinese

50 Americans

1.Interview
yielding 60
Egyptian
compliments
and 60
American
compliments
2.
Questionnaire
asking for the
subjects
preference for
direct or
indirect
compliments
(240 Egyptian
students and
240 American
students).

Syntactic
structures,
topics,
relationship,
gender and
compliment
frequency.

A discourse

Compliments

3.Women
employed more
positive
evaluations
,intensifiers and
personal focus
( first and
second) to
express respect.
4.Compliments
occur between
speakers of the
same gender
than cross
genders.
1.Both students
showed a
preference for
direct means of
complimenting
2.Americanand
Egyptian
compliments
are of adjectival
type.
3.The most
common topic
was appearance
in both cultures.
3.Egyptian
compliments
were longer and
contained more
comparatives,
metaphors and
references to
marriage.
4.Egyptians
tended to
compliment
personality and
Americans
tended to
compliment
work and skills.
1.Americans
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and
and 50 Chinese completion
American
test
s

response
strategies

Wieland
(1995)

French

31

7 audiotaped
recorded
conversations
(149
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Compliments
and
compliment
response
strategies

Cordella,
Large &
Pardo
( 1995)

Spanish
and
Australia
n English

Not mentioned

Note-taking
( 148 English
compliments
and 40
Spanish)

Frequency of
compliments,
gender,
topics,
position of
compliments
and
relationship.

response
strategies are
motivated by
Leech’s
agreement
maxim whereas
Chinese’s
strategies are
motived by the
modesty maxim
which led them
to reject
compliments
they received.
1More
compliments
were given by
French.
2.Setting should
be taken into
account when
studying
compliments.
3.French
compliments
tend to implicit
while the
Americans tend
to be lengthy
and direct.
1.In Australian
data, more
compliments
occur among
friends rather
than among
intimates or
strangers.
2.Spanish
females
followed the
same pattern.
3.Spanish male
speakers paid
more
compliments to
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Ye (1995)

Chinese

96

A discourse
completion
test
(Containing
16 scenarios)
yielding 763
compliments
and
compliment
responses.

Compliments
syntactic
structures,
gender
compliment
response
strategies and
topic.

females who
were either
intimates or
strangers. Males
employed more
compliments to
show affection
to their intimate
females or to
flatter women
they didn’t
know.
1.56.6% of the
collected
compliments
were explicit
compliments.
2.Preference
was the most
common topic
(69.9%).
3.Chinese
speakers used a
high percentage
of adjectives (
54.5%),
followed by
adverbs
(27.4%), nouns
(15.8) and verbs
(2.3).
4.Most of the
time Chinese
speakers
accepted
compliments
which deviated
from their norm
“rejection”.
5.Women gave
more explicit
compliments
than men.
6.Men were
more likely to
give implicit
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Jaworski
(1995)

Polish

Not mentioned

Nelson,
AlBatal &
Echols
( 1996)

Syrian
52 Syrians
Arabic
87 Americans
and
American
English

Note-taking
( 252
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

functions

Interviews:
52 (Arabic
compliments
and
compliment
responses)
& 87
(compliments
and
compliment
responses).
During the
interviews the
interviewer
complimented
the
interviewee)

Compliment
response
strategies

compliments.
7.Compliments
occur between
interlocutors of
the same
gender.
8.Men received
more
compliments on
performance
than women.
The author
mentioned two
types of
functions in the
Polish data:
procedural
solidarity
( a compliment
is offered for
obtaining
information
about the object
of the
compliment)
and relational
solidarity for
maintaining
relationship.
1.There were
similarities and
differences
between the two
cultures with
regard to
compliment
response
strategies.
2.Both cultures
either accepted
or mitigated
compliments. In
American data,
50% was coded
as acceptances.
In Syrian data,
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Mughazy
(1999)

Egyptian
Arabic

40 subjects

Wang &
Tsai (2000)

Taiwan
College
Mandarin students

Open-ended
discoursecompletion
interview
(480
compliment
responses)

Compliment
response
strategies

A discourse
completion
test (454
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures,
topics,
response
strategies

67% was coded
as acceptances.
3.Thank you
was used more
by the
American
speakers.
1. In responding
to compliments,
the most
common
response was
complaint about
the object of the
compliment.
2. Other
strategies
include
complimenting
the
complimenter,
avoidance the
compliment and
humor.
3. Lower status
speakers were
more likely to
invoke the evil
eye.
1. The speakers
used the
syntactic pattern
NP/PRON BE
(intensifier)
ADJ.
2. The most
common topic
was appearance.
3. With regard
to responding,
the speakers
were more
likely to reject
or to express
surprise.
4.Females
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LorenzoDus (2001)

British
and
Spanish

British and
Spanish male
and female
students

A discourse
completion
test (over
1000
compliment
responses)

Compliment
responses and
gender

tended to
express more
surprise
whereas males
tended to
express more
disagreements
1. Spanish
males used
more upgrade
compliments
than their
female
counterparts.
2. Upgrade
compliment did
not exist in the
British data.
3. Spanish
speakers
requested a
repetition of the
compliments.
This pattern
was absent in
among British
speakers.
4. Both groups
used
reassignment
strategy to
avoid selfpraise
especially on
compliment
topics such as
intelligence and
natural talent.
5. British
speakers
showed a
greater
tendency to
question the
sincerity of the
compliments.
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Farghal &
AL-Khatib
(2001)

Jordanian 268 Jordanian
Arabic
undergraduate
students

Note-taking
(268
compliment
responses)

Compliment
responses and
gender

1.Students used
simple
compliment
(72.94%)
because it
express
straightforwardl
y the
compliment
2.There was a
correlation
between
compliment
responses and
gender.
3. Males tended
to use more
simple
responses.
4. When males
were
complimented
by females, they
used more nonverbal
responses than
when they were
complimented
by males.
5. Males used
acceptances
more than
females.

Matsuoka
(2002)

Japanese

Two television
talk shows

Not
mentioned

Compliments
and gender

1. Females gave
and received
compliments on
appearance.
2. Males gave
and received
compliments on
performance.

Zhihui
(2002)

Chinese

120 Chinese
college

Open ended
questionnaire

compliments,
gender,

1. There are
significant
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sophomores

Golato
(2002)

German
27 speakers
American
speakers

Yuan (2002) Kunming
Chinese

175 Chinese
speakers

50
compliments
and
compliment
responses (25
hours of
videotaped
dinner-table
conversations
and 6 hours of
audiotaped
telephone
conversations
between close
friends and
family
members)
A written
discourse
completion
test notetaking and an

topics,
functions and
compliment
response
strategies

differences
between males
and females
with regard to
compliments
and compliment
responses.
Females used
more explicit
compliments.
2. Females
tended to use
more adjectives
while males
used more
nouns.
3. Women
tended to accept
more
compliments
whereas men
tended to avoid
compliments.

Compliment
response
strategies

1.German
speakers
accepted
compliments
without using
the appreciation
marker
(Thank you).
2.German
speakers
accepted
compliments by
providing an
assessment of
the compliment.

Compliments,
syntactic
patterns,
semantic
formulas and

1. Speakers
used explicit
compliments
more than
implicit
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Kim (2002)

Korean
and
Japanese
speakers

Kang (2002) Korean

oral discourse
completion
test ( 256
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

response
strategies.

20 EFL
intermediatelevel Korean
and Japanese

Note-taking
(58
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Syntactic
structures,
topic and
responses.

Korean female
graduate
students

Note-taking
yielding 50
responses (the
researcher
gave
compliments
to her fellow
graduate

Response
strategies

compliments.
2.90% of the
compliments
fell into four
syntactic
patterns.
3. Most of the
compliments
were used with
the third
person/imperso
nal or second
person.
4. Speakers
were more
likely to
indirectly
accept
compliments.
5.In a quarter of
the responses,
speakers used
smile
1. There was a
transfer from
both languages
into the speech
act of
complimenting
in English. The
syntactic pattern
“NP is
(intensifier)
ADJ” is the
most preferred
among Japanese
and Korean
speakers.
1.Korean
speakers used
avoidance
strategies more
often than
acceptance or
rejection
strategies.
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students)

Chen (2003) Mandarin 60 college
Chinese
students

A discourse
completion
test

Compliment
response
strategies

Mustapha
(2003)

1200
compliments
and
compliment
responses

Age, gender,
status, social
relationship
compliments
and response
strategies.

Nigerian
English

2400 middle
class speakers

2.Within the
frame of
agreement and
modesty
maxims,
Koreans
preferred to use
“inbetweenness
”
1. In general
Mandarin
Chinese
accepted the
compliments
despite the fact
there were
variations
across the
situations. If the
complimenter
was of a higher
status, the
compliment was
rejected.
1.Nigerian
speakers
preferred covert
agreement.
2.Females
received more
compliments
and they
exchange more
compliments
among
themselves
because they
value
compliments
more than men.
3.Women gave
and received
more
compliments on
appearance.
4.Men, on the
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Migdadi
(2003)

Jordanian Not mentioned
Arabic

Note-taking
( 835
compliments
and
compliments
responses)

Compliments,
compliment
response
strategies,
topic, gender,
age and
traditionalism

other hand, paid
and received
more
compliments on
possession,
performance
and personality.
5. Compliments
were common
among equals.
6. Women used
more explicit
compliments
and acceptance
responses.
1.There were
significant
correlation
between social
variables and
the
complimenting
behavior.
2.Speakers who
share the same
age, gender and
traditionalism
complimented
others more
than those who
differed in all of
these.
3. Young
speakers and
females used
explicit
compliments,
exclamatory
syntactic
patterns and
compliment
plus
explanation.
The most
common topic
among them
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Matsuura
(2004)

American 44 Americans
and
and 44
Japanese Japanese
speakers

Not
mentioned ( a
questionnaire
in which the
subjects are
asked about
their
likelihood of
giving
compliments)

Compliments,
status, gender
and functions.

was appearance.
4. In responding
to compliments,
females used
questions and
accounts
(comment
history)
whereas males
used more
blessings and
disagreements.
1. Americans
showed that
they were more
willing to give
compliments to
their family
members than
Japanese
speakers.
Japanese think
they should be
polite to
nonfamily
members.
2. Americans
thought that
compliment is a
positive and
important
custom. They
found it easy to
compliment
compared to
Japanese who
found it
difficult to
compliment.
3. Relationship
overrides status
in Japanese
compliment
whereas status
prevents
Americans from
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Yu (2005)

Chinese
Not mentioned
and
American
English

Note-taking

Compliments
frequency,
functions,
topics ,
gender,
response
strategies and
relationship

Enssaif
(2005)

Female
Saudi
students

A written
discourse
completion
test in English
and Arabic
( 600
compliments)

Compliments,
syntactic
structures,
compliment
response
strategies

50

complimenting
those who have
a higher status.
1. American
speakers used
more direct
compliments.
2. For
Americans,
compliment is a
way of showing
solidarity and it
is a means of
admiration for
Chinese.
3. Compliments
in both cultures
occurred
between
interlocution of
equal status.
4. Fewer
American
speakers
complimented
ability and
performance.
5. Fewer
Chinese
speakers
complimented
appearance and
possessions.
1. The most
frequent
adjectives were
nice, beautiful,
good, great and
pretty.
2. Personality
and
achievement
were the most
common topics.
3.The following
syntactic
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patterns
accounted for
66% of the total
of compliments:
NP BE (really)
ADJ
I (really)
like/love NP or
Pro
NP BE ( really)
a ADJ NP
4. Intensifiers
accounted for
26% and 18%
in English and
Arabic
respectively.
5. Acceptance
was the most
common
strategy,
accounting for
33% in English
and 30% in
Arabic.
6. Nonacknowledgeme
nt did not
appear in
Arabic data
while it
occurred once
in the English
data.
7. In both
languages,
students used
direct
compliments
(84% in Arabic
vs. 75% in
English).

Parisi &

American College

270

Compliments,

1. Compliments
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Wogan
(2006)

English

students

compliments
( recorded by
14 students)

topic and
gender

differed by
gender.
2. Females
received
compliments
from males on
appearance
more than any
other topics.
3. Females gave
males a higher
proportion of
compliments on
skill than
performance
because giving
compliments on
appearance
might be too
forward or
leading to
unwanted
attention.
4. Culture
imposes on its
speakers to
compliment
females on
appearance and
males on skills.

Farghal &
Haggan
(2006)

Kuwaiti
speakers
learning
English (
EFL
learners)

79 Bilingual
Kuwaiti
undergraduate
students

Note-taking
632
compliments
and
compliment
responses

Response
strategies

1. A transfer
from the mother
tongue existed
in the students
compliment
behaviors such
as ritualized
expression, in
vocational
responses and
offering.
2. Bilingual
speakers
showed a higher
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Tiono &
American a superior
Nova (2006) English
female
character and a
subordinate
male character
starring in
What Women
Want

Not
mentioned

Compliments,
response
strategies,
topics, gender
and status

AL Falasi
(2007)

A discourse
completion
test and
interviews

Compliment
response
strategies

Emarati
Arabic

Female Arabic
learners of
English

percentage of
acceptance
responses than
what was found
in English
studies.
Gender and
status did not
play a major
role in the way
that the female
character paid
compliments
nor did gender
and status
influenced that
way that the
male character
gave
compliments to
the female
character.
1. Arabic
expression and
strategies were
transferred into
the target
language,
English.
2.Using, for
instance,
“I’m ashamed”
to express
appreciation.
3. The use of
longer
compliments
response to
show the
sincerity of
accepting of the
compliments.
4. Some
speakers
responded to
compliments
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Behnam &
Amizadeh
(2008)

American Not mentioned
English
and
Persian

Abdul Satter Iraqi
and Lah
Arabic
(2008)

25 Iraqi
university
students
learning
English

8 video-taped
interviews
(42 English
compliment
sequences and
101 Persian
compliment
sequences)

Compliments
and
compliment
responses

A written
discourse test

compliment
response
strategies

Lee (2009)

Singapor 300 people
e Chinese ( 157
complimenter
and 166
recipients)

Recorded
conversations
during new
year visits

Compliments,
response
strategies,

Shehzad
(2010)

Pakistani

Pakistani
speakers

A discourse
completion
test

Compliment
responses

Milinkovic

Australia

Analyzing a

Not

compliments

with a joke.
1. Both cultures
compliment
more ability and
personality.
2. Compliments
were used for
introducing
guests.
3. Both groups
did not reject
the
compliments.
Pragmatic
transfer was
found in the
students
compliment
responses such
as the extensive
use of thank
you, the use of
offers (offering
the object of the
compliment).
1. Married
women gave
and received
more
compliments.
2. The most
common topic
was children’s
academic
achievement
and career
success.
3.The most
common
response was
downgrading
Speakers used
acceptance
responses
(68.5%).
Compliments
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(2010)

n English

Yousefvand
(2010)

Persian

Adachi
(2011)

Japanese

scene from
Australian
dram packed to
the rafters
30
undergraduate
students

mentioned

on possession
were short and
formulaic.

A discourse
completion
test (540
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Compliment
responses
strategies and
gender

67 Young
Japanese
university
students

40 hours of
recorded
conversations
producing 369
compliments
and 210
compliment
responses

Compliments,
syntactic
structures,
functions,
status and
response
strategies

1. The most
common
response was
acceptance.
2. There was a
significant
relationship
between gender
and response
strategies.
3.Males were
more likely to
use rejection
4. Females on
the other hand,
responded with
acceptance or
surprise.
1. Most of the
Japanese
compliments
were of
adjectival type
and they were
located in
predicate
positions.
2. Present tense
constructions
were used more
than past or
future
constructions.
3. The most
common topic
was
performance
(58%).
4. Most of the
compliments
occurred
between
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Othman
(2011)

Malaysia
n

MalaysianMalay
speakers

A discourse
completion
test and a
recall ( 876
compliments
and
compliment
responses)

Compliments
and
compliment
responses

Lin,
Woodfield

Taiwan
Chinese

60Taiwanese
and 60

A written
discourse

Compliments,
region and

interlocution of
the same status
(60%).
5. Most of the
speakers evaded
compliments
(51.5%). The
second
preferred
strategy was
acceptance
(35%) and the
last strategy
was rejection
(12%)
1. Compliments
are accepted
and appreciate
rather than
rejected.
2. There was a
relationship
between the
topic of
compliments
and compliment
responses.
3. Relationship
between
interlocutors
influenced
response
strategies.
4. the more
distant the
relationship, the
more likely the
compliments
would be
accepted.
Intimacy
resulted in
compliments
rejections.
1. Both groups
used explicit
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& Ren
(2012)

and
Mainland
Chinese

Mainland
Chinese

completion
test ( 1083
compliments)

topics

Katsuta
(2012)

English
American
and
Japanese

14 Americans
and 14
Japanese
speakers

Recorded
conversations

Compliment
responses
strategies and
topic

compliments
more than
implicit
compliments.
2. Compliments
in Taiwan and
Mainland
Chinese have
been influenced
by western
cultures.
1. The
American
speakers were
more likely to
accept the
compliments
(67%) whereas
Japanese
rejected
(21.7%) and
avoided (44%).
The English
speakers
avoided
(31.7%)) and
rejected (0.8) of
the
compliments.
2. There was a
positive
relationship
between the
topic of the
compliment and
the response
strategies.

